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Abstract
This work examines the use of ontologies in knowledge management applications for 
technology intensive industries. Ontologies represent knowledge maps of specific 
technology domains and for the purposes of this thesis are deployed to capture, store and 
assess technological trends and changes. The objective is to improve the capabilities of 
technology intensive organizations to monitor, assess, predict and respond to 
technological trends and changes.
This thesis presents a variety of ontology engineering methodologies to update 
dynamically and systematically the content and structure of ontologies. Dynamic 
ontologies act as advanced business intelligence support for market, products and 
technology watch and represent a novel knowledge management practice in an area 
(technology evolution assessment) of tremendous importance to the high technology 
sector.
This thesis also explores the use of Natural Language Processing (NLP) technology in 
monitoring domain trends. A feedback control structure is presented for the dynamic 
management and maintenance of ontologies. The idea of Semantic Extension Sets is 
presented for discovering inner and outer domain mappings. Finally this work concludes 
with a Knowledge Management Platform for the intelligent monitoring, planning and 
forecasting of technological evolution in highly dynamic domains.
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Chapter 1
Chapter 1
Introduction
The thesis presents an ontology-based knowledge management approach for 
technology intensive industries to monitor trends and topics of their interest and alert 
them to changes. Managing knowledge means identifying, capturing, retrieving, and 
evaluating implicit and explicit knowledge within an organisation It involves only 
forms of knowledge that can be articulated and therefore represented. As businesses 
strive to know how to respond to the future, knowledge management solutions 
improve their competencies in direction setting, strategic planning, 
determining actions, creativity, innovation and risk management.
Technological environments are challenged to manage a continuously increasing 
amount of technical knowledge critical and essential to business functions. The 
diverse knowledge accounts for innovations, new products and markets, emerging 
standards and environmental constraints, as well as important trends in technology 
and product design. Suppliers, competitors, employment markets, research groups, 
patents m d new technologies can be monitored almost on a daily basis but general- 
purpose tools fail to produce solutions as the context of technical knowledge is 
complex and profluent. Technology-intensive industries assume particularly dynamic 
profiles, whose attributes and composition face frequent and dramatic changes. The 
driving forces are new developments in science and engineering, that reshape the 
industries, create opportunities for new expertise or displace professions of a lesser 
demand. Computer Science, for instance, is a discipline that reformed an original 
profile out of semi-conductors, primitive computers and difference engines to 
programming languages, and then to personal computers, networks (LAN, WAN, 
MAN), world wide web, client-server architectures, and, more recently, to 
cybernetics, grids and super-computers.
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The dynamics of the different professional areas and scientific disciplines feature 
strong interactions with each other. Consequently, the assessment of trends and the 
evaluation of available opportunities represent particularly challenging problems. 
Technology intensive companies are usually global players and highly integrated 
industries. Knowledge management platforms dedicated to particular disciplines and 
expertise apparently neglect the underlying dynamics that constitute the driving forces 
for changes. Dynamics remain untraceable and elusive, despite the vast amount of 
information available. Knowledge management is essentially practiced using 
controversial technologies such as databases, email tools, spreadsheets and word 
processors, whereas access to resources is solely accomplished. Current applications 
are weak in disambiguating the content of information, hence knowledge capturing 
and retrieval are error prone. For example content management and information 
retrieval are both based on keywords, and hence are subject to the two well-known 
linguistic phenomena that strongly degrade a query's precision and recall: polysemy 
(one word with several meanings) and synonymy (two words with the same meaning).
In order to reuse knowlegde, some form of knowlegde representation must take place. 
This codification, is the process of putting knowlegde into various forms that can be 
acessed, leveraged and transferred independently of the presence or absence of the 
individuals that might possess that knowlegde (Ruggles, 1997). Within the scope of 
this thesis, this role is given to ontologies, which are defined as a specification o f a 
conceptualisation (Gruber 1993). It includes computer-usable definitions of basic 
concepts in the domain and the relationships among them. A domain is a specific 
subject area or knowledge area i.e medicine, aerospace engineering, computer 
science, etc. Ontologies include an explicit description of the assumptions regarding 
both the domain structure and the terms used to describe the domain; they are 
organized in taxonomies and typically contain modelling primitives such as classes, 
relations, properties, axioms, and instances. They are used by people, databases, and 
applications that need to share and reuse domain information. Applications of these 
include areas such as e-commerce, intelligent agents, content management, 
knowledge discovery in databases and data-mining, interoperability between systems 
(databases, digital libraries), knowledge elicitation fiom text and the web, etc.
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Ontologies facilitate knowledge reuse and diffuse as they strictly and formally codify 
the terminology, the relations and the restrictions of a domain, in accordance with 
standards and recommendations of the W3C. They can accommodate large volumes 
and complex structures of data and also maintain sophisticated and heterogeneous 
information content, enabling a technical representation approach. The categorization 
of domain classes in taxonomies, allows easy navigation to information of interest 
while the semantics of ontologies, moderate the problem of “polysemy” of terms, 
which is one of the major problems in information retrieval.
Domain knowledge is dynamic as changes, innovations and novelties evolve 
gradually the respective domain. As the structure and the content of domains is 
constantly growing and changing, it is expected that ontologies change as well, as 
there were errors in prior versions caused by the new way of modelling the domain is 
preferred, or because of the new terminology created (e.g., as the result of the 
invention of new technology). In ontology based applications it is a common practice 
to refine ontologies manually in a time and effort-consuming task. The human centric 
ontology refinement not only stands as a bottleneck in the diffusion of knowledge but 
also restricts ontologies to their knowledge engineers perceptions. Ontologies need a 
systematic approach to follow the changes of their environment and let the domain 
itself to contribute in the refinement process, reducing in parallel the subjectivity of 
their creators.
The main goal of this thesis is to research the use of domain ontologies in knowledge 
management solutions for technology intensive industries. At the same time, it aims at 
providing a solid knowledge management framework and supply knowledge 
engineers with insights that can lead to more effective decision-making.
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1.1 Structure of the thesis
This thesis explores the following topics: a) ontology-based domain monitoring b) 
ontology mapping c) dynamic refinement of ontologies d) ontology-driven knowledge 
management portal for technology intensive industries. Chapter 2 defines the 
primitives in ontologies and in knowledge management. Theories, past and present 
developments are presented in order to provide readers a theoretical foundation on the 
subject of the thesis.
Chapter 3 presents an ontology-based knowledge management methodology to 
monitor domain trends and changes. Ontologies play the role of knowledge models to 
represent and manage the parts of the domain to be monitored and examined. The 
proposed methodology exposes ontologies in the foreground of knowledge 
management applications to highlight new and emerging ontology parts. The domain 
analysis is temporal and is based on the monitoring of automatic annotations of 
ontology concepts and instances over time. The annotation of concepts relies on a 
general natural language processing mechanism. Examples from several real case 
scenarios are presented to highlight the yields of the proposed methodology.
Chapter 4 presents a methodology to control subjectivity of ontologies and relates 
them with the reference domains on which they apply. Information Extraction and 
probing procedures establish dual links between the ontology models and the domain. 
The ontology content is supported by the parallel deployment of statistical tools and 
human interaction. The methodology concludes a procedure for the ontologies that is 
conformant with the domain structure and composition. Finally illustrations and 
examples are presented in several engineering cases.
Chapter 5 proposes a methodology to highlight conceptual links between ontology 
concepts. The links take the form of concept mappings. This approach builds on the 
idea of Semantic Extension Sets -  SESs of concepts that consist of concept’s close- 
meaning terms in the form of synonyms, instances, hyponyms etc. Agent-based 
technology is deployed to collect the entities of SES internally from the ontology 
content and externally from other generic sources of semantic information. The 
methodology has a dual purpose: a) to facilitate knowledge engineering by
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highlighting concept relationships and assess the presence of existing concepts and b) 
to integrate ontologies of different domains by mapping their concepts. It can also be 
viewed as an ontology based information system to monitor internal and external links 
of a specific domain of interest. The chapter concludes with two examples that 
illustrate the merits of the proposed methods.
Chapter 6 presents a methodology to integrate previous efforts in knowledge 
engineering with prototype ontology-based tools and methods to search, retrieve and 
analyze technical documents structured and unstructured fiom heterogeneous sources 
of information. The research concluded to a prototype knowledge management 
platform that capitalised and integrated the proposed tools and methods. The portal 
features two modes a) the generic mode that aims at exploiting resources found in the 
world wide web and b) the targeted mode that processes located distributed sources of 
information. The chapter also presents examples and illustrations of the portal tools 
fiom several cases in engineering.
Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the presented work discussing advantages, limitations 
and future research directions with regards to the proposed methodologies and 
developments.
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Chapter 2
2. Overview of theory and examples of ontologies and knowledge 
management
This chapter provides a theoretical foundation on the use of ontologies in knowledge 
management. Firstly, ontologies are defined and discussed along with use cases, 
examples, standards and tools. Knowledge management theory is briefly presented 
with definitions, applications and tools. Finally, the use of ontologies in knowledge 
management is discussed
2.1 Ontologies
2.1.1 The history of ontologies
Ontologies find their roots in the ancient Greek philosophy (4^  ^ century BC). The 
word ontology comes from the Greek on (ov) for being and logos (Xoyoq) for word. 
Aristotle first introduced ontologies in his book (the Categories) (Ackrill 1963). 
According to him, ontologies study the categories of things that exist or may exist in 
some domain. An ontology, is the study of the types of things that are assumed to exist 
in a domain of interest fi*om the perspective of a person. The types in the ontology 
represent the predicates, word senses, or concept and relation types used to discuss 
topics in the domain. Aristotle believed that logic by itself is inefficient to describe a 
domain and that the combination of logic with an ontology provides a language, 
capable to express relationships about the entities in the domain of interest (Ackrill 
1963). He used the word category (Kaxriyopia), to classify anything that can be said or 
predicated about anything. Aristotle's categories are presented in Figure 2.1 
(Brentano 1975). Apart fi*om Aristotle, the ancient greek philosophers known as 
sophists (Guthrie 1997) organized the society, the knowledge and the language into 
categories.
Chapter 2
Being
Substance Accident
Property Relation
nherence
Movement intermediacy
/ \ / \
Containment
Spatial Temporal
Figure 2.1 The first ontology - Aristotle's Categories 
2.1.2 Ontologies in computer science
Borrowing the term from the philosophy, ontologies in computer science were first 
developed in the early 1990s to formulate an exhaustive and rigorous conceptual 
model about a domain (Gruber 1993) to facilitate knowledge sharing and reuse. An 
ontology is typically a hierarchical data structure containing all the relevant entities 
and their relationships and rules within that domain. Ontologies have started as a 
popular research topic in several AI communities - including knowledge engineering, 
natural language processing, and knowledge representation but more recently they are 
becoming widespread in fields such as intelligent information integration, cooperative 
information systems, information retrieval, electronic commerce, and knowledge 
management (Guarino 1995). The reason ontologies are becoming popular largely is 
that they provide a shared and common understanding usable both by people and 
application systems.
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2.1.3 Examples of ontologies
2.1.3.1 The Cyc ontology
Taken its name from the stressed syllable of the word encyclopedia, Cyc (Lenat and 
Guha 1990) is a general ontology, which was designed to accommodate all of human 
knowledge. Cyc contains about 100,000 concept types used in the rules and facts 
encoded in its knowledge base. Figure 2.2 presents the most general categories at the 
top of the Cyc hierarchy.
2.1.3.2 The EDR ontology
Aimed at establishing an infrastructure for knowledge information processing, the 
EDR is an electronic dictionary that contains over 400,000 concepts, with their 
mappings in both English and Japanese words. It was developed to facilitate advanced 
processing of natural language by computers, and is composed of eleven sub­
dictionaries. The dictionary contains a sub dictionary called the Concept 
Classification Dictionary (Okamoto 1998), which describes the similarity relation 
among concepts of the dictionary.
2.1.3.3 WordNet
WordNet (Miller 1995) is a hierarchy of 166,000 word form and sense pairs. It has 
less semantics than Cyc, but it is the most widely used ontology for natural language 
processing, largely because it has long been easily accessible over the Internet.
Table A.l in Appendix A presents a list of ontologies available
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Figure 2.2 Top level of the hierarchy of concepts of Cyc
2.1.3.4 Ontologies in Molecular biology
Molecular biology is a characteristic example where ontologies find application. 
Ontologies can be used as a high level structure to classify the domain. Molecular 
biology is a field that requires additional standardization in terminology, especially 
for characterizing experimental setup, mathematical post-processing of raw 
measurements, genes, tissues and samples. There are many databases that store 
ambiguous data (identical biological labels and categories but with a different 
meaning). A prominent example is the concept "gene" which is used with different 
semantics by major international genomic databases. Ontologies are one means to 
provide a semantic repository to systematically order relevant concepts in molecular 
biology and to bridge the different notions in various databases by explicitly 
specifying the meaning of and relation between the fundamental concepts in an 
application domain
Wolstencroff et al (2005) presented an ontology-driven approach to classify proteins. 
The system provides a number of advantages over traditional database systems in
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molecular biology applications. Using protein phosphatases and ABC transporters as 
model protein families, the authors constructed two protein family database resources 
around a central DAML+OIL ontology. The ontology was used to ‘recognize’ the 
attributes of these proteins. However they underlined the need for periodic ontology 
revisions and the limitations placed on the system from external sources, such as 
inconsistencies in the Gene Ontology Database (2000).
Stevens et al (2001) presented a bio-informatics ontology-building case study to 
highlight the features of the combination of a frame representation and an expressive 
description logic. The author used OIL as ontology standard and supported that 
ontology building is a cyclical task, where incremental moves are made from a 
primitive, asserted taxonomy to one where concepts are rich with properties. These 
properties can be used to add richness to the ontology (from inferred knowledge), as 
well as ensuring the logical consistency and satisfiability of the ontology. Thus, the 
use of reasoning can be seen to be important for the design and management of 
ontologies during their development applications.
EVOC (Kelso et al. 2003) is a set of orthogonal controlled vocabularies that unifies 
gene expression data by facilitating a link between the genome sequence and 
expression phenotype information. The eVOC ontologies are the result of a 
public/private partnership that combines the development of open public standards 
and data with the stability of commercial support and software. The four eVOC 
ontologies provide an appropriate set of detailed human terms that describe the 
sample source of human experimental material such as cDNA and SAGE libraries. 
These expression terms are linked to libraries and transcripts allowing the assessment 
of tissue expression profiles, differential gene expression levels and the physical 
distribution of expression across the genome.
2.1.4 Ontology specification languages
Currently there are numerous ontology specification languages available. The World 
Wide Web Consortium (W3C) has recommended a number of semantic markup
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language standards as part of the semantic web recommendation. Ontology languages 
include: 
o XML 
o SHOE 
o RDF-RDF(S) 
o DAML-OIL 
o OWL
2.1.4.1 The extensible Markup Language -  XML
XML is a meta-language that meets the need to define application specific markup 
tags, representing other languages in a standardized way. It is not a programming 
language but is rahter a set of rules for designing, structuring and sharing software 
and hardware independent text based data. XML facilitates computers to generate 
data, read data, and ensure that the data structure is unambiguous. Moreover, it is 
extensible, and it supports internationalization and localization. Like HTML, XML 
makes use of tags (words bracketed by '<' and '>') and attributes (of the form 
name="value"). Beyond XML 1.1, the latest specification, there is a number of 
modules that supplement the language. XLink is a recommendation that allows 
(hyperlinks) to be inserted into XML documents in order to create and describe links 
between resources. XPointer allows pointing to parts of an XML document. CSS, is 
the style sheet language defining fonts, colours, alignments and more. XSL is another 
style sheet language more advanced than CSS. It is based on XSLT, a transformation 
language used for rearranging, adding and deleting tags and attributes. The DOM  is a 
standard set of function calls for manipulating XML (and HTML) files from a 
programming language. XML Schema help developers to precisely define the 
structures of their own XML-based formats. Both XML and XML Schema used to 
represent parts of ontologies and later replaced by RDF described next.
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2.1.4.2 Resource Description Framework RDF -  RDF(S)
RDF (McBride 2004) is a framework for describing and interchanging metadata. It 
provides interoperability between applications that exchange machine-understandable 
information on the web. RDF’s broad goal is to define a mechanism for describing 
resources that makes no a priori assumptions about a particular application domain or 
the associated semantics. RDF Schema - RDF(S) is a vocabulary description language 
of RDF. It represents a semantic framework for RDF as it defines classes and 
properties that may be used to describe classes, properties and other resources.
Resource Description Framework is built on the following rules:
1. A resource is anything that can have a unique identifier (Uniform Resource 
Identifier - URI). Typical examples include web pages and individual 
elements of an XML document.
2. A property type is a resource that has a name and can be used as a property, 
for example Author or Title.
3. A property is the combination of a Resource, a PropertyType, and a value. An 
example would be: "The Author of this thesis is Alexandros Kourakis." The 
value can just be a string, for example "Alexandros Kourakis" in the previous 
example, or it can be another resource.
2.1.4.3 DAML+OIL
DAML+OIL (McGuinness et al, 2002) is a combination of DAML (DARPA Agent 
Markup Language) and OIL (Ontology Inference Layer). The Ontology Interchange 
Language - OIL is a frame-based standard proposal for ontology interchange 
language resulted by an initiative to integrate intuitive modeling primitives, web- 
languages, and formal semantics into one language. OILs onion model offers 
languages of varying complexity; this allows applications to select the degree of 
complexity they require. DAML+OIL is a semantic web language that was heavily 
inspired by research in description logics (DL) and allows more types of concept 
definitions in ontologies than RDF(S). DAML+OIL reflects a broad European and
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(US) American consensus on modelling primitives for the semantic web and will be 
the departure point for standardization by the W3C. Both OIL and DAML+OIL are 
defined as an extension to RDF-S, which makes them to a large extent compatible 
with plain RDF-S. Their main additions to RDF-S are formal semantics, including 
more description logics (DI), and more advanced modeling primitives, such as 
Boolean expressions and some axioms.
2.1.4.4 Simple Html Ontology Extension - SHOE
SHOE (Heflin 1999) has been developed by the Parallel Understanding Systems 
Ground in the Department of Computer Science at the University of Maryland and 
aims to provide user agents with easy access to machine-readable semantic 
knowledge on the Web. The language adds to html source a simple knowledge- 
representation language to define simple semantics. SHOE defines two types of 
markup tags: modelling tags which define the ontologies and annotation tags which 
map the published content to ontology parts and rules.
2.1.4.5 Web Ontology Language OWL
OWL (Smith 2004) is a semantic markup language of W3C for publishing and 
sharing Internet-based ontologies. It is a revision of the DAML+OIL and is designed 
for use by applications that need to process the content of information instead of just 
presenting information to humans. It facilitates greater machine interpretability of 
Web content than that supported by XML, RDF, and RDF Schema (RDF-S) by 
providing additional vocabulary along with a formal semantics. OWL adds more 
vocabulary for describing properties and classes: relations between classes (e.g. 
disjointness), cardinality (e.g. "exactly one"), equality, richer typing of properties, 
characteristics of properties (e.g. symmetry), and enumerated classes.
OWL has three increasingly-expressive sublanguages: OWL Lite, OWL DL, and 
OWL full. OWL Lite, is a subset of the full OWL and supports only the declaration of 
classification hierarchies and simple constraints. It was built to provide a quick 
migration path for thesauri and other taxonomies. OWL DL includes more reasoning
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constraints than OWL Lite, by using extensively description logics. OWL Full 
provides more features than the others, allowing an ontology to augment the meaning 
of the pre-defined (RDF or OWL) vocabulary.
2.1.4.6 Comparison of ontology standards
XML was recommended by the W3C to replace the HyperText Markup Language -  
HTML, the lingua franca for publishing hypertext on the World Wide Web. Although 
it defines the primitives in structuring documents, the absence of semantic constraints 
on the meaning of these documents led W3C to recommend XML Schema and later 
RDF (Resource Description Framework). RDF does not replace XML, but it rather 
supplement it. RDF Schema is an extension of RDF and defined a richer vocabulary 
for describing properties and classes of RDF resources, with basic semantics. 
DAML+OIL built on RDF and RDF Schema, defining richer semantics. UML and 
SHOE have limitations in describing semantics. Currently, DAML+OIL is the 
prevalent in ontology standards, used by the majority of ontology-based applications. 
However, the introduction of OWL (Web Ontology Language) will gradually replace 
DAML+OIL and other ontology standards, as it adds facilities for expressing meaning 
and semantics to ontology languages, and thus it goes beyond these languages in its 
ability to represent machine-readable content.
2.1.5 Ontology Query Languages
Ontology query languages are the ontological equivalent of SQL (Structured Query 
Language) and aim to query ontologies to retrieve specific information. They usually 
confront to particular ontology specification languages. Examples of ontology query 
languages include: 
o RQL 
o RDQL 
o DQL 
o OWL-QL
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2.1.5.1 RQL
RQL (Karvounarakis et al, 2002) is a query language for RDF and RDF Schema, 
loosely based on the syntax of the Object Query Language OQL. The language is 
based on the idea that RDF triplets can form a set of connected graphs. RQL features 
the selection for retrieval of specific edges and nodes of that graph A powerful 
characteristic of RQL is that it addresses RDF Schema semantics in the language 
itself. Class-instance relationships, class/property subsumption, domain/range and 
such are all addressed and inferred by specific language constructs.
2.1.5.2 The RDF Query Lauguege - RDQL
RDQL (Seaborne 2004) is another query language for to extract information firom 
RDF graphs. It treats RDF as data and provides query with triple patterns and 
constraints over a single RDF model. The scripts of RDQL provide a model-level 
access mechanism rather than a simple RDF API.
2.1.5.3 DAML Query Lauguage -  DQL
DQL (Brunoet al, 2001) is a formal query language and protocol for agents that 
interchange knowledge represented in DAML+OIL ontologies. DQL has an object- 
oriented structure in which each object (e.g., query, query answer, etc.) consists of a 
set of property-value pairs where a value may be one or a set of URIrefs, literals, 
DAML+OIL knowledge bases, or DQL objects. Although this specification is 
intended to provide sufficient information to enable use and analysis of DQL, it does 
not include a recommendation for a normative external syntax for the language.
2.1.5.4 OWL-QL
OWL-QL (Fikes et al, 2003) is a query language for agents that use OWL ontologies. 
It specifies query-answering dialogues between agents that share OWL ontologies. 
Unlike standard query languages, OWL-QL supports answers that contain automated
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reasoning and queries in multiple specified or not knowledge bases on the Semantic 
Web.
2.1.6 Ontology editors
Today, there are more than 90 tools available Denny from both non-commercial 
organizations and commercial software vendors. Most of them are tools for designing 
and editing ontology files. Some of them may provide certain capabilities for 
analyzing, modifying, and maintaining ontologies over time, in addition to the editing 
capabilities. The most popular ontology editors are Protégé (Noy et al, 2001), 
SemTalk (Fillies et al, 2002), Ontoedit (Sure at al, 2002), OilEd (Bechhofer et al, 
2001). Denny (2004) provided a survey on ontology editors.
2.1.7 Ontology management systems
An ontology management system provides a programming interface to manipulate 
ontologies. Ontology editing capabilities are not viewed as the critical component of 
an ontology management system. An ontology management system has to provide 
ontologies with:
• query mechanism for ontologies, to process queries and retrieve ontological 
data using also a user interface
• visualization of the schema
• identity (provide URI), to discriminate ontologies for re-usability,
• versioning mechanism, to keep track of different versions of the same 
ontology,
• Security Management, to secure and protect the integrity of data, prevent 
unauthorized access, and support multiple access levels.
• Internationalization, to support different languages
• merging and reconciliation, to match different ontologies on the same domain
• mapping and alignment, to map ontologies with ontologies of different 
domains and external resources
Examples of ontology management environments include:
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>  Chimaera of Ontolingua (Farquhar et al, 1997, McGuinness et al, 2000),
>  PROMPT for Protégé (Graco et al, 1999, Noy et al, 1999),
>  Tadzebao of WebOnto (Domingue 1998) and
> OntoSaurus for Loom (Swartout et al., 1997).
\
2.1.8 The Semantic Web
Tim Bemers-Lee, the creator of the Web, envisioned the Semantic Web ((Daconta et 
al. 2003, Fensel et al. 2002, Staab and Studer 2004, Davies et al. 2003, Antoniou and 
Harmelen 2004, Pollock and Hodgson 2004) as a universal medium for information 
exchange that provides meanings (semantics), in a machine understandable manner, to 
the content of documents on the Web. The Semantic Web is an ambitious project that 
intends to extend the existing Web through the use of standards, markup languages 
and related processing tools. The new Web aims to make web pages understandable 
by computers, so that they can search websites and perform actions in a standardized 
way.
The existing web relies on standards that have limited support of semantics. For 
example HTML is a language that is useful for presenting data and multimedia but 
with limited ability to classify the blocks of text on a page, apart from the roles they 
play in a typical document's organization and in the desired visual layout. The HTML 
can make simple, document-level assertions such as ‘this document’s title is 
Ontology-based Knowledge Management...’, but there is no capability within the 
HTML itself to say ‘this is a thesis’ and the author of the thesis is ‘Alexandros 
Kourakis’ and unambiguously assert that. Also there is no way to bound all the pieces 
of information together, describing a discrete item, distinct from other items perhaps 
listed on the page.
The Semantic Web will provide a well-defined meaning to the content of Web pages, 
enabling computers and people to work in better cooperation. It will create an 
environment where software agents will be able to roam from page to page, carrying 
out sophisticated tasks for users. For example, agents could automatically find the 
nearest dentist to where a user lives and book an appointment that fits in with user’s 
diary. With the existing web this would be impossible.
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In order for computers to conduct automated reasoning, they have to gain access to 
structured collections of information and sets of inference rules. Artificial-intelligence 
researchers have studied the area of knowledge representation since long before the 
Web was developed. Despite the fact that it is clearly a good idea and some very 
interesting demonstrations exist, knowledge representation is still in its early stages. It 
contains the seeds of important applications, but to realize its full potential it must be 
linked into a single global system. The challenge of the Semantic Web, therefore, is to 
provide a language that expresses both data and rules for reasoning about the data and 
that allows rules from any existing knowledge-representation system to be exported 
into the Web.
The Semantic Web addresses the problem of the existing web to represent semantics, 
using the descriptive standards such as XML, RDF, OWL, XML, DAML & OIL etc. 
These technologies are not used individually. They are combined in order to provide 
descriptions that supplement or replace the content of Web documents. Thus, content 
may manifest as descriptive data stored in Web-accessible databases, or as markup 
within documents. The machine-readable descriptions enable content managers to add 
meaning to the content, thereby facilitating automated information gathering and 
research by computers.
Two important technologies for developing the Semantic Web are already in place: 
extensible Markup Language (XML) and the Resource Description Framework 
(RDF). XML permits the creation of tags (hidden labels) to annotate Web pages or 
sections of text on a page. XML allows users to add arbitrary structure to their 
documents but says nothing about what the structures mean. The gap is filled by RDF, 
which encodes meaning in sets of triples. Each triple follows the format of an 
elementary sentence (subject, verb and object) to facilitate humans as RDF syntax is 
very close to the way human beings think and talk.
2.1.9 The knowledge lifecycle
To approach the problem of knowledge management systematically, the thesis will 
adopt the approach of O’Hara to KM (2002), who proposed a knowledge lifecycle
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model (Figure 2.3), comprising the stages of acquiring, modelling, reusing, retrieving, 
publishing and maintaining of knowledge. This knowledge lifecycle was originally 
used in the AKT project (Shadbolt 2004). As ontologies represent the core knowledge 
model we will follow this cyclical approach to describe and examine the phases of the 
dynamic ontology management.
Maintenance
Acquisition
Modelling
Publishing
Knowledge
Retrieval
Reuse
Figure 2.3 The Knowledge lifecycle — The six knowledge challenges
2.1.9,1 Knowledge Acquisition
Traditionally viewed as a bottleneck in knowledge engineering (Shadbolt & Burton, 
1990), knowledge acquisition is not only the science of extracting information from 
the environment, but rather of finding a mapping from the environment to concepts 
described in the appropriate modelling formalism (Shadbolt et al. 2004). Knowledge 
acquisition is concerned with the process of turning data into coherent knowledge for 
a computer program. In the context of the Semantic Web, knowledge acquisition is 
now focused strongly around the build, maintenance and reuse of ontologies 
(Shadbolt et al. 2004).
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Knowledge acquisition (KA) is a huge area of research. This thesis presents two 
aspects of KA focusing mainly on the methods necessary to acquire information for 
ontology creation and maintenance tasks. These include:
• harvesting and capture of large scale content from web pages and other 
resources
• information extraction for ontologies from text
2.1.9.1.1 Web harvesting
Web harvesting (also known as Web farming, Web mining and Web scraping) is the 
process of gathering and organizing unstructured information from pages and data on 
the World Wide Web (Kay, 2004).
There are three ways useful information can be extracted from the Web.
• Web content harvesting, is concerned directly with the specific content of 
documents or their descriptions, such as HTML files, images or e-mail 
messages. Since most text documents are relatively unstructured (at least as far 
as machine interpretation is concerned), one common approach is to exploit 
whafs already known about the general structure of documents and map this 
to some data model. Another approach to Web content harvesting involves 
trying to improve on the content searches that tools like search engines 
perform. This type of content harvesting goes beyond keyword extraction and 
the production of simple statistics relating to words and phrases in documents.
• Structure harvesting, which takes advantage of the fact that Web pages can 
reveal more information than just their obvious content. Links from other 
sources that point to a particular Web page indicate the popularity of that page, 
while links within a Web page that point to other resources may indicate the 
richness or variety of topics covered in that page. This is like analyzing 
bibliographical citations—a paper that's often cited in bibliographies and other 
papers is usually considered to be important.
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• Web usage harvesting, which uses data recorded by Web servers about user 
interactions to help understand user behaviour and evaluate the effectiveness 
of the Web structure. General access-pattem tracking analyzes Web logs to 
understand access patterns and trends in order to identify structural issues and 
resource groupings. Customized usage tracking analyzes individual trends so 
that Web sites can be personalized to specific users. Over time, based on 
access patterns, a site can be dynamically customized for a user in terms of the 
information displayed, the depth of the site structure and the format of the 
resources presented.
A number of research activities bring forward the harvesting of web for ontologies. 
Leonard and Glaser (2001) presented DOME, a visual tool for manipulating tree- 
structured documents from the World Wide Web. It can import and export in XML or 
HTML formats. locchi (2004) approached information extraction presenting a data 
model for representing Web documents and an associated SQL-like query language. 
The proposed framework provides an easy-to-use and well-formalized method for 
automatic generation of wrappers extracting data from Web documents. Alcantara 
Banares (2002) presented an ontology based web search Multi Agent System to 
acquire useful information about a domain from the web. The system accepts as 
search parameter a domain ontology in RDF format and using freely available search 
engines web services performs an ontology based web search. The retrieved 
documents are finally classified to the concepts of the ontology. There are also a 
number of commercial tools for web content, structure and usage mining. A survey of 
available tools and methods can be found at 
(http://www.dacs.dtic.mil/techs/datamining/descriDtions.shtml and
http://www.kdnuggets.com/software/ links correct at 16 December 2005)
2.1.9.1.2 Information extraction for ontologies from text.
Information extraction from text (IE) is the process of populating a structured 
information source (e.g. an ontology) from a semi-structured, unstructured, or free 
text, information source. Historically, IE has been seen as the process of extracting
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information from newspaper-like texts to fill a template, i.e. a form describing the 
information to be extracted. Ontology-based knowledge extraction mainly targets the 
extraction of new ontological entities (concepts, instances, properties, rules etc.) for 
the dynamic ontology management also known as ontology learning (Maedche 2002). 
Ciravegna (Ciravegna et al. 2001a and 2001b) presented an algorithm called LP^ able 
to cope with a number of types of IE tasks on different types of documents using only 
domain-specific annotation. Amilcare (Ciravegna and Wilks 2003) is a system that 
has been defined using (LP)^ that is specifically designed for IE for document 
annotation. The system is the basis for three other tools: Melita, MnM and Ontomat 
(Handschuh et al. 2002). Another information extraction general framework, which 
can be applied to given domains is GATE. Maynard (Maynard et al. 2004) proposed a 
domain-driven ontology-based information extraction methodology. The 
methodology was tested against a tool that annotates collections of web-mined 
documents to extract annotations and trends for the employment domain.
Numerous other research activities have been focused in IE for ontologies. To 
mention a few of them (Kavalec and Svatek 2002, Cimiano et al. 2004, Ciravegna and 
Wilks 2003, Junker et al. 2000)
2.1.9.1.3 Automatic ontology construction from text
Automatic ontology construction is a challenge in knowledge engineering. Currently 
ontologies are mainly built manually or semi-automatically. A number of ontology 
editors are available which facilitate knowledge engineers to codify in various 
ontology standards their conceptualizations. In the past a number of researchers have 
proposed methods for creating conceptual hierarchies or taxonomies of terms by 
processing texts. The work was sought to apply methods from Information Retrieval 
(term distribution in documents) and Information Theory (mutual information) 
(Brewster 2002). The identification of an association between two terms is a relatively 
easy task compared to the identification of the nature of the relationship between the 
terms.
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A number of research efforts have been focused on the creation of ontologies from 
text. Adaptiva (Brewster et al 2001b) is an ontology-building environment, which 
uses adaptive information extraction. The tool uses a tool called Amilcare (Ciravegna 
and Wilks 2003) for adaptive Information Extraction (IE) from text designed for 
supporting active annotation of documents for Knowledge Management (KM). Khan 
and Wang (2002) presented an approach for the automatic construction of ontology. 
The crux of their innovation is the development of a hierarchy based on object 
similarity using a vector space model. In order to determine object similarity, they 
combined both color and shape similarity. For developing a hierarchy, they used an 
agglomerative clustering algorithm that constructs hierarchies from bottom to up. 
Blaschke and Valencia (2003) presented a method for automatic ontology 
construction from literature. The method is tested in the field of molecular biology 
(MB) and relies on the automatic classification of information extracted from (MB) 
resources. The ontology contains automatically generated classifications of gene (and 
gene product) functions. The authors also examined techniques to create profiles and 
generate labels for the extracted concepts.
2.1.9.2 Knowledge modelling
Knowledge modelling is concerned with languages, tools, techniques and 
methodologies for developing abstract models of some target domain or problem 
solving behavior. Currently, ontologies represent in knowledge engineering the 
preferable knowledge model, which also underpins the next generation’s semantically 
enriched web, the Semantic Web. Amongst the many techniques used to model 
knowledge, the most common are CommonKADS and Protégé 2000, the Unified 
Modelling Language (UML) with its attendant Object Constraint Language (OCL), 
and Multi-perspective modeling (Abdullah et al. 2002).
CommonKADS has become the de facto standard for knowledge modelling and is 
used extensively in European research projects. It supports structured knowledge 
engineering techniques, provides tools for corporate knowledge management and 
includes methods that perform a detailed analysis of knowledge intensive tasks and 
processes (Abdullh et al. 2002). A suite of models is at the core of the
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CommonKADS knowledge engineering methodology (Schreiber et al. 1999). The 
suite supports the modelling of the organization, the tasks that are performed, the 
agents that are responsible for carrying out the tasks, the knowledge itself, the means 
by which that knowledge is communicated, and the design of the knowledge 
management system (Vollebregt et al. 1999, Schreiber et al. 1999).
Protégé was originally developed for domain specific applications (Grosso et al. 
1999, Motta 1999). Now in its latest version. Protégé 2000 is a modelling technique 
developed by Musen and colleagues from Stanford Medical Informatics. The Protégé 
2000 knowledge-modelling environment is a frame-based ontology editing tool with 
knowledge acquisition tools that are widely used for domain modelling (Noy et al. 
2000; Noy et al. 2002). The frames are the main building blocks for a knowledge base 
(Noy et al. 2000). The Protégé ontology (that models the domain) has classes, slots, 
facets and axioms.
The Unified Modelling Language (UML) together with the Object Constraint 
Language (OCL) is the de-facto standard for object modelling as defined by the 
Object Management Group (OMG). UML is a unification of three main software 
development approaches: Jacobson’s Object-Oriented Software Engineering (OOSE), 
Rumbaugh’s Object Modelling Technique (OMT) and Booch’s method (Chen-Burger 
2001, Paige et al. 2000, Scott 2001). UML is used to write software blueprints that are 
used for modelling various types of software- intensive system. “The conceptual 
model o f the language are UML basic building blocks, the rules that dictate how these 
building blocks may be put together and some common mechanisms that apply 
throughout the language” (Booch et al. 1999). There are three components in UML: 
things, relationships and diagrams. “Things are the abstractions that are first-class 
citizens in a model; relationship ties things together; diagrams group interesting 
collections o f things ” (Booch et al. 1999).
The Multi-perspective modelling enables a number of techniques to be used together, 
each technique being the most appropriate for modelling that particular aspect of 
knowledge. Chen-Burger (2001) believes that the multi-perspective modelling 
technique is important because organizational knowledge is very complex and 
heterogeneous, and there is no single method that can model all these accurately and
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appropriately. The multi-perspective modelling technique is used to produce different 
models of the same artefact to support different viewpoints (Kingston and Macintosh 
2000, Kingston 2002). It has its roots in software engineering where it is used to 
gather requirements for software development projects (Nuseibeh 1996).
2.1.9.3 Knowledge reuse
Borrowed the principle by software engineering, knowledge reuse aims to reduce the 
costs and efforts to recreate knowledge models that already exist. One major issue is 
the ability to locate existing developments and the modifications of knowledge 
models to serve the needs of different applications. Hence, brokering services will be 
of great importance for knowledge re-use
Numerous research tools and activities examine the re-use of knowledge bases. 
KRAFT/I-X is a technology integration experiment where a number of knowledge- 
based technologies are integrated to support knowledge re-use between workers in a 
virtual organization (Shadbolt et al 2004). The AKT broker aims to match service 
requests with appropriate Semantic Web services (and possibly sequences of those 
services). Service-providing agents advertise to this broker a formal specification of 
each offered service in terms of its inputs, outputs, preconditions, effects, and so on 
(Shadbolt et al 2004). MUSKAT (Multistrategy Knowledge Refinement and 
Acquisition Toolbox -  White and Sleeman 2000) aims to unify problem solving, 
knowledge acquisition and knowledge-base refinement in a single computational 
framework. Given a set of Knowledge Bases (KBs) and Problem Solvers (PSs), the 
MUSKRAT-Advisor investigates whether the available KBs will fulfil the 
requirements of the selected PS for a given problem. ConcepTool is an intelligent 
knowledge management environment for building, modifying, and combining 
expressive domain knowledge bases and application ontologies. Apart from its user- 
oriented editing capabilities, one of the most notable features of the system is its 
extensive automated support to the analysis of knowledge being built, modified or 
combined. ConcepTool uses description logic-based taxonomic reasoning to provide 
analysis functionalities such as KB consistency, detection of contradicting concepts, 
making explicit of hidden knowledge and ontology articulation.
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2.1.9.4 Knowledge Retrieval
Knowledge retrieval deals with two problems. The first is to identify the location and 
the structure of knowledge possibly in a repository or in the World Wide Web. The 
second is to retrieve the subset of content of the retrieved knowledge that is relevant 
to a particular problem.
The area of knowledge retrieval has traditionally attracted numerous research efforts 
form different schools of thought in computer science. To name a few only, Natural 
Language Processing aims to exploit textual resources written in natural language. 
GATE (Bontcheva et al. 2004) and Amilcare (Ciravegna and Wilks 2003). MnM 
(Vargas-Vera et al. 2002) is a semantic annotation tool, which provides manual, 
automated and semi-automated support for annotating web pages with 'semantics', 
i.e., machine interpretable descriptions.
2.1.9.5 Knowledge Publishing
Knowledge Publishing is the process that makes a knowledge model publicly available in 
order to be shared among users and communities. It is the necessary step for knowledge 
sharing and re-use. The challenge of publishing or disseminating can be described as 
getting the right knowledge, in the right form, in the right place, to the right person, at 
the right time.
Knowledge portals represent a good starting point for building the Semantic Web. 
They contain semantics and they adopt SW standards and technologies such as 
ontologies. OntoWeaver-S (Lei et al. 2004) is a methodology to support the design of 
knowledge portals. E-Services (Brody et al. 2002) is a framework that provides 
advanced visualizations using distributed metadata. MyPlanet (Kalfoglou et al. 2001) 
uses an ontology-based profile to allow users create a personalised version of a web 
based newsletter. OntoPortal (Kampa et al. 2001) enables the authoring and 
navigation of large semantically-powered portals. ArtEquAkt (Alani et al. 2003) is a 
system automatically retrieves information about artists form the web, building an
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ontology and generating personalised biographies. COHSE - Conceptual Open 
Hypermedia Services Environment (Carr et al. 2001) researches methods to improve 
significantly the quality, consistency and breadth of linking of WWW documents at 
retrieval and authoring time. CSAKTiveSpace
(Schraefel et al 2003) is a smart browser interface for a Semantic Web application that 
provides ontologically motivated information about the UK computer science 
research community.
2.1.9.6 Knowledge Maintenance
Knowledge maintenance is concerned with keeping knowledge assets functional. This 
necessitates the regular updating of content of knowledge and the periodical analysis 
of the environment to adopt new and discard inactive parts of knowledge. Knowledge 
maintenance also involves the efforts to verify, validate and certify the security of 
knowledge repositories.
Research in knowledge maintenance includes several research activities concluded to 
the development of prototype tools. ReTAX+ (Arberdi et al. 2000) is a taxonomy 
semi-automatic update system. It aims to help a taxonomist create a consistent 
taxonomy and in particular provides suggestions as to where a new entity could be 
placed in the taxonomy whilst retaining the integrity of the revised taxonomy (c.f, 
problems in ontology modelling). REFINER++ (Aiken and Sleeman 2003) is a 
system, which allows domain experts to create and maintain their own Knowledge 
Bases, and to receive suggestions as to how to remove inconsistencies, if  they exist. 
Another systematic approach to reconcile domain ontologies is presented in (Hameed 
et al. 2002). The authors presented prototype tools to support the ontology 
management process, building on the strengths of prominent ontology tools.
2.1.10 Research in dynamic ontology evolution
The section presents a number of research activities in the field of dynamic ontology 
evolution. Research publications arise from fields such as information extraction
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systems, knowledge acquisition, and dynamic maintenance of knowledge networks, 
domain mapping.
Henzinger and Lawrence (2004) discuss methods for extracting knowledge from the 
World Wide Web. The authors proposed the analysis of random samples of web 
pages. A variety of interesting and valuable information can be extracted, such as the 
distribution of web pages over domains, the distribution of interest in different areas, 
communities related to different topics, the nature of competition in different 
categories of sites, and the degree of communication between different communities 
or countries. Boyack (2004) presented a case to present research dynamics, mappings 
and a characterization of the papers published by the National Academy of Sciences 
of the United States of America (PNAS). A data set comprising 20 years of papers 
published in Proceedings of the PNAS was used for this purpose. The study used 
citation analysis to generate a map of the highest performing papers over the 20-year 
period (1982 -  2001). It also described the changes and trends in the subjects of 
highest impact within the PNAS domain and detailed the interactions between topics 
over the most recent 5-year period. Newman (2004) created a network of co-authors 
of research publications, using data from three bibliographic databases in biology, 
physics, and mathematics, respectively. The study examined similarities and 
differences among the different fields by examining collaboration patterns, such as the 
numbers of papers authors write, how many people they write them with, what the 
typical distance between scientists is through the network, and how patterns of 
collaboration vary between subjects and over time. Dennis (2004) presented a model 
to autonomously extract prepositional knowledge from unannotated text. The model 
assumes that people store a large number of sentence instances. When trying to 
interpret a new sentence, similar sentences are retrieved from memory and aligned 
with the new sentence by using String Edit Theory (Sellers 1974, Allison et al. 1992). 
The set of alignments can be considered an extensional interpretation of the sentence. 
Extracting prepositional information in this way not only permits the model to answer 
questions for which the relevant facts are explicitly stated in the text but also allows 
the model to take advantage of "inference by coincidence," where implicit inference 
occurs as an emergent property of the mechanism. To illustrate the potential of this 
approach, the model is tested for its ability to determine the winners of tennis matches 
as reported on the Association of Tennis Professionals web site. Landauer et al. (2004)
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conjecture that verbal meaning is irreducibly high dimensional. Thus, some method to 
explore a high dimensional similarity space is needed. The authors suggest the use of a 
high dimensional dynamic viewer with an effective projection pursuit routine and user 
control, coupled with the exquisite abilities of the human visual system to extract 
information about objects and from moving patterns. The method can often succeed in 
discovering multiple revealing views that are missed by current computational 
algorithms. Erosheva et al. (2004) explored an internal soft-classification structure of 
articles of PNAS based only on semantic decompositions of abstracts and 
bibliographies and compare it with the formal discipline classifications. The proposed 
model assumes that there is a fixed number of internal categories, each characterized 
by multinomial distributions over words (in abstracts) and references (in 
bibliographies). Soft classification for each article is based on proportions of the 
article's content coming from each category. Griffiths and Steyvers (2004) described a 
generative model for documents, introduced by Blei, Ng, and Jordan (2003), in which 
each document is generated by choosing a distribution over topics and then choosing 
each word in the document from a topic selected according to this distribution. The 
study analyses a set of abstracts from the PNAS identifying "hot topics" by examining 
temporal dynamics and tagging abstracts to illustrate semantic content. Ginsparg et al. 
(2004) illustrate the use of machine learning techniques to analyze, structure, 
maintain, and evolve a large online corpus of academic literature. An emerging field 
of research can be identified as part of an existing corpus, permitting the 
implementation of a more coherent community structure for its practitioners. The 
authors presented an extended case where a support vector machine text classifier is 
trained to extract emerging research area from a large-scale resource. For the purposes 
the latter is the arXiv (Ginsparg, P. (2001) an automated repository of >250,000 ftill- 
text research articles. Wilkinson and Huberman (2004) presented a method for 
biomedical researchers to find communities of related genes. The method processes a 
large database of article abstracts, synthesizing information from many sources to shed 
light on groups of genes that have been shown to interact. The method relies on the 
creation of a network of gene co-occurrences from the literature and the partitioning 
of it into communities of related genes. The tool can analyze large volumes of data 
( » 1  million related documents) and can be used by individuals to swiftly search for 
known interactions and to provide insight into unexplored connections within a 
domain. Hopcroft et al. (2004) proposed a framework for studying the temporal
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evolution of the community structure of large linked networks. They presented a 
temporal analysis of clusters of the papers (>250,000) of the NEC CiteSeer database 
following an agglomerative clustering and examining the evolution of clusters 
(communities) over time. Menczer (2004) supported that in document networks such 
as the World Wide Web, existing growth models fail to generate correct predictions 
because they have focused on the structure of links but neglected the content of nodes. 
The author proposed a model that generates links between documents by using both 
popularity and content. Skupin (2004) proposed the idea of map-like knowledge 
domain visualization using geographic and cartographic techniques. The author 
presented an extensive example where a spatialization of the geographic knowledge 
domain is presented on the basis of an analysis of abstracts submitted to the annual 
meeting of the Association of American Geographers. Mane and Borner (2004) 
demonstrated the utilization of Kleinberg's burst detection algorithm, co-word 
occurrence analysis, and graph layout techniques to generate maps that support the 
identification of major research topics and trends. The approach was applied to 
analyze and map the complete set of papers published in PNAS in the years 1982- 
2001 .
2.2 Knowledge Management - KM
2.2.1 Prolegomena on knowledge: understanding data, information, knowledge 
and wisdom
In order to define knowledge management, this chapter clarifies the term knowledge 
through a parallel definition of the terms data, information and wisdom. Ackoff 
(1989) classified the content of the human mind into five categories: data, 
information, knowledge, understanding and wisdom. Data are raw symbols with no 
meaning. For example, the number “1” does not provide answers to questions "who", 
"what", "where", and "when". Information is the combination of data with an 
interpretation of it. Knowledge is the application of data and information, and answers 
"how" questions. Example of knowledge is “how to send a e-mail to someone”. 
Knowledge should not be confused with understanding, which is an appreciation of 
the question “why". For example “why airplanes are faster than bikes”. 
Understanding is the ability to synthesize new knowledge fi*om the previously held
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knowledge. Wisdom goes a step further and relates to the ability to apply knowledge 
or experience or understanding or common sense and insight. Figure 2.4 presents the 
transitions from data, to information, to knowledge, and finally to wisdom, and it is 
understanding that support the transition from each stage to the next. Understanding is 
not a separate level of its own.
connectedness wisdom
/
knowledge
/K
/ understanding 
/  patterns 
information
/mderstanding
piinciples
/"  understanding 
relations
data understanding
Figure 2.4 Data, information, knowledge, wisdom diagram
Van der Spek and Spijkevert (1997) defined knowledge as the whole set of insights, 
experiences and procedures that are considered correct and true and that therefore 
guide the thoughts, behaviours and communications of people. Davenport et Prusak 
(1998) descibed knowledge as the information combined with experience, context, 
interpretation, and reflection. It is a high-valueform of information that is ready to 
apply to decisions and actions.
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2.2.2 Forms of knowledge
Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995) have discussed the difference between tacit and explicit 
knowledge. Explicit is the knowledge that can be expressed, represented and reused. 
It can be expressed in words and numbers and shared in the form of data, scientific 
formulae, product specifications, manuals, universal principles, and so forth. This 
kind of knowledge can be readily transmitted across individuals formally and 
systematically. Polanyi (1983) defined as tacit the knowledge that cannot be codified, 
but can only be transmitted via training or gained through personal experience. Tacit 
knowledge has been described as “know-how” and involves learning and skill but not 
in a way that can be written down. Examples of tacit knowlegde include the “know­
how to ride a bicycle” and “know how to swim”. Tacit knowlegde is acquired through 
personal experimentation, observation and/or being guided by an instructor.
The tools and the methodologies proposed in this thesis primarily use explicit 
knowledge that is represented in the form of electronic text documents.
2.2.3 Definitions of knowledge management
From business point of view, knowledge management can be viewed as the 
systematic process of finding, selecting, organizing, distilling and presenting 
information in a way that improves an employee's comprehension in a specific area of 
interest. It helps an organization to gain insight and understanding by identifying, 
codifying, storing and sharing its past experience. The basic purpose of KM is to add 
intelligence and flexibility by re-using and protecting intellectual assets of an 
organization. KM activities aim at supporting problem solving, dynamic learning, 
strategic planning and decision making. KM also protects intellectual assets from 
decay, adds to firm intelligence and provides increased flexibility. There are hundreds 
of definitions of the subject of knowledge management. Three of them, simple and 
clear definitions are presented.
“Knowledge is actionable information. Thus knowledge is information sufficiently 
interpreted to enable action.”
(Shadbolt and O’Hara, 2004)
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“Knowledge management is the explicit control and management of knowledge 
within an organisation aimed at achieving the company's objectives”.
(Van der Speck and Spijkevert, 1997)
“Knowledge management is the formalisation and access to experience, knowledge 
and expertise that create capabilities, enable superior performance, encourage 
innovation and enhance customer value”.
(Beckman, 1997)
2.2.4 Categories of knowledge management tools and methodologies
The generic nature of knowledge management permits the categorisation of a large 
number of computer-based tools under the umbrella of KM. The categories and some 
characteristic families of KM tools include:
• Infrastructure: groupware, intranets, document management, KM suites
• Thinking: concept mapping, creativity tools
• Gathering, discovering: search engines, alerting, push, data mining, 
intelligent agents
• Organizing, storing: data warehousing, CLAP, metadata, XML
• Knowledge worker support: case based reasoning, decision support, 
workflow, community support, simulation
• Application specific: CRM, expertise profiling, competitive intelligence
The need to organise systematically the knowledge assets of business, and the 
recognition of its importance, lead many global consulting firms to establish 
methodologies for effective knowledge management solutions. These kind of firms 
were among the first businesses to make heavy investments in the management of 
knowledge, their core asset, and are primary knowledge management services and 
methodology providers. Typical examples of KM methodologies include: Ernst and 
Young (Ovum 1999), Cap Gemini (1999), KPMG (1999), IBM Global Services (Naik 
et al, 2004), J. D. Edwards (Applehans et al, 1999).
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2.2.5 Knowledge management and knowledge engineering
The disciplines of knowledge engineering and knowledge management are closely 
tied. Knowledge engineering deals with the development of information systems in 
which knowledge and reasoning play pivotal roles. Knowledge management, a newly 
developed field at the intersection of computer science and management, deals with 
knowledge as a key resource in modem organizations. Managing knowledge within 
an organization is inconceivable without the use of advanced information systems; the 
design and implementation of such systems pose great organization as well as 
technical challenges (Schreiber et al. 2000).
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Chapter 3
3. Monitor domain trends through ontology-based knowledge
management
In the middle and long-term time horizon, most of the domains of human life are 
dynamic, as the changes happening in their environment evolve dynamically their 
content and structure. Discovery and exploitation of domain trends is a subject of 
studies and important research as people strive to discover the highs and lows of the 
domains. Businesses struggle to understand how to respond to the future by 
improving their competencies in direction setting, strategic planning, 
determining actions, creativity, innovation and risk management. As prediction is 
becoming the key to future survival and success, organisations invest in KM solutions 
to forecast future business formations and competition, opportunities and risks, as 
well as the possible optimistic and pessimistic scenarios. As the advent of technology 
has increased enormously the volumes of information available and the complexity of 
domains, traditional systems and methods to monitor these domains are proven 
inefficient. Most real world KM applications in practice involve simplistic 
technologies and tools, which rely on controversial methods. Access to knowledge on 
the Web is done through general-purpose search engines. Thus, content management 
and information retrieval are hoth based on keywords, and are subject to the two well- 
known linguistic phenomena that strongly degrade a query's precision and recall: 
polysemy (one word might have several meanings) and synonymy (two words might 
have the same meaning).
Research in ontologies is becoming increasingly widespread in the computer science 
community. Its importance has been recognized in fields as diverse as e-commerce, 
enterprise and information integration, qualitative modelling of physical systems, 
natural language processing, knowledge engineering, database design, geographic 
information science, libraries, and intelligent information access. Insights in this field
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have potential impact on the whole area of information systems. In order to provide a 
solid general foundation for this work, it is important to focus on the common 
scientific principles and open problems arising fi*om current tools, methodologies, and 
applications of ontologies.
There is already a number of large and ambitious research projects that employ 
ontologies to manage knowledge. InfoQuilt (Thacker et al, 2002) addressed semantic 
interoperability with a brokering architecture, the processing of media-independent 
information correlations (MREFs), and the development of techniques to exploit 
multiple, pre-existing ontologies. InfoQuilt developed an environment that uses 
logical and semantic issues, which is capable of processing a large variety of metadata 
(content independent, content descriptive, content dependent), context, user models 
and multiple ontologies. Research is currently extended to include semantic 
correlations through metadata links, media-independent search of heterogeneous 
media repositories, context representation, and multiple ontologies. KAON (Bozsak et 
al, 2002) is an open-source ontology management infi*astructure targeted for business 
applications which includes a comprehensive suite for ontology development and 
management as well as a framework for building ontology-based applications. KA2 
(Benjamins and Fensel 1998) is an initiative aiming at the intelligent knowledge 
retrieval from the Web and the automatic derivation of new knowledge. Developed 
within KA2, OntoBroker (Fensel et al, 1999), is an inference engine using semantic 
middleware, and delivering explicit and implicit information from data sources and 
applications. OntoBroker is highly scalable and integrated with commercial database 
systems. SemanticMiner (Moench et al, 2003) is a ready-to-use platform that accounts 
for knowledge retrieval from heterogeneous data sources, and includes different user 
interfaces (dialog solutions, dynamical visualization, tree and hyperbolic views). 
Alani et al, (2004) described an automatic knowledge extraction system for artists. 
The system populated an ontology with knowledge triples extracted from web pages, 
and reassembled the knowledge in the form of biographies. Based on initial 
experiments, the system showed promising results extracting nearly 3 thousand 
unique knowledge triples were extracted with an average of 85% precision and 42% 
recall. The authors proposed that the preference of precision over recall is subjective 
and should be associated with relations’ cardinality. High precision could be more 
important for single cardinality relations (e.g. date of birth), while high recall could be
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preferred for multiple cardinality relations (e.g. places visited). Shadbolt et al, (2004) 
presented CS AKTive Space (CAS), an awarded Semantic Web application, which 
used geographically distributed, real world data. The application allows a user to 
determine quickly who is doing what where in computer science research in the UK. 
The core of the CS AKTive Space system is a collection of the Web Services to query 
and inference RDFS, to identify communities of practice, visualize geographical 
information, extract information from distributed semi-structured sources and finally 
expand knowledge in the knowledge base.
hi the field of information extraction, Ciravegna (2003) presented an adaptive IE 
system, called Amilcare, designed as support to document annotation in the SW 
framework. The system is rule-based, easy to use, portable and flexible to cope with 
different types of text. It can be adapted to other applications and domains by using 
machine learning techniques. Rules are learnt by generalising over a set of examples 
found in a training corpus annotated with XML tags. The system learns how to 
reproduce such annotation via Information Extraction. Amilcare is based on the (LP)^ 
algorithm (Ciravegna 2001), a supervised algorithm that falls into a class of Wrapper 
Induction Systems (WIS) using LazyNLP (Ciravegna 2001 a). The system is able to 
spot information, but not to relate it. The author pointed that IE systems can reach 
high precision (100%) only in simple applications. Ciravegna also described in 
(Ciravegna et al. 2004) a methodology to extract information from large repositories 
(e.g. large Web sites) with minimum user intervention. Extracted information can then 
be used for document annotation. Information is initially extracted by starting from 
highly reliable/easy-to-mine sources such as Lecture Notes in Computer Science 13 
databases and digital libraries and is then used to bootstrap more complex modules 
such as wrappers for extracting information from highly regular Web pages. 
Information extracted by the wrappers is then used to train more sophisticated IE 
engines. All the training corpora for the IE engines are produced automatically. The 
methodology can produce high quality results but for simple small-scale applications. 
Scaling up the system to bigger applications the author points the problem of intra- 
and interdocument coreference resolution well known in Natural Language 
Processing and the ambiguity in the external resources (e.g. in the digital libraries).
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The difference in the approach of this thesis is that ontologies are not used only as a 
means of integration but also as a means of information retrieval, analysis and 
presentation. Thus, ontologies are a vehicle for all information phases of an 
information system. The next section describes a systematic approach to monitor 
domains using ontologies.
The realization of an ontology-based system to monitor the domain trends over time 
has the following requirements:
Requirement Detailed requirement
1. A domain 
ontology
The input ontology must be represented in RDF and the 
concepts should describe clearly the categories of the domain to 
be monitored. Concepts should be expressed in full names 
giving also the abbreviation (if any). The ontology should 
include instances, properties, synonyms and relationships, as 
these will be used to create annotation rules.
2. A set of 
documents 
describing the 
domain
It is important that these documents describe, with a high degree 
of trust the domain, in order to secure that all the information 
extracted is relative to the domain of interest. The documents 
should not include noise in the form of tags, unwanted 
characters and data, links etc. Also each document must have a 
time stamp in the form dd/mm/yyyy, to identify the time it was 
published for horizon scanning purposes. Additionally, the 
collected documents should be spread equally for the period of 
the analysis keeping relatively balanced volumes for each period 
of the time horizon.
3. An annotation 
mechanism
The annotation mechanism has to be able to upload the ontology 
and annotate mapping annotations to the concepts of the 
ontology. Similar annotations should be clustered to prevent 
confusion and wrong interpretation of statistical results.
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3.1 Methodology
The study proposes a methodology to monitor domain trends dynamically, aiming at 
developing sustainable business strategies and practices. The methodology comprises 
three phases:
>  Phase 1. Information retrieval and tool configuration. The phase comprises the 
efforts to collect domain related information resources from heterogeneous 
sources (web or other distributed sources) and the generation of tailor-made 
NLP applications to support ontology based information extraction.
>  Phase 2. Semantic Annotation. The application performs ontology-based 
information extraction, annotating the collection of documents with instances 
of the concepts of the underlying ontology. The annotation data stream 
populates a database management system.
>  Phase 3 Assessment and Exploitation. The collected annotations are cleaned, 
clustered and analysed in order to present:
o dynamics of information (time behaviour of concepts/instances), 
o newly appeared terminology, and 
o ontology refinement suggestions.
The phases of the proposed methodology define the sequence of actions to retrieve 
and analyse domain information and to evolve the ontology model. In order to 
monitor the domain trends over time, the phases have to be repeated periodically. The 
following section describes the phases in more detail.
3.1.1 Phase 1: Information retrieval and tool configuration
Ontologies are used as a knowledge model to represent the domain and search the 
web for information related to the domain of interest. An agent-based search 
mechanism accomplishes web queries and retrieves information from distributed 
sources of information, which publish or contain domain-related content. The agents 
crawl targeted and distributed sources of information and using text pattern filters, 
retrieve documents that contain information related to the underlying domain. The
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information flows take the form of text documents accompanied by meta-information 
(title, url, date). Since the documents will be used later for information extraction, 
they are cleaned from noise (unwanted characters, empty spaces and html tags) and 
finally are stored in a local database system taking the form:
title -  url -  body -  time stamp
The field title contains a brief description of the document. The url field contains the 
Uniform Resource Locator of the web page where the document was found. The body 
hosts the plain text of the collected document. The time stamp represents either the 
date where the document was published or, in the case where the latter is unavailable, 
the date where the document was retrieved by the information retrieval agents.
The web content mining agents are scheduled to run periodically to search several 
distributed and remote sources of information (web sites, remote databases etc). Each 
agent takes over one source of information. The frequency of the deployment depends 
on how often the information source refreshes its content. Thus, for example web sites 
that refresh on a daily basis have their published content mined daily. The web- 
mining agents aim to retrieve only information that does not previously exist in the 
information repository of the database. It is essential not to retrieve a particular 
document more than once, otherwise data repetition not only occupies valuable space 
in the repository, but also disrupts the information extraction process that will follow 
in the next phase.
Apart from the information retrieval component, this phase also contains the efforts to 
set up the information extraction component (semantic annotator). The component 
finds instances in the text corresponding to each concept in the ontology in which the 
user is interested. For each of these ontology concepts the following is required:
• a set of grammar rules to annotate the instances within the retrieved 
documents. This is developed based on pattern-matching and contains:
>  the patterns to be checked which contain regular expression operators 
(e.g. * ; 1, +) describing sets of existing annotations in a document;
>  the actions to be taken which are annotation manipulation statements 
(e.g. create an annotation tag) and
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>  the annotation metadata to be added which specify the related concept, 
the URI of the ontology and the time stamp of the annotation.
• (optional) one or more gazetteer lists of entities and names of associated useful 
indicators. Typical examples of indicators include company designators (e.g. 
‘Ltd.’), titles (e.g. ‘Mr’, ‘Dr’), etc. These are described further in Section 
3.3.2.
3.1.2 Phase 2: Semantic Annotation and Processing
The collected documents feed the main processing phase, which populates a database 
system with annotation streams of concepts The semantic annotation is performed 
automatically by an information extraction consists of a pipeline of processing 
resources, which run in series. Many of these processing resources are language and 
domain-independent and include:
• word tokenisation, the process that splits the input text into its component 
elements (individual words, punctuation marks and other symbols) noted as 
tokens. The tokeniser inserts separators, either blank spaces or linebreaks, so 
that subsequent processes (e,g, a part-of-speech tagger) can easily read in the 
tokens and process them further.
• sentence splitting, a language independent module that disambiguates sentence 
boundaries.
• part-of-speech tagging, a language dependent but domain and application- 
independent module that recognises the part of speech of the extracted words 
(verb, noun, etc.)
• gazetteer, collected automatically through corpus analysis and/or manually. 
The gazetteer lists are compiled into finite state machines, which annotate the 
occurrence of the list items in the given document resource.
• grammar rules are contextually-based grammar patterns prepared in the 
previous phase that are applied to the input document resources to recognise 
annotations of concepts.
• database extractor which has the role of collecting the annotations and 
populating a relational database system with record sets containing the 
annotation, the related concept, the time stamp and the respective document id.
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Before analysing the annotations, they need to be cleaned from noise and then 
clustered into semantically similar groups (i.e. groups of coherent meaning). The 
necessity of these phases is explained in the following sections.
Some data noise is inevitable in IE applications. Cleaning of data, by removing wrong 
annotations and unwanted characters, is therefore necessary to enable competent 
analysis. To improve the quality of the annotation, it is necessary to refine continually 
the grammar rules so that only the desirable annotations are isolated. Identifying 
incorrect or spurious annotations, as well as missing ones, is necessary in order to 
improve the grammar rules.
Undesirable annotations can be divided into three types:
1. annotations that are totally wrong and meaningless (for instance “$-1” as an 
annotation does not represent anything);
2. annotations that have undesirable characters (for instance “Microsoft#”, where 
the “#” character is unwanted;
3. annotations that are assigned to the wrong concept (for instance assigning 
“Java” to Person instead of “Skill”).
Annotations (instances) may also need to be normalised in order to remove stop- 
words and to minimise lexical differences. Stop-words are words that should be 
ignored because they occur very frequently in documents and are not representative of 
anything useful (generally they are closed class words such as prepositions, articles, 
conjunctions, etc.). Stop-word lists may also contain open class words, deemed as too 
general to be significant instances.
During the annotation extraction phase, which identifies such words, usually a form of 
stemming is performed, in order to minimize the number of terms and to improve the 
retrieval recall. Various forms of the same word (e.g. ”play”, ’’playing” and ’’played”) 
are considered identical and multiple occurrences of the same term (probably ’’play”) 
will be observed. Manual deletion in the database of some annotations in some cases 
should be considered inevitable. But any deletion of these annotations must give a
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useful feedback to NLP rule programmers in order to improve the rule patterns. Such 
a feedback can be proved profitable for making IE more effective.
Apart from noise cleaning, the annotations also need to be clustered together into 
coherent groups. This process is important since the information extraction 
mechanism may annotate various forms of the same term. For instance “Java 
Enterprise Programming” or “Java J2EE Programming” represent the same meaning 
and should be considered as a cluster of “Java Programming”. Text based clustering is 
an interesting but not simple task, therefore a lot of attention has been given in both 
KDD research societies and KM commercial applications. This study suggests the 
deployment of a clustering algorithm based on un-predefrned clusters created by the 
actual database of annotations. Clustering is crucial since it influences significantly 
the statistical analysis and assessment of ontology annotations, preparing the exported 
annotations for a more rational information analysis of time series. For instance, 
consider 3 relevant instances and their occurrences over three sequential time periods 
(Periods A, B and C). Table 3.1 illustrates highlights the importance of clustering.
Table 3.1 An annotation cluster example of the IE analysis
No Annotation Period A Period B Period C
1 Java 10 5 0
2 Java software 10 10 9
3 Java S/W 0 14 28
4 Cluster “JAVA” 20 29 37
Tahle 3.1 presents an example of three very similar instances. The first three rows 
illustrate the frequencies of the annotations “Java”, “Java Software” and “Java S/W” 
for three consequent time periods A, B and C. These instances represent conceptually 
the same cluster “JAVA”. By leaving data in the database unclustered, users may 
come across a vicious circle. In row 1 the annotation “Java” declines from 10 to 0 
occurrences (hits), while in row 2 the similar annotation “Java software” seems to be 
constant. In row 3 the similar annotation “Java SAV” increases significantly. So 
conflicting conclusions arise from the question of what is finally the direction of the
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instance “JAVA” over time. The answer is hidden in the analysis of the cluster 
“Java”, which is calculated by the addition of the respective occurrences of all the 
members of the cluster (in our example all instances shown in the table belong to the 
cluster “Java”). As shown in row 4, this increases from 20 hits in period 1 to 29 hits in 
period B and climbs finally to 37 hits in period C, following a significant increasing 
pace. This is not obvious when looking at the instances individually.
After the extraction, cleaning and clustering of the annotations from the collected 
documents in this phase, the collection of data is ready to be analysed and assessed in 
the subsequent phase.
3.1.3 Phase 3: Analysis and Assessment
Annotation streams are used to populate a database system systematically and 
periodically, providing a sustained and constantly updated data store of unexploited 
information. To tap data deposits, some statistical methods are deployed to mine 
practical information such as:
• newly appeared annotations -  “new” represents concept annotations that occur 
for the very first time within a user-defined time frame;
• most frequently appearing instances -  “most frequent” is based on the 
occurrences each element has within the time limits set by users;
• statistical trends -  trends are calculated for each ontology component by 
examining whether they satisfy specific statistical patterns or not. Trend 
patterns include the continuous increase and decrease in terms of occurrences 
(hits) over time for ontology elements.
Although inexplicit statistical metrics and measures could be deployed to trace the 
progress of ontological entities (concepts or instances) in the course of time, the 
analysis focuses on simple statistical evidence, which is easily understandable and 
exploitable by end-users. The information analysis presents within a user-defined time 
window:
• new instances;
• most frequent instances;
• instance counts of ontology concepts;
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• dynamics of instances and concepts.
Since the methodology is a repetitive process that systematically and periodically 
populates the database with annotations, users have the option to proceed into an 
analysis for the overall period of that data spread or to create a specific time frame for 
the analysis.
3.2 Implementation
3.2.1 Web content mining
Targeted web content mining agents accomplish information retrieval from 
distributed sources of information. The agent engineering and runtime environment 
WebQL Enterprise studio (WebQL 2005) implements the agents. The filtering and 
structuring of data from semi-structured distributed sources of information (including 
web pages) uses Perl-like regular expressions (Friedl 1997) to isolate segments of 
text. Regular expressions use a combination of literals and meta-characters. The 
former are sequences of alphanumeric characters that describe exactly (literally) the 
target information. Meta-characters (e.g. “$”, “?” and “.”) hold special meaning 
within a regular expression and represent the cardinality, empty spaces, end-of-line 
characters etc.
The cleaning and wrapping of collected data relies on internal functions of the 
environment that also connects the agents with the database through an ODBC driver. 
A number of functions are employed to clean the HTML from mark-up tags and 
unwanted characters.
The language used to implement WCM agents is a dialect very similar to ANSI SQL. 
The syntax of WCM SQL statements is:
SELECT [Fields] FROM [Patterns] WITHIN [Website URL]
Fields represent parts to be isolated from the target source. Patterns represent 
repetitive structural hypertext that may contain similar content.
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WehQL also performs the periodic scheduling of agents, on frequencies ranging from 
minutes to months. Alternatively, users have the option to schedule the launching of 
agents in the scheduling task panel of the operating system.
3.2.2 Information Extraction
The General Architecture for Text Engineering (GATE) (Cinningham et al, 2002, 
Maynard and Cunningham 2003, Maynard et al, 2003) is a development environment 
and middleware framework for creating, adapting and deploying Human Language 
Tools (HLT) components. GATE is deployed in the platform to annotate the collected 
documents. The application performs information extraction on texts mined from the 
web or specified by users, finding instances of concepts relevant to the user’s 
interests. The application uses two main inputs:
■ a stream of documents represented by a set of URLs and
■ a domain ontology in RDF.
The texts are automatically annotated with semantic information based on the 
concepts in the ontology. Instances in the text can not only be visualised (through 
colour-coding) but can also be output in two forms: into a database for further 
processing, and in the form of a new ontology (DAML+OIL or RDF).
GATE'S information extraction is rule-based, which means that unlike machine- 
learning based approaches, it requires no training data. On the other hand, it requires a 
developer to create rules manually. Grammar rules for recognition of new types of 
entities mainly use the gazetteer lists described in Section 3.1.2. However, not all 
entities can be recognised just from gazetteer lists. Some entities require more 
complex rules based on contextual information. These may also use special lists that 
contain keywords and are used to assist such contextually-based rules. Some of the 
keyword lists are also attached to the ontology, because they clearly show the class to 
which the identified entity belongs. All lists that correspond to the ontology are 
ordered in a hierarchy similar to the class hierarchy in the ontology. A sample
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screenshot of a section of the ontology, the mappings from the lists to the ontology, 
and the contents of a list is shown in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1. Screenshot of Populated Ontology in GATE
The grammar rules check whether instances found in the text belong to a class in the 
ontology and if so, they link the recognised instance to that same class and add the 
following features:
EntityType.ontology = ontology url,
EntityType.class = class name
The grammar rules for creating annotations use JAPE (Java Annotations Pattern 
Language) (Cunningham et al, 2000) and are implemented in a set of finite-state 
transducers, and each contains different type of rules based on pattern-matching. On 
the left-hand-side — LHS the rules find a pattern, in the form of annotations, whereas 
on the right-hand-side -  RHS an action such as creating a new annotation for the 
pattern. For the purposes of this work the IE is ontology-based. The rules add 
information to RHS about the class and the ontology. For example, the string ‘PhD’ 
found in the text might be annotated with the features:
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{ c l a s s  =  Postgradua te }
(o n to lo g y  =  h t t p : / / g a t e . a c .u k / S a m p l e o n t o l o g y )
This information is taken from the gazetteer and mapped to the ontology. A database 
(DB) exporter in GATE stamps the annotation streams with time signatures, preparing 
data for temporal statistical analysis and creating time series that will be analysed in 
later phases. Annotated documents contain a date xml-like tag similar to:
<date> date data </date>
Escorted by the respective date data, the DB exporter isolates the date field and relates 
it with time stamps. For documents without a date, the time stamp is realised as the 
current date. Dynamic annotation streams are used to populate a database table called 
Annotation, which has the following structure:
>  Concepts: the concept denoting the record set of the database;
>  Annotations: the instance of the record set annotated inside a document;
>  Document ID: a unique ID for the document;
> Time Stamp: a time stamp found inside the document.
The application supports several databases including MS Access database, SQL 
Server 2000, Oracle (8i and above) and Postgres. Connection with the RDBMS is 
accomplished using an Open Data Base Connectivity (ODBC) driver. SQL queries 
accomplish the extraction of annotation statistics about the concepts and the instances. 
For example a query that counts the occurrences of the aimotation “my_annotation” in 
the time window [start date.. .finish date] is:
SELECT count(*) FROM Annotation WHERE Annotation Name = “my_annotation ” 
AND time_stamp > start date AND timejstamp < finish date
The results of the analysis include:
• new and most frequent instances in time windows selected by users;
• the numerical analysis of instance counts of ontology concepts.
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A friendly GUI is deployed as appeared in Figure 3.2 to support users’ input who may 
select the period of interest (time frame) selecting both starting and ending dates 
using a pop-up calendar mechanism for easy data entry. Only available time data is 
presented. Additionally, users have the option to select the number of results to be 
displayed from a pop up list with selection options of 5 (default), 10, 20 35, 100.
1. Please select the periods o f Interest.
S to r t  D a te  □  |1 5/Jun/2004 End O . t e  : E]|20/Jul/2004
: *
** End d a te  s h o u ld n 't  b e  l a t e r  th a n  to d a y .  ^  J V .
■ ■ I
2. Please select number o f results to  be displayed
        1 1
Figure 3.2: New Instances of GATE.
3.3 Use case: the Employment domain
3.3.1 Motivation
This section describes an extensive example monitoring the generic domain of 
employment. Employment has attracted numerous knowledge management efforts, as 
it is a generic domain that every company, organization and business unit must 
encounter. Human Resources departments often have an eye open for knowledge 
management in order to monitor their environment in the hest way. Many recruitment 
consultant companies have watchdogs to monitor and alert them to changes. A variety 
of job search engines (portals) use knowledge management extensively to link 
employees and employers, e.g. JohSearch (http://www.job-search.com/) and the Job 
Portal (http://www.aspanet.org/). Job advertisements are a very good indicator of 
moving trends in the field. By monitoring these advertisements over a period of 
months or even years, we can examine, for example, changes in the requirements for 
particular skills and kinds of expertise required, how salaries fluctuate, what kinds of 
qualifications are being demanded, and benefits awarded to employees.
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3.3.2 Technology watch in the employment domain
The following example shows the use of GATE data analysis to monitor trends in the 
employment domain. The example deploys NLP-based semantic annotation and 
statistical analysis to scan the annotation streams.
The concepts (and corresponding instances) in which we are interested can be 
separated into 3 major groups. The first group consists of classic named entities which 
are general kinds of concepts such as “Person”, “Location” and “Organisation”. The 
second group is more specific to the chosen domain of employment, and consists of 
the following types:
• Jobid - shows the ID of posted job advertisements
• Reference - shows the reference code of the job position
• Status - shows the employment/position type
• Application - shows the necessary documents and the method of job 
application (e.g. by email, letter, whether a CV should be sent, etc.)
• Salary - shows the information available in the text about salary rates, bonus 
packages, compensations, benefits etc.
• Qualification - shows the qualifications required for the advertised position, 
mainly a University degree
• Citizenship - shows restrictions about the applicant’s citizenship, eligibility, 
etc.
• Expertise - shows the required expertise / skills for the job.
The third group presents instances already annotated with HTML or XML tags (if 
such exist), and consists of the following:
• Company - contains the name of the organisation advertising the job;
• Date Posted - shows the date the job advertisement was posted;
• Title - shows the job title;
• Sector - shows the sector of the advertised job.
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For each concept a number of grammars were developed and tested. In total the 
example deployed 33 grammars containing anything from 1 to about 20 rules, 
depending on the complexity of the annotation type.
Four web content mining agents crawled the following job portals periodically from 
January 2004 to July 2005:
>  www.careerbuilder.com (listing E. 1 of Appendix E)
>  www.tech-engine.com
>  jobsearch.monster.com (listing E.2 of Appendix E)
>  www.tcetoday.com/employment
and collected over 2,500 job vacancies.
Time frame analysis was deployed to examine the new annotations appearing, the 
frequency of existing annotations and the dynamics of concepts in the terms of 
distribution of annotation per month. Table 3.2 depicts the new annotations of the 
concept organization for the month of April 2004, while Table 3.3 presents 
annotations with the highest frequency of appearance for the period (30 June 2004 -  
20 July 2004) for the concept Expertise.
Table 3.2 Top 10 new annotations of concept “Organization” (April 2004)
Instances Count
1 Athlone Co. 18
2 Bank Umfeld 8
3 BT 5
4 Coca-Cola 4
5 DTI 4
6 Global Media Company 4
7 Huxley Associates 4
8 IPO 4
9 ITT 3
10 MSB International PLC 3
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Table 3.3 Top 15 most frequent annotations of concept “Expertise” (April 2004)
Instances Count
1 Java 18
2 J2EE 8
3 JSP 5
4 HTML 4
5 Unix 4
6 UML 4
7 C++ 4
8 EJB 4
9 SQL 4
10 Oracle 3
11 PL/SQL 3
12 XML 3
13 Crystal Report writing 2
14 SQL Server knowledge 2
15 Linux 2
Figure 3.3 presents the counts of annotations on a monthly basis and presents the 
distribution of annotations per concept for the 5 basic concepts of the employment 
ontology.
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Others
Figure 3.3 Counts of Instances for the basic concepts of the employment ontology.
This analysis is dynamic as the month counting is calculated automatically and new 
columns are added without human intervention. This automatic process is extremely 
useful, as a record of concepts performance is stored in a log file and may lead experts
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to useful conclusions and quick wiser decisions. Occurrences per month may also 
help experts to monitor the dynamics of specific concepts, groups of concepts or the 
whole ontology.
Despite the fact that this study suggested the deployment of a clustering algorithm for 
the extracted annotations, we did not implemented it due to limited available time.
3.3.3 Evaluation of the IE technology
An initial evaluation was conducted to monitor the performance of the IE application. 
The system was tested on a set of 38 documents containing job advertisements in the 
Chemical Engineering domain, mined from the website http://www.jobserve.com. 
The web portal was mined dynamically using the web content agent written in 
WebQL described above. The documents were manually annotated with the concepts 
of the application, and the evaluation tools provided in GATE were used to compare 
automatically the system results with the gold standard. Overall, the system achieved 
97% Precision and 91.5% Recall, with an F-Measure of 94.2%.
3.3.4 Adaptation to other domains
Apart from the generic domain of employment, the study explores monitoring of a 
technological domain, which assumes higher requirements. The reason for this lies in 
the complexity of the technical context and the difficulty of creating textual pattern 
rules that isolate technical annotations. A preliminary effort has commenced in 
working with the case of Chemical Engineering Technologies. A sample ontology 
was prepared consisting of 13 related concepts, such as “Corrosion”, 
“Thermodynamics”, “Optimization”, “Reaction”, “Equipment”, etc. ThQ di^ ^McdiXion 
reused some gazetteer lists and grammar rules from the employment ontology, but 
inevitably new rules and lists had to be created from scratch and mapped to the 
ontology in the correct place. The aim was to minimize the amount of adaptation 
necessary; however, the nature of technical terminology makes generic kinds of rules 
very difficult to implement, because of its specialised nature and the fact that not only 
are the terms different, but the syntax and structure of more technical texts can be
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very different. A discussion of the problems in adapting an IE system to different 
genres and domains can be found in (Maynard et al, 2001 and 2003b). For specialized 
technical domains, the help of a domain expert is required, since it is impossible for a 
non-domain expert to understand correctly which annotations should be linked with 
which concepts, and therefore to construct appropriate rules. The new application also 
explores the possibility to extract relations between entities in the text. This is 
accomplished by using JAPE grammar rules to search for annotations belonging to 
two different concepts in the hierarchy, and analysing the syntax of the text between 
the two annotations using a Noun Phrase and Verb Phrase chunker (also developed 
using JAPE grammars), to extract relevant relations based on verbal groups. So for 
example, patterns such as <annotation><verb><annotation> are used to extract triples 
like:
< TIP unit X  upgrades >< octane >
(where upgrades is a relationship between the two terms TIP unit and octane) from the 
sentence ''The TIP unit upgrades the octane o f  the feed to achieve research octanes o f  
close to 90 in the product”. The presentation of the relationship patterns can be used 
not only as a way to filter from the text important sentences or to summarize domain- 
related documents, but also in ontology engineering to infer other important 
relationships of concepts. This is another example of how ontologies can help to 
extract more useful information; instead of simply linking instances from certain 
annotation types (e.g. finding relations between Person and Organisation), the 
hierarchy can be progressed up or down in order to obtain more or less fine-grained 
information.
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4 A feedback control structure for the dynamic management and maintenance of
ontologies
Ontologies stand as subjective models to represent static or dynamic knowledge. Strong 
perceptions in ontology engineering make it difficult to conclude universal or similar 
models, even in cases where the domain is well-defined, structured and established. This 
is expected as the ontology partially represents the domain and accounts for the context 
and the purpose of its application. Moreover, domains evolve dynamically over time in 
an unpredictable way. The advent of technology accelerated the rate of change. New 
products, technologies and novelties are unveiled, while older ones are receded. This 
information is available in electronic formats in the world wide web, in format languages 
such as HTML or SGML, and make use of protocols that allow browsers to present 
information to human readers. However, applications may not interpret the content of 
published information. Ontologies represent machine usable knowledge models but they 
lack an internal mechanism to conform with the changes of their environment.
Outdated ontology content diminishes the value of ontologies. Stale and past-time content 
not only gives wrong information to humans and machines but also is the reason for 
conflicts and confusion. For example, an ontology in Information Technology not 
updated during the last decade would present withdrawn technologies, services and 
products rarely deployed nowadays such as 5 and % inches floppy disk drive devices, 
black and white monitors or TELNET service, while it would ignore technologies such as 
the broadband internet, the DVD re-writtable storage devices.
Moreover, ontologies represent part of the communication protocol of agents. 
Incompatibility in the ontology content can be responsible for uncommunicativeness and 
errors of agents, as they cannot define correspondences between concepts and relations in 
different ontologies. Extending the consequences, degraded ontologies slacken the
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Semantic Web (Hendler et al. 2002), which relies heavily on the proliferation of up-to- 
date ontologies (Fensel 2001).
Ontology refinement is the adaptation of an existing domain ontology, in that the content 
and the structure of ontology reflect the domain or the needs of particular applications or 
users. Stojanovic et al. (2002) defined ontology evolution process as ”a timely adaptation 
of the ontology to continuous changes in business environment, changing applications 
requirements and functionalities, and varying user needs and profiles”. Noy and Klein 
(2003) building on the classic definition of ontology given by Gruber (1993) have 
proposed three types of changes in ontology evolution: changes in domain, changes in 
conceptualization and changes in specification. The study focuses on the first two 
aspects, providing a systematic methodology not only to notify ontologies on the domain 
changes, but also to reduce the subjectivity of ontology engineers. The proposed actions 
can be divided into three sub-steps:
>  The removal of irrelevant to the domain ontology terms
>  The relocation of ontology terms within the taxonomy
^  The location of new terms as a result of a knowledge discovery process and 
placement in the ontological schema.
To date, a number of ontology refinement methods have been proposed. These methods 
use information from structured sources such as machine-readable dictionaries (MRD) 
e.g. WordNet, or unstructured sources such as text, html etc. Representing the second 
category, the natural language processing (NLP) community tries to acquire semantics 
from natural language texts. NLP uses syntactic rules that contain linguistic patterns to 
isolate parts of text that indicate semantic associations or relationships o f concepts. For 
instance, the extraction of the predicate '^Concept X  is a Concept 7” that contains two 
existing concepts and the predicate is a ” indicates a direct taxonomical relationship of 
these two concepts. Madche and Volz (2001) presented the ontology extraction and 
maintenance framework Text-To~Onto which supports semi-automatic maintenance of 
ontologies by applying text-mining and NLP algorithms to extract new terms, to prune 
others and to discover concept associations. The linguistic patterns algorithm analyses the
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domain related texts, for common patterns that signal taxonomical and non-taxonomical 
relationships between concepts. McGuinness et at (2000b) presented Chimaera, a 
software system that supports the creation and evolution of distributed ontologies on the 
web. The tool is an ontology diagnostic suite that features incompleteness tests, syntactic 
checks, taxonomic analysis, and semantic checks.
Database researchers tackle the problem of schema induction. This community analyses 
ontological data stored in relational database schemas and based on data mining 
techniques, they strive to extract hierarchical associations of concepts. Finally, the 
intelligent information agents research groups probe the learning of complex structures 
from semi-structured usually web mined input such as HTML or XML. Agirre et al. 
(2000) described an automatic method to enrich large ontologies with semantic 
information by exploiting text collections from the World Wide Web. The method builds 
on the idea of topic signatures (lists of topically related words) for each concept that are 
used to build hierarchical clusters of the concepts.
4.1 Basic definitions and problem description
The section defines basic components, discussed in the methodology. For the purpose of 
the study, ontologies are assumed as structured vectors of concepts comprised by 
hierarchies of concepts, relationships, instances, axioms and metadata. In that respect, 
they are conformant to the tuples [12] widely accepted in the literature.
Time is discretized into a set of time intervals
T={^={^ is a time interval, t= l,2 .. .N^ }
An ontology with index i in time t denoted by:
■ Oi t = {ontology i in time t)
Ontologies are comprised by a number of concepts, axioms and metadata defined as:
(%  ) = (/) = 1/ : Ci,t,j a concept o f  j
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A t  = {^'} =  a;,a- o f  O, J
= {A:"} =  {^'': m,-  ^ metadata o f  O,-,}
Concepts are organized in hierarchies defined by:
: hierarchy in O,. , mapping Cf ^ jand g  Q  J
Let the number of instances and relationships of each concept c. , .^ g Q (^O. J  be defined 
as:
h,t,j = W = {k : an instance o f  in 0, ^
={A:'} =  {A:': is a relationship o f  m O, J
Accordingly, let us define the numbers of:
Nif" = card{Cif) number of concepts in Oi,t 
=card{Ai f) number of axioms in Oi,t 
J  number of metadata in Oi,t 
Nj^j = Cardiff j) number of instances of concept Ci,y 
N^flj = , y ) number of relationships of concept Ci,y
Let lit denote all the domain ontologies at a particular time:
n, = u Oif
and fit the ontology profile in time, ie
O-i = U Oy (
Let documents available at time t be denoted by
D( = {tif : documents at time
the total number of documents in time t:
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The overall set of documents available is D where
t
For each Oij and Dt, a set of accepted metrics p is assumed available to relate the entities 
of O/,/with D  alongside with accepted thresholds
The problem of defining the dynamic management of the ontology is now one that 
determines an autocorrective - or semi-auto corrective -  function f  so that
/  : Qj. X Z) Q ., O-f = /(O,- ,_i, Z)^ _j ,B^)
where are user-defined thresholds for the ontology entities
The different function arguments account for the actual system ), the disturbance of
the domain (Z),_i) and the thresholds (B^).  In this respect a systematic ontology 
refinement methodology is proposed in the following section.
4.2 Outline of Methodology
The study postulates that the ontologies are a function of the objective components of a 
knowledge domain as well as subjective term that relate to the dynamics of the domain 
supported. It proposes accordingly a feedback control structure, where the ontology 
management system is addressed with the feedback control structure of Figure 4.1. The 
structure accounts for:
• disturbances of the knowledge domains
• ontology content as supplied to initially describe the domains
• user preferences set to
In engineering and mathematics, control theory (Franklin et al. 1986) deals with the 
behavior of dynamical systems over time. The desired output of a system is called the
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reference variable. When one or more output variables of a system need to show a certain 
behaviour over time, a controller manipulates the inputs to a system to obtain the desired 
effect on the output of the system. Open-loop controllers have no direct connection 
between the output of the system and its input. One of the main disadvantages of this type 
of controller is the lack of sensitivity to the dynamics of the system under control. To 
avoid the problems of the open-loop controller, control theory introduces feedback. The 
output of the system y{t) is fed back to the reference value r(f), through the measurement 
performed by a sensor. The controller C then takes the difference between the reference 
and the output, the error e, to change the inputs u to the system under control P. This is 
shown in the Figure 4.0. This kind of controller is a closed-loop controller or feedback 
controller.
eÏ—...^ c u P yJ ......w ""—wi k —
Figure 4.0 A closed-loop contrôler
Ontology are dynamic systems where control theory can be applied. The proposed model 
replaces parts of traditional control systems with ontology engineering components. It 
establishes rules to manipulate ontology and resource streams. In traditional control 
systems mechanical moves have this role. The ontology model along with the domain 
represents the system. The proposed structure also replaces signals for resource 
documents that represent a dynamic source of information mainly retrieved from the web. 
The measurements aim to map the external resources of the domain with the internal 
parts of the ontology feeding the controls discussed in section 4.3.2. Additionally, 
measurements in the proposed model is a two stage process that manipulates the steams 
of ontologies and the retrieved resource documents
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The web
-..............- Stage 4
Domain
Stage 2
+
Control Ontology
Stage 3 
+
Measurements
Stage 1
Metrics
Figure 4.1 Feedback Control Ontology Maintenance System
The proposed methodology comprises of four stages. In Stage 1 the collected resource 
documents are linked to the ontology components with a view to monitor changes in the 
resources with changes in the ontology. Metrics are developed to translate implicit links 
into measure quantities that can be processed in the control loop. Stage 2 comprises set 
points and controls to audit ontologies and determine ontology parts in need for changes 
and modifications. The auditing relies on the comparison of ontology components with 
accepted set points (metric thresholds). The controls translate errors and deviations into 
action streams through a set of rules. Stage 3 applies rules to evolve the ontologies into 
new variants. For this purpose inner and outer iterations occur. Lastly, stage 4 involves 
the efforts to map resource documents to ontology entities rendering metrics of 
association
As ontologies stand for subjective knowledge models to their creators, the proposed 
system is semi-automated rather than fully automated. The ontology modification
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suggestions have to be approved/neglected by knowledge engineers before proceeding 
with the ontology transformation phase.
4.3 Methodology
4.3.1 Stage 1 - Resource mapping and metrics
The realization of stage 1 in the methodology requires the development of mappings to 
relate resources g with entities of the ontology through the set of metrics fi:
where
t^ • i^,t Pi I j = q ^ ’^t )
• h , t , j  X Z> ^
Qt • ^ i^,t X Z) i? ° p Zj j ' =  ^^  )
<1 f  : A tJ  X Z> ^  fiut,j,k =  ^^  At,j,k , A  )
The rolling horizon could be T or any W ( t ) e T
teT
tew
Similarly, the dynamic management could apply to or any other subset O.., ç  O. ^  :
? ' =  u  9,
Or,t
The next section describes the rules that activate modifications on the ontology by 
examining the m etrics//g,, f t l j t ,  Mujjc m d / '" j  against user defined
thresholds B.
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4.3.2 Stage 2 - Set points and controls
The realization of stage 2 is based on controls around the thresholds
b =[b ‘^ ,b ' ,b ' ,^b “ , b ”}
that are introduced to control the justification of all the concepts, instances, relationships, 
metadata and hierarchies respectively
For the purposes of the study lower and upper bounds are introduced for each metric of 
the section 4.3.1. Controls are activated with rules of the general form:
RLj= {entity, metric, threshold, status}
Where
entity: one of c y j , ^ ^ .  , t . Ktj.r
m etric:oneof f tg j, or
threshold: lower and upper bounds of B^ ,B' ,B"^  ,B*^ > B" 
status: on for active controls; off otherwise
more specifically
jactive iff (metric in threshold limits)
IvLj j — A
[ inactive otherwise
Rules are applied to determine sections in need for changes, letting the changes be 
validated through the control loop.
For the purpose of the study rules mostly apply to concepts and include
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a. Split (RLspiit) the rule highlights sections to separate an entity, once its metric jx 
crosses the upper thresholds. Without committing to the new categories, the rule 
applies to time and entities
b. Delete (RLdeiete): the rule discards entities once its metric p  drops below set 
thresholds
c. Relocation (RUeiocation) relocates concepts. The relocation for a given concept Ci,tj 
with father node Ci,tj’ to another concept of the ontology Ci,tj” arises out of the 
discovery of a metric > MÜtjj' satisfying also the conditions:
i- MÜtjj'> BLer
4.3.3 Stage 3 -  Manipulation and evolution
The realisation of Stage 3 relates to the repeated and coordinated application of the
manipulation rules within the framework presented in Figure 4.1. RLspiu, RLddete and
RLreiocation yield ontologies through inner and outer iterations.
Inner iterations: they converge ontologies at specific time t. Each iteration:
(i) alternates Oi,t towards a new variant Oi,f (Stage 2)
(ii) measures Oi,t> through the application of metrics (Stage 1) and rules (Stage 2)
(iii) iterates with (i) until convergence of the criteria in the rules
Outer iterations: they converge ontologies in time window W œ T . Each iteration
(i) alternates Oi,t towards a new variant Oi,t> (inner iteration)
(ii) measures Oi,t’ through the application of metrics (Stage 1) and rules (Stage 2)
(iii) iterates with (i) until convergence of the criteria in the rules
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4.4 Implementation
Web content agent-based technology deployed to accomplish the information retrieval of 
resource documents, while database queries accomplish the resource mapping with the 
ontology components. Metrics from applied knowledge engineering are applied to rules 
that generate suggestions on modifying or changing the ontology parts.
Stage 4: Resource mapping and metrics
The methodology has been applied with ontologies tested on the web. The ontology 
components are probed against web-mined documents and the measurement signals are 
forwarded to the control section, which examines them against user-defined thresholds 
and modifies accordingly the ontology content and structure.
The study proposes the systematic deployment of information retrieval methods to collect 
the necessary documents Dt. Thus, the information retrieval is a task delegated to web 
content mining agents which crawl periodically predefined web sites, filter the content 
and extract domain related (related to an ontology Oi,t) structured data. The periodicity of 
agent campaign depends on how frequently the underlying web site “refreshes” its 
contents. The use of agents not only provides a systematic nature to the model but also 
structures (DB schema record) the unstructured web data (html).
Ontology-based applications use currently RDF repositories to manage ontologies and 
middlewares to query RDF resources. For the purposes of this study, an ontology editor 
was developed. The reason is that it provided flexibility and control over the experiments. 
Also at the time we run our experiments the RDF middleware solutions that we tested 
proved to be inefficient and unstable.
Documents are stored in a relational database management system (SQL Server 2000), 
which stores information about web-mined document and ontologies as illustrated in
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Figure 4.2. The retrieved documents are stored in the table Docs and each record of the 
table has the form: 
o Document ID: 
o Domain ID 
o Title 
o Body 
o Date
The Document ID is an auto-generated primary key (number) given by the RDBMS. The 
domain ID is a foreign key representing the primary key of the underlying ontology Oi,t. 
Title is a string field that holds the title of the document. Body is a text field containing 
the entire document. Date represents the date field of the document as it was published in 
the web site or as entitled by the web content agent (the day when the mining process 
took place).
Rok id
R ole_type
Role_description
ID
Sen tence
S l o t j *
Inst_pk
Rela_pk
Inst_pk
Conc_pk 
Inst_nam e 
In st desc
Domain
Rda_pk
Conc_pk 
Rela_nam e 
R ela_desr 
Min_card 
M ax_card 
R ang_pi 
Rela_type_id
R angj*
R a n g jy p e  
Rang desc
p arag raph
l is e r jd
U sernam e 
Passw ord 
R o le jd  
Name 
Surnam e 
D ate_of_birth  
D ate_enrolled 
Organization 
Occupation 
P h o n e jio m e  
P h o n e jjf f ic e  
Mobile _phone 
E-mail 1 
E-mail2 
H o m e jja g e  
H om e_address 
Post_code 
Country
Onto_pk
Cone name
Father node
R e la T y p e
User id
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Last d a te
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A pplication^area
RddbBdjCWnkoes ^ 
Onto _pk
S c x ra jd
O nto _pk 
Source_nam e 
Source desc
m m w
Synanymjd
Synonym
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u . i B S E c S I
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E x t_da te
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Figure 4.2 The RDBMS ERD model
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Accordingly ontology information is stored in the tables of Ontology, Concept, Instance, 
Relation, Slot and the secondary tables Disjoint-Concepts, External-Representation, 
Sources, Related -Ontologies, Synonym, Relation-type and Range. As a user-centric 
approach to personalise the ontology repository the ERD includes also user-related 
information in the User table. It is out of scope of this thesis to analyse further the 
structure and the fields of the DB schema.
For this point and on the chapter takes for metadata the synonyms of the concepts 
Q,t*
In ontology engineering a number of metrics have been presented to filter ontology terms. 
Term filtering concerns with the removal of concepts or instances that are irrelevant to 
the ontology (Klapaflis 2005). Its target is the removal of noise that is produced during 
the term extraction stage. To name a few metrics: Domain Relevance, Domain Consensus 
and TF/IDF.
Domain Relevance Score (DR) introduced in Ontoleam methodology (Navigli et al. 
2003, Navigli, 2005) is a metric used to measure the specificity of a terminological 
candidate with respect to the target domain. This is accomplished by applying a division 
between the probability of a term in the target domain-consistent documents and its 
probability in other domains’ documents. Consequently, given a number of n domains 
Di,D2...D„ the DRt,k of term t in the target domain Dk is the following:
D R t^k  -
1
The metric Domain Consensus (DC) is given by the following type:
E  { P t [ d ) * l o g - ^ )
deDk '
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, where Pt(d) is the probability of term t to be included in document D. DC tries to 
capture terms with high frequency in all the target domain’s documents, in order to be 
included in the ontology.
Maedche and Staab (2001) suggested the use of the term frequency/inverse document 
frequency (TF/IDF) measure. The metric aims to achieve a balanced estimation of the 
importance of a term.
Despite the existence of numerous metrics in the bibliography of ontology engineering, 
the proposed methodology deployed simplistic metrics as a proof of concept of the 
methodology. The purpose of this study is to prove the dynamic nature of ontologies and 
the need to deploy a systematic approach to maintain knowledge models such as 
ontologies, rather to suggest new metrics.
For the purposes of this study q^, ^  q^ and ^  are defined with respect to frequencies fr 
of the ontology entities in e according to:
If % is the frequency in N documents, a scaled frequency fimction fr is defined by:
tiij x lO O
N
Accordingly, the metrics used in the study are given by:
A j  - A » A, )
K .J  = M ’- , ,u .D „ N tn
For a hierarchical relation between two concepts of Oi,t the metric accounts for the scaled 
co-existence of Ci,g and Ci,g’ in the set of documents Dt.
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To calculate how many times a particular entity (concept | instance | relation | synonym) 
occurred in a set of documents Dt the function metric is used, the pseudo-source of which 
is illustrated in Figure B.l of the Appendix A. Accordingly, to calculate the metric j  j
for two concepts Ci,tj and Ci^ tj* the source of Figure B.l is slightly transformed as shown in 
Figure B.2 of the Appendix B. The examination whether an entity occurs in a document 
is done through keyword matching through SQL queries.
Set points and controls
Time control action is implemented by the pseudo-source of Figure C.l of Appendix C. 
Manipulation and evolution
Manipulation is performed through a user interface (as illustrated in Table 4.1) where the 
suggestions are presented with:
• Tabular form. Each row specify an entity of the ontology and the respective 
suggestion / proposition
• Options to select (approve V- neglect x)
• User input if the proposition requires so (i.e. data entry of the sub-concepts for a 
concept)
Table 4.1. General form of ontology manipulation tables
(A) (B) (C) (D)
Entity Name Proposition Approval /  Rejection User input
Entity A Maintain or Split or Delete VbrX
Entity B Maintain or Split or Delete ■v/brX
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4.5 Examples
The section discusses three examples with different objectives. The first one probes the 
outer iterations of the control system while the second one focuses on the inner iterations. 
Finally the third example highlights the significance of the user-defined threshold bounds 
(upper and lower) in the application of the control system.
4.5.1 Example 1
The example validates an ontology against a domain of technical documents. The 
objective is to evolve the hierarchy of concepts (taxonomy) of the ontology over a 
specific time horizon using the outer iterations of the proposed methodology (section 
4.3.3). The ontology of the example depicts the domain of chemical engineering industry. 
For the purposes of the example the technical documents derived from the portal of 
American Institute o f Chemical Engineers fwww.aiche.orsI and represent the abstracts of 
the conference papers presented in the annual conferences of the respective institute.
Using the agent-engineering environment of WebQL Enterprise Studio (WebQL 2005) a 
web content mining agent mined the portal of American Institute of Chemical Engineers 
(www.aiche.org) in order to collect domain-related information consisting of full 
abstracts of papers of the annual conferences of the institute. The agent collected 20.319 
abstracts of papers stored in a local database management system (domain repository) 
creating a wealth of documents for ontology maintenance tasks. The agent not only 
collected the documents but also cleaned, time stamped and structured them as to fit the 
database schema. The documents spread for six years from 1999 to 2004. The time 
available is segmented into three periods of two years as:
ti = {1999,2000}, t2 = {2001,2002} and ts = {2003,2004}
The ontology in chemical engineering adopts a flat structure. The concepts of the 
ontology were extracted from the front-page of that chemical engineering portal 
www.chemindustrv.com. and cover chemical products and materials such as gas, oil, 
pharmaceuticals, polymers and more. For illustration reasons the visualizer feature of
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OntoEdit (Sure et al. 2003) is used to represent graphically the ontology of the example 
(Figure 4.3).
tf^Specialty
CompositesH
M aterial
^Bulk
Coating
SETAULT ROOT_CONCEPT 
Solvent
Dete
Figure 4.3. The Chemical Engineering sectors ontology - Oi,c
Example 1 at a glance
Objective: to evolve an ontology 
Time: W = 3 time units 
Method: outer iterations
Domain ontology -  Oj o : Chemical Engineering as illustrated in Figure 4.3 
Documents-D: technical abstracts of the annual conference papers from AIChE
Rules . R L  split, R L  delete S lid  ÆZ, relocate
Thresholds: = 0.02 b !L„=0.upper .05
Once the documents of the first period (t%) are mapped to the ontology concepts Ci,o, the 
metrics are calculated and the rules are applied to propose changes. The application of 
rules RLFsplit and RL^delete proposed to split the concepts “Material” and “Catalyst” and to 
delete from the ontology model the concepts “Detergent”, “Fertilizer”, “Textile” and 
“Specialty” as presented in Table 4.2.
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Table 4.2 The metric gftj  for the concepts of the ontology and the respective 
propositions after defining the thresholds and 'upper
(A)
Concept Name
(B)
Occurrences (hits) in ti
(C) (D)
Proposition
Pharmaceutical 267 5,22 Maintain
Composite 381 7,45 Maintain
Oil 1218 23.82 Maintain
Gas 1608 31.45 Maintain
Detergent 17 0.33 Delete
Dye 141 2.75 Maintain
Ceramic 160 3.12 Maintain
Fertilizer 11 0.22 Detete
Material 2205 43.13 Maintain
Textile 17 0.33 Delete
Catalyst 2273 44.46 Maintain
Coating 379 7.41 Maintain
Polymer 1380 27.00 Split
Solvent 1363 16.62 Maintain
Bulk 563 11.01 Maintain
Specialty 37 0.72 Delete
= 0 .01  = 0.4 TVg" = 5112
Table 4.3 presents the grid of all possible pairs of concepts of the ontology and the 
respective metric • ^^e grid highlights in bold numbers the values that exceed the
threshold , while in grey background are highlighted the taxonomical relationships 
father-child that already exist in the taxonomy of the ontology.
The deployment of rule RL^ relocate on metrics proposed the relocation of concepts
“Polymer”, “Solvent”, “Catalyst”, “Gas”, “Oil” and “Solvent”. All the propositions for 
deletion, split and relocation appear in Table 4.4 alongside with and the approval / 
rejection of them. After the first outer iteration the ontology is modified accordingly 
(Oi,i) as illustrated in Figure 4.4.
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Table 4.3. Grid of Metric //y j  y, for all possible pairs of concepts of Oi o
Grid of 
Metric
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Table 4.4 Recommendations and approval of Oi,c
(A)
Concept(s)
(B)
Proposition
(C)
User approval
Material -> Polymer Move Polymer under Material V
Material > Solvent Move Solvent under Material
Material -> Catalyst Move Catalyst under Material T
Material -> Gas Move Gas under Material yf
Catalyst - > Gas Move Gas under Catalyst X
Polymer -> Solvent Move Solvent under Polymer X
Gas -> Oil Move Oil under Gas yf
Material Split X
Catalyst Split X
Detergent Delete yf
Fertilizer Delete y/
Textile Delete T
Specialty Delete
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Figure 4.4 The modified ontology in Chemical Engineering (Oi,i)
Accordingly, for the period t] = {2001,2002} after the second outer iteration the 
propositions are presented in Table 4.7 while the grid of metrics /iS.y.y and the metrics
are presented in Table 4.5 and Table 4.6 respectively. The propositions included the
relocation of concepts “Polymer” and “Solvent” and the split of the concepts “Material” 
and “Gas” while no suggestion for deletion appeared. The suggestions are approved and 
the ontology takes the new formation as appeared in Figure 4.5
Table 4.5 Suggestions for concepts of Oi,i
(A)
Concept Name
(B)
Occurrences (hits) at t.
(C) (D)
Proposition
Pharmaceutical 424 6.94 Maintain
Composite 805 13.17 Maintain
Oil 1049 17.16 Maintain
Gas 2790 45.64 Split
Dye 92 1.5 Maintain
Ceramic 142 2.32 Maintain
Material 3237 52.95 Split
Catalyst 2348 38.40 Maintain
Coating 557 9.11 Maintain
Polymer 1957 32.01 Maintain
Solvent 1521 28.88 Maintain
Bulk 613 10.03 Maintain
= 6113
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Table 4.6 Grid of Metric for ah possible pairs of concepts of Oi,i
Grid o f  
Metric
f Î1 h o 1 1 11 1 1 1 1
Catalyst - 0.23 0.07 0.79 1.57 1.52 0.39 0.16 0.93 0.64 3.94
Coating 0.23 - 1.57 0.03 0.26 1.68 0.90 0.13 0.26 0.38 0.38 0.65
Material 1.57 - 0.23 1.96 &:7d 1.31 0.74 2.50 50 5
Dye 0.07 0.03 0.23 - 0.05 0.38 0.10 0.05 0.05 0.08 0.11 0.03
Oil 0.79 0.26 1.96 0.05 - 1.42 1.11 0.21 0.18 0.69 0.39 W
Polymer 1.57 1.68 0.38 1.42 - 3.32 0.80 0.41 1.78 2.39 2.31
Solvent 1.52 0.90 w 0.10 1.11 3.32 - 1.10 0.26 0.92 0.49 1.85
Pharmaceutical 0.39 0.13 1.31 0.05 0.21 0.80 1.10 - 0.05 0.36 0.08 0.46
Ceramic 0.16 0.26 0.74 0.05 0.18 0.41 0.26 0.05 - 0.15 0.23 0.51
Bulk 0.93 0.38 0.08 0.69 1.78 0.92 0.36 0.15 - 0.28 1.47
Composite 0.64 0.38 2.50 0.11 0.39 2.39 0.49 0.08 0.23 0.28 - 0.97
Gas 3.94 0.65 0.03 2.31 1.85 0.46 0.51 1.47 0.97 -
Table 4.7 Recommendations and approval of Oi,i
(A)
Concept(s)
(B)
Proposition
(C) 
User approval
Material > Composite Move Polymer under Material
Polymer > Solvent Move Solvent under Polymer X
Material Split yf
Gas Split X
lOil
jiGas
Pliarmac eu t  i  c al
Ce ramies 
CONCEPTompos
jCoatingiSor iBulk
IDye
Figure 4.5 The modified ontology in Chemical Engineering sectors (Oi,2)
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For the period ts — {2003,2004} the overall modification suggestions and their approval / 
rejection appear in Table 4.10. Table 4.8 and Table 4.9 present the grid of metrics /zg y y
and y respectively. Finally, the ontology after the third outer iteration is illustrated in
Figure 7.
Table 4.8 Suggestions for concepts of O13
(A)
Concept Name
(B) 
Occurrences 
(hits) at ts
(C) (D)
Proposition
Pharmaceutical 739 8.12 Maintain
Composite 1266 13.92 Maintain
Oil 1600 17.60 Maintain
Gas 4129 45.41 Split
Dye 235 2.58 Maintain
Ceramic 354 3.89 Maintain
Material 5387 59.26 Split
Catalyst 3487 38.35 Maintain
Coating 826 9.09 Maintain
Polymer 6080 66.88 Split
Solvent 2102 23.12 Maintain
Bulk 997 10.97 Maintain
S,Lr = 0.01 = 0.4 = 9091
Table 4.9 Grid of Metric fiyijj- for oU possible pairs of concepts of Oi,2
Grid of 
Metric I Î 1 & o 1 1 1 1 1 Î 1
Catalyst - 0.33 3.43 0.09 0.44 1.61 1.31 0.41 0.31 0.73 0.49 4.20
Coating 0.33 - 1.76 0.14 0.34 1.57 0.64 0.21 0.19 0.31 0.62 0.63
Material 34:1 1.76 - 0.33 1.83 7 ^ 2.71 1.29 1.13 2.47 w ?.19
Dye 0.09 0.14 0.33 - 0.10 0.41 0.21 0.10 0.01 0.07 0.09 0.15
Oil 0.44 0.34 1.83 0.10 - 1.48 0.93 0.15 0.07 0.52 0.37 ).70
Polymer 1.61 1.57 7413 0.41 1.48 - 3.77 0.71 0.37 2.11 2.66 2.71
Solvent 1.31 0.64 I7 1 0.21 0.93 3.77 - 0.96 0.08 0.76 0.60 1.76
Pharmaceutical 0.41 0.21 1.29 0.10 0.15 0.71 0.96 - 0.07 0.29 0.10 0.38
Ceramic 0.31 0.19 1.13 0.01 0.07 0.37 0.08 0.07 - 0.21 0.40 0.60
Bulk 0.73 0.31 0.07 0.52 2.11 0.76 0.29 0.21 - 0.42 1.31
Composite 0.49 0.62 0.09 0.37 2.66 0.60 0.10 0.40 0.42 - 1.03
Gas 4.20 0.63 0.15 2.71 1.76 0.38 0.60 1.31 1.03 -
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Table 4.10 Recommendations and approval of Oi,2
(A)
Concept(s)
(B)
Proposition
(C)
User approval
Gas -> Catalyst Move Catalyst under Gas X
Polymer > Solvent Move Solvent under Polymer X
Polymer Split y/  (PET, HDPE, PVC, LDPE, Polypropylene)
Material Split X
Gas Split X
The example discussed the evolution of a sample ontology taxonomy over a period of 
three consequence time periods. The original ontology was transformed to three transient 
phases before taking the final form. The comparison of the initial ontological taxonomy 
of Figure 4.3 with its final formation of Figure 4.6 proves that the proposed methodology 
changed significantly the structure and the content of the ontology. The updated version 
mirrors the latest technical context of the domain, as the latter was shaped in the technical 
documents as well as the users’ perceptions.
IDye
:oatinl
IEFAULT ROOT CONCEPT
I PET
I  Catalyst
olymei:
jLDPE
.aterial
IPVC
Ilk
{Composites
iSolv ent
(Gas
Oil
Figure 4.6 The ontology in Chemical Engineering sectors after the third iteration (Oi.s)
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4.5.2 Example 2. Inner Iteration
The example aims at presenting the inner iterations of the methodology for a toy 
ontology. For the purposes of the example the ontology 0 2 ,o contains only the concepts 
Material, Composite, Polymer and Catalyst. To validate the ontology, the example 
deploys a subset of the collected documents (abstracts) from AICHE (www.aiche.com) of 
the previous example (years 2003-2004 only) denoted as period t%.
Example 2 at a glance
Objective', to evolve an ontology 
Time'. W = 1 time units 
Method', inner iterations
Domain ontology -  O'. Materials - 02 ,o as illustrated in the left hand side of 
Figure 4.8
Documents -  D: technical abstracts of the annual conference papers from AICHE for 
the years 2003 and 2004. ti={2003,2004}
Rules and the thresholds remain the same as in the previous example.
R u l e s  :RL^split delete
Thresholds: = 0.01 = 0.6
Table 4.11 presents the occurrences of the concepts, the metric and the propositions.
The concept “Polymer” is suggested to split. Table 4.12 presents the approval of the split 
and the new categories (sub-concepts) of the father node “Polymer”. Table 4.13 presents 
the re-evaluation of the ontology 0 2 ,i where some of the newly inserted concepts 
(“Nylon”, “PVC” and “Polypropylene”) are proposed to be deleted from the ontology. 
Figure 4.7 illustrates the progress of the initial ontology 0 2 ,o (left hand side) to the 
transient ontology (in the middle) after the first inner iteration and finally to the final 
ontology 02,1 (at the right hand side)
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Table 4.11 Suggestions for concepts of 02,c
(A)
Concept Name
(B)
Occurrences (hits)
(C) (D)
Proposition
Composite 1266 13.92 Maintain
Catalyst 3487 38.35 Maintain
Material 5387 59.26 Maintain
Polymer 6080 66.88 Split
Bfower = 0-01 B^ pp^ ,. = 0.6
Table 4.12 User approval and new categories
Concept(s) Proposition User approval User input
Polymer Split 4 Polystyrene, Polyester, Macromolecule, Elastomer, 
Nylon, PVC, PET, Polypropylene
Table 4.13 Propositions after the second inner iteration
(A)
Concept Name
(B)
Occurrences (hits)
(C) (D)
Proposition
Polystyrene 289 3.18 Maintain
Polyester 93 1.02 Maintain
Macromolecule 185 2.03 Maintain
Nylon 60 0.66 Delete
Elastomer 92 1.01 Maintain
Polyethylene 253 1.78 Maintain
PVC 29 0.32 Delete
Polypropylene 81 0.89 Delete
G oaposlte  (« B jc a c a ly s r .
Ivtthvlwu'
1
polyprcpyli:
olyscyreria \
\
Figure 4.7. Ontology transformations after two inner iterations
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The example examined and highlighted the importance of inner iterations of the proposed 
feedback control structure. The ontology was examined repetitively against the resource 
documents at a specific time t and a number of changes proposed and approved during 
each loop up to a termination stage, where no further changes are proposed. The inner 
iterations play a significant role to the validation of human decisions for the modification 
of the ontology model.
4.5.3 Example 3
The third example examines the importance of the delimitation of threshold bounds 
(upper and lower) in the evolution of ontologies. A vestigial ontology was evolved, 
feeding the same rules with two different sets of threshold values. The suggestions about 
the ontology are compared and discussed in each case. To validate the ontology, the 
example deploys an outer iteration using as resources a subset of the collected documents 
(abstracts) from AICHE (www.aiche.coml of the previous examples (years 2001-2002 
only) denoted as period t%.
The initial taxonomy Oa.o is a toy ontology in Materials and contains the father concept 
node "Material” and the concepts "Polymer”, "Dye”, "Solvent” and "Detergent” as 
illustrated in 
Figure 4.8.
|#e
Imaterial
[solvent
[detergent
Figure 4.8 The initial ontology in “Materials” Og c
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Example 3 at a glance
Objective: to evolve an ontology 
Time: W = 1 time units 
Method: inner iterations
Domain ontology -  O: Materials -  O3 0 (Figure 4.9)
Documents -  D: technical abstracts of the annual conference papers from AIChE for 
the years 2001 and 2002 . ti={2001 ,2002}
Rules and the thresholds remain the same as in the previous example.
Rules: RL^spiu and RL^ deiete
Thresholds: Set 1 = 0.02 and = 0.6 ) and
S e t2  =0.005 and =0.9 )
Table 4.14 depicts the propositions of the proposed methodology for two different sets of 
thresholds (set 1 and set 2). In columns (D) and (E) of the table the propositions are 
present in each case. The application of rules RL^spiu and RL^ deiete with set 1 of 
thresholds for the same time period ti proposed almost a different ontology model than 
the set 2. The set 1 highlighted for deletion the concepts “Dye” and “Detergent” contrary 
to set 2 , which suggests the maintenance of them. Additionally set 2 proposes the split of 
concept “Polymer” contrary to set 1, which neglects this proposition.
Table 4.14 Suggestions for concepts of 03,0 with two different sets of thresholds
(A)
Concept Name
(B) 
Occurrences 
(hits) at ti
(C) (D) 
Propositions 
Set 1 of thresholds
(E)
Propositions 
Set 2 of thresholds
Material 3237 53.00 Maintain Split
Dye 92 1.5 Delete Maintain
Solvent 1521 24,88 Maintain Maintain
Detergent 27 0.44 Delete Maintain
Polymer 5420 88.66 Split Split
Setl = 0.02 and = 0.6 Set 2 = 0.003 and = 0.5 = 6 \ U
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The example proved the importance of threshold bounds in ontology refinement process. 
As thresholds specify the rate of change and response of ontologies against changes of 
the domain environment, knowledge engineers have to fine-tune thresholds carefully.
4.6 Discussion on the examples
The examples evolved systematically domain ontologies. The initial ontologies 
transformed dynamically into several transient phases reflecting the changes proposed by 
the technical context of the time of the analysis. Outer iterations of the proposed feedback 
control structure evolve the ontology model over time. Inner iterations amend human’s 
modifications at specific time t.
Threshold bounds have high elasticity. Little changes in threshold values provoked 
different suggestions for ontology evolution. Inappropriate threshold values can cause 
bulky inaccurate suggestions for change and miss of others. Thresholds fine-tuning is an 
important task delegated to ontology engineers as threshold bounds determine the 
accuracy of the propositions and the rate of change.
Ontology engineers have an important role in the manipulation and evolution of the 
methodology as the refinement process requires their decisions. The adaptation of a 
knowledge discovery mechanism for ontologies to propose new entities may support at 
the moment or replace in the future human intervention.
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4.7 Conclusion
The chapter presented a systematic methodology to support the maintenance of 
ontologies as knowledge models to conceptualize domain knowledge. Four steps are 
presented to:
(i) map domain resources with an initial ontology
(ii) probe and analyse the context of domain resources against the content of 
ontologies
(iii) evolve ontologies in that they conform with the changes of the environment
The proposed methodology, paves the way for ontology-based applications to maintain 
systematically the knowledge maps reserved, aligning with the dictates of modem 
knowledge management and of Semantic weh.
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Chapter 5
5 Discovering inner and outer temporal domain mappings with
Semantic Extension Sets
The third chapter demonstrates the advantages of using ontologies as knowledge 
models to monitor the trends of given domains in knowledge management 
applications. This chapter examines the use of semantics carried by ontologies to 
examine over time semantic correspondences of ontology elements.
Discovery and exploitation of inner and outer domain links is a subject of studies and 
important research as people strive to discover links, relationships etc. The need for 
interoperability motivated a number of research activities to identify mutual fields of 
different domains. But as the advent of technology added complexity to domain 
structures, the identification of overlaps proves a difficult task for humans. In 
ontology engineering there are examples of domain ontologies that exceed the number 
of 30k of concepts. Moreover, ontologies contain mappings that may not be 
intuitively obvious to humans. Automatic or at least semi-automatic techniques need 
to be developed to reduce the burden of manual creation and maintenance of 
mappings (Ehrig and Sure 2004).
Furthermore, concept relationships are evolving dynamically over time. New 
mappings appear on the horizon while others tend to disappear. For example, the 
relationship of the concept “car” with the concept “natural gas” is getting stronger 
nowadays than it used to be years ago, as the prices of petrol are climbing up and the 
oil reserves fall gradually. On the other hand the relationship of the concept “car” 
with “petrol” has the opposite trend.
But as linking domains proved a challenge for humans, it represents a problem of 
information sharing and reuse for machines. The absence of links between the 
understanding of machines (agents) for the domain of their interest, presents an 
obstacle in their communication and cooperation. It can be compared with a scenario 
in which two individuals speaking two different foreign languages try to
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communicate. They need a dictionary to communicate that practically links the 
terminology of these two languages. The large-scale deployment of information 
sharing applications will intensify the problem of inner agent communication in the 
near future.
Inner domain links represent the resolution of semantic correspondences between 
ontological entities (mainly concepts). In ontology models, apart from the directly- 
extracted concept relationships given by the taxonomy (IS A relationships), there are 
also non-taxonomical relationships between concepts. For example the concept 
Vehicle is related with the concept Human, with the relationship is driven by (A 
vehicle - is driven by - a human or a human drives a vehicle). These relationships are 
important in domain monitoring as they exhibit explicit semantic associations. 
Currently, the extraction of conceptual relationships is a time-consuming task, as it is 
done manually.
Ontology mapping has attracted the interest of numerous research activities. Wache et 
al presented a survey summarizing the state of the art in ontology engineering 
methods and tools to support ontology-based integration of information. Most of the 
research efforts are concentrated on using external reference dictionaries -  thesaurus, 
such as WordNet (Fellbaum et al. 1995) to acquire appropriate semantic information 
for linking ontologies. Doan et al. (2004) presented a system called GLUE that 
employs machine-learning techniques, to create semantic mappings between 
ontologies semi-automatically. The approach is based on well-founded notions of 
semantic similarity, expressed in terms of the joint probability distribution of the 
concepts involved. It also introduced relaxation labelling to the ontology-matching 
context and discussed more sophisticated mappings between ontologies (i.e. non 1-1 
mappings). The similarity of concepts is based on the existence of instances. Ehrig 
and Sure (2004) presented an integrated approach in Ontology mapping based on 
manually encoded mapping rules. The approach combines different similarity 
measures to find mapping candidates between two or more ontologies. Inspired by the 
“layer cake” of (Bemeers-Lee 2001), the authors consider ontologies a box of 
entities, semantic nets, description logics, restrictions, rules and application 
vocabularies and present 17 manually formulated rules to trace similarities of 
concepts, instances and relationships of compared ontologies. Zhou (2003) depicted
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the ontology mapping of categorical information and proposed an automatic method 
of categorical information using a Naïve Bayes classifier. The author proposed for 
concept mapping two semantic relationships, synonyms and ancestors. He also 
observed that in classification systems, subcategories actually define the meaning of 
the category.
Other schools of thought make use of a priori constructed upper level ontologies 
(meta-ontologies), as the connection point of the mapping. Kalfoglou and 
Schorlemmer (2003) presented IF-MAP, a theory and a method for automated 
ontology mapping based on channel theory, a mathematical theory of semantic 
information-flow. The authors proposed the creation of a virtual ontology that consists 
of the mapped constructs of the input ontologies. This approach conforms to the 
research on the IEEE SUO initiative (Pease and Niles 2002) -  the standardisation of 
an upper level ontology, where a meta-level framework for relating ontologies is 
currently being developed. Maedche et al. (2002) presented a framework for mapping 
distributed ontologies. The authors depict lexical, property, bottom-up and top-down 
similarities using several different algorithms. The mappings are represented in a 
taxonomy with default classes, called the Semantic Bridging Ontology represented in 
DAML+OIL.
Following an alternative philosophy, text mining technology aims to discover 
semantic relationships of terms by examining the co-existence of pairs of terms within 
textual resources. Chimaera (McGuinness et al, 2000) is a browser-based ontology 
editing, merging and diagnosis tool, which suggests candidate matching concepts or 
instances. The algorithm relies on the textual proximity of terms introducing also a 
“vigor” metric that activates a progressively more extensive search of terms including 
term names, presentation names, term definitions, possible acronyms and expanded 
forms, names that appear as suffixes of other names, etc. Navigli (2005) presented a 
text mining method to extract terminology for ontology maintenance purposes. A 
shallow NLP Parser captures candidate terminological expressions within plain text. 
The parser performs tokenization, part-of-speech (POS) tagging and phrase boundary 
detection combined with syntactic information in order to extract a list Tc of ontology 
candidate members. The candidate ontology members can be simple nouns
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(consisting of a single element), compound nouns (e.g. computer science), adjective 
nouns (e.g. public transportation) or prepositional phrases (e.g. board of examiners) 
(Klapaftis 2005). Maedche and Staab (2001) presented the SMES (Saarbrucken 
Message Extraction System), which consists of a tokenizer, a lexical analysis 
component, a domain lexicon and a chunk parser. Tokenizer identifies word entities 
or complex expressions. Lexicon is a set of 120000 stem entries and 12000 
subcategorisation frames used by lexical analysis and chunk parser components. 
Lexical Analysis Component performs morphological analysis, recognition of named 
entities, retrieval of domain specific information and part-of-speech tagging. 
Morphological analysis refers to the identification of the canonical form of related 
words, while recognition of named entities refers to the identification of nouns like 
London, Rome etc. Chunk Parser identifies dependency relations between terms such 
as compound nouns, prepositional phrases and adjective nouns. To accomplish its 
task, this component works on the phrasal and sentential level (Klapaftis 2005). 
Dogma (Reinberger et al. 2003, Jarrar and Meersman 2002) used shallow techniques 
to perform tokenisation, POS tagging and phrase boundary detection.These are used 
to extract noun-verb relations, where the noun appears either as subject or object of 
the verb. Thus their intuition is that nouns contain an important quantity of the 
domain information (Klapaftis 2005).
The focus of the previous work has been laid exclusively on identifying static 
mappings of concepts, instances and relations of ontologies. However, in knowledge 
management the monitoring of temporal trends of associations of concepts is highly 
important. The proposed methodology, probes the semantic associations of concepts 
over time providing an ontology-based information system, which can be used to:
>  facilitate ontology engineering by highlighting concept relationships
>  reduce subjectivity of knowledge engineers in ontology models, as 
relationships come from domain resources
>  establish agent communication protocols by providing a joint representation of 
two different domains
>  intuitively predict future trends of associations of concepts
This study relies on the distributional hypothesis of Harris (1968), which states that 
words that occur in the same contexts tend to be similar. The proposed methodology
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replaces words characterized as ontology concepts and expands them semantically 
using the Semantic Extension Sets, which contain close meaning terms in the context 
of the domain. Examples of such terms include the instances, the hypemyms, and the 
synonyms of concepts.
5.1 Definitions and outline of methodology
5.1.1 Metric of Semantic Similarity of concepts
H
In section 4.4, the hierarchical relation between two concepts of Oi,t the metric 
accounted for the scaled co-existence of Ci,tj and Ci,tj> in the set of documents Dt.
If is the binary fonction of frequencies of SES of a concept Ci,g in a document 
ntas
1, i f  at least one o f  the elements o f  SES occured in n ^  
as result o f  keyword matching
0, otherwise
m ap-C
The metric of semantic association of two concepts Ci,g and Ci^y at a specific
time t in N documents of a document set Dt is given by the scaled fimction
N
Z /bin-ses  bin-ses\
N
xlOO
if Nfpj is the cardinality of mapped documents to 0;,t and Oi%t as
then
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The m e t r i c . . r e p r e s e n t s  the semantic proximity or similarity of two concepts.
Value of the metric equal to one means that the concepts are identical. On the other 
hand, value equal to zero means that the concepts are not related at all. The closer the 
metric is to the value of 100 the higher the semantic association is.
5.1.2 Metric of semantic diffusion of concepts
Borrowed the idea from probability theory, the metric of semantic diffusion
aims to monitor the degree of influence of a term to another and vice versa. Figure 5.0 
illustrates an example where a concept Ci,tj (described by context - A) relates (co­
exists) with the concept Ci^y (described by context - B). Context A refers to the 
volume of documents of the domain of concept Ci,tj. Similarly context B refers to the 
volume of documents associated to the domain of concept Ci^y. The semantic 
diffusion of Ci,g over Ci%tj' describes the area A n B  (co-existence) scaled to volume 
of B. The metric (semantic diffusion of concept Ci,tj over Ci^y) takes values from 0 to 
100. Value 0 simply means that the two concepts are irrelevant, while metric’s value 
100 indicates that the concept Ci,g overlaps or dominates over the concept Ci>,tj’. Figure 
5.0 shows a case where the co-existence^ fl ^  in terms of B in greater compared to 
the same co-existence in terms of A. That practically means that Ci,g has a greater 
influence to Ci>,tj’, than Ci^y has over Ci,tj. This simple idea could be potentially used in 
ontology engineering to indicate taxonomical changes.
Figure 5.0. Semantic diffusion of two related concepts Ci,g and Cj/y
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If Di,t is the set of documents associated with the ontology Oi,t, and the number 
of documents that at least one of the elements of the SES of Ci,tj occurred at time t, 
then the semantic diffusion of Cj,tj to Ci>,tj’ is the percentage of co-existence of the 
SES of Ci,tj and Ci^y scaled to Kf°^  and is given by:
The proposed methodology consists of three sequential phases that examine concept 
mappings of one or more ontological taxonomies. The co-existence of the elements of 
SES of concepts is analysed through a corpus of documents of the reference domain. 
The first phase of the methodology is the Information Retrieval and SES creation 
phase, contains the generation of SES and the collection of the resource documents. 
The Semantic Correlation Probe phase presents a matrix of semantic proximity 
metrics of concepts at a specific time, as well as a temporal analysis of these metrics. 
Lastly, the Inference and Assessment phase presents the most significant mappings at 
time t, in order to be explained and assessed by users. The following section discusses 
in detail the phases of the methodology.
5.2 Methodology
The section depicts the three phases of the proposed methodology to examine the 
concept mappings of:
■ a domain ontology Oi,t or
■ two domain ontologies Oi,t and Oi*,f
at a specific time t and over a time horizon T.
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5.2.1 Information Retrieval and SES
The phase include the tasks to retrieve systematically from distributed web sources 
the documents D, as these described in the section 4.1, as well as to generate the 
Semantic Extension Sets - SESs of concepts of the given ontologies).
The information retrieval relies on agent-based technology and is described in section
3.4 of the third chapter. The resource documents are associated to ontology concepts 
through the function q f , as described in section 4.3.1. After collecting, cleaning from
noise the documents D and associating them to concepts Ci,t, the next step is to create 
the SES.
For the purposes of this study the SES of a concept Ci,tj include:
■ the underlying concept name Ci.y
■ the instances Ii,tj of Ci,t j
■ the synonyms Si,y of Ci,tj with respect to the contexts of the domain
The generation of the SES requires the decomposition of the ontology Oi,t into the 
components Ci,t, Ai,t, Ii,t j , R i,t j and Mi,t. The study suggests the development of an 
ontology repository, which facilitates ontology sharing and reuse. For example 
through questions, the retrieval of ontological parts such as instances, synonyms etc. 
is a trivial task.
To collect the synonyms set Si,g the study proposes a semi-automated process where 
agents retrieve synonyms of a given concept Ci,g from distributed semantic sources of 
information such machine-readable dictionaries (MRD) and users restrict the 
collected synonym senses to the context of the domain. Additionally, users may 
manually edit their synonyms. After creating the SES of concepts the next step is to 
calculate and present the semantic proximity of them.
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5.2.2 Semantic Correlation Probe
The metrics of semantic similarity of concepts are presented in a matrix as illustrated 
in
Table 5.1. In case that two different ontologies are examined. The first row of the 
matrix contains the concepts of ontology Oi,t while the first column presents the 
concepts of the ontology 02,t. Each cell of the grid, excluding cells of the first row and 
column, represents the semantic similarity of the concepts that correspond to it.
Table 5.1 Sample Matrix of Semantic Similarities between all possible pairs of 
concepts of ontologies Oi,t and 02 ,t
u
I
"i.t.2
Concepts C;,t
Ci,t,4
mop-C
l/Al.l
m ap-C m ap-C
'0 ,3,1 '0 ,4,1
^ m a p - C ^ m a p -C m ap-C
','0 ,3,2 ','0 ,4,2
map-C
',0 ,1.3
m ap-C
','0 ,2,3
m ap-C
','0 ,3,3
u ”'“P - ^
','0 ,4,3
map-C m ap-C
','0 .2,4
m ap-C
','•,',3,4
u ”'°P -^
','0 ,4,4
The matrix for two domain ontologies Oi,t and Oi>,t has dimensions:
[ N f f  + l]x [A T -  +1]
In case that a single ontology Oj,t is examined for inner mappings of concepts, the 
matrix above presents both in the first row and column the elements of Ci,t. In this 
case though, the diagonal of the matrix is null as the semantic similarity of a given 
concept with itself is equal to 1. The dimensions of the matrix is:
+ l]x [# -  +1]
Apart from the presentation of the semantic similarity metrics of concepts at a specific 
time t, the methodology suggests the temporal analysis of the respective metric. The
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time horizon T of the temporal analysis is arbitrary defined and relies on the results of 
the information retrieval phase. The study suggests as time horizon T, the period 
between the earlier and the latest time stamp of the collected documents D. Then, the 
time horizon is segmented into t equal time intervals of years and generating a time 
series:
t = 0,l,2..tA
Then the semantic similarity metrics are plotted. The plots aim to support users to 
intuitively extract trends of concept mappings. The study deploys simplistic trend 
pattern of continuous increase or decrease of the metrics as:
map-C map-C
■ Trend of increase if ^ ^  and
map-C map-C
■ Trend of decrease if  V/ e r
The proposed trend discovery method is a very preliminary approach on the problem 
of trend discovery in time series. It unveils only obvious trends. Numerous alternative 
statistic methods to trend discovery could be used instead. However the deployment 
and benchmark of them is out of the scope of this study. Users may select the method 
that tailors to their requirements and their beliefs.
After presenting the mappings of all concepts the next phase provide a mechanism to 
facilitate users to assess and draw an inference firom the mappings
5.2.3 Inference and Assessment
The concept similarity metrics that exceed a user-defined threshold E[0..1]are 
ranked (in descending order of the semantic similarity metric), and are presented in a 
table as shown on Table 5.2 The table presents the concept mappings (for example 
concept Ci,tj with concept Ci%g' ,the semantic similarity metric, the respective semantic 
diffusion metrics and the trends (if any).
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Table 5.2 Sample presentation of concept mappings for assessment and inference
(A)
Concept Mapping
(B) (C) (D) (E)
sem-D sem-D Trend
H sem-D sem-D^ 2 , l . ' , 3 , l Increase
map-C , ,  sem-D , ,sem-Du. n
1.3,/.3,4 ^ 3 .U .4 .3
sem-D  
^ 1 .3 ,/ ,5 ,5
sem-D
^ 3 ,U ,5 ,5
Decrease
ci,t,i and C2,t,3 
ci,t,3 and C3,t,4 
ci,t,5 and C3,t,5
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5.3 Implementation
5.3.1 Ontology repository, information retrieval and SES
The methodology proposed a number of methods and structures to highlight domain 
mappings through ontology mappings. Therefore, we require the existence of a 
variety of ontologies on different fields. To manage ontologies, a web enabled 
ontology repository is developed. The environment aims to facilitate ontology sharing 
and reuse. Registered users may log in to create and edit their ontology versions, 
while they have access to publicly available ontologies of other users. Users are also 
provided also with the option to manipulate private ontology schemas concerning 
confidential data.
The ontology repository parses ontologies represented in RDF and stores them in the 
database. Although a plethora of ontology editors have been presented so far (Denny 
2004) a basic prototype web based ontology editor was developed to facilitate the 
generation and processing of Semantic Extension Sets, necessary in the proposed 
methodology. The prototype ontology editor is a web based ontology repository 
implemented in ASP and is inspired by the commercial editor OntoEdit (Sure et al, 
2003) and has basic ontology engineering features. The editor utilises a database 
instantiation to store ontologies, as discussed in the section 3.4 of the thesis. The 
schema of the database integrates ontology related information (concepts, instances 
etc.), externally gathered information (document resources and external parts of SES) 
as well user profiles.
The agent-based information retrieval to collect the set of documents D over a time 
horizon T is discussed in the section 4.4.
The creation of the Semantic Extension Sets - SES for a concept Cj,g requires the 
existence of concepts, instances and synonyms in the database. The study assumes 
that ontologies have concept names and instances as core parts. On the other hand, the 
synonyms have to be collected from external sources of information.
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The synonyms are collected from machine-readable dictionaries {MRD). For the 
purposes of this study the electronic semantically enriched dictionary Wordnet is 
deployed. The reason is that it features synonyms of terms. Web content mining 
agents, implemented in WebQL Enterprise Studio (www.webql.com) are developed to 
retrieve on demand the synonym senses of the ontology concepts Ci,t. The agents 
query the Ci,t concepts of ontology Oi,t from the table Concept of the database. Then 
they call a publicly available service of WordNet to extract all the synonym senses, 
which are filtered, cleaned and stored in the Synonyms table of the database. The part 
of source of the agent that isolates the synonyms from WordNet for a given concept 
Ci,tJ is:
SELECT AS Synonyms
HTML_TO_TEXT(Syns.iteml) AS Syns 
FROM
PATTERN ’[=>?!,]«&nbsp;.*?\s*(.*?)[,|\-\-]’ AS syns 
WITHIN
‘http://wordnet.princeton.edu/cgibin/webwn2.0?stage=2«&word=CONCEPT&posnumber=I&search
typenumber=2&senses=&showglosses=r
The function HTML_TO_TEXT is used to transform the HTML source of WordNet 
web pages into plain text. Regular expressions are a technology for extracting 
portions of text that follows a certain pattern The Pattern filters the html source of the 
results web page of WordNet service. In our example filters all the alphanumeric parts 
of the document that start with either with “=>” or and finish either with or “- 
-“. The WITHIN simply defines the web page where the agent is to be directed for 
mining. The connection with the RDBMS is done through the establishment of an 
Open DataBase Connectivity - ODBC driver. The results of the information extraction 
are stored directly in a dedicated table of the database. In our case the table is called 
“Synonym”.
Although the synonym collection is fully automated, the filtering of collected 
synonym senses in the context of the domain is delegated to users. Users also may 
edit or add their own synonyms enriching the content of SES.
After completing the synonym retrieval and approval, the creation of SES is done 
through database SQL queries. Given that the tables Concept, Instance and Synonym
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are internally related in the database schema, querying the database for instances and 
synonyms is an effortless task.
The following SQL statement generates the SESs of a concept Ci,g with primary key 
Ci.tj_pk:
SELECT Conc_name FROM Concept WHERE Conc_pk = Cj.tj_pk 
UNION
SELECT Inst name FROM Instance WHERE Conc_pk = Ci_,j_pk 
UNION
SELECT Rela name FROM Relationship WHERE Conc_pk = Ci,,j_pk 
UNION
SELECT Synonym FROM Synonym WHERE Conc_pk = Cj_tj_pk
5.3.2 Matrix of Semantic Similarities
The metric of semantic similarity is calculated through the examination of
frequencies of SES within a set of documents D. The programming pseudo-source 
listed in Appendic C incorporates the function SEMSIMvAAch. the MSS. The function
sem-D sem-D
is also deployed to calculate the metrics of semantic diffusion ' ' and . The 
difference is that instead of the entire set of documents D the input is restricted to the 
documents Di»,t or Di,t respectively.
Both the matrix of Semantic Similarities of
Table 5.1 and the time graphs that illustrate the progress of are dynamically
calculated and generated using ASP technology. Inside the matrix, to highlight the
semantic similarity measures that exceed the user-defined threshold , bold 
characters are used. By clicking on the highlighted numbers users are directed to a 
page that presents the frequency of the analysed SES, the semantic similarity 
measurements, the semantic diffusion measurements and a URL to a page of temporal 
analysis.
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The temporal analysis page presents a table with time series of the frequencies of
SES, a time series of the metric and the respective time graphs. The graphs
take the form of bar charts that represent the annual semantic similarity. The time 
limits are by default calculated as the period where the documents that concern either 
Oi,t or Oi«,t spread in the database.
5.3.3 Inference and Assessment
Table 5.2 is implemented in HTML using ASP technology. The data are extracted 
from the matrix of semantic similarities of
Table 5.1, are ranked and finally presented to users.
The prototype ontology editor features the manipulation of records of ontology 
mappings. Users may insert manually the mappings of two ontologies documenting as 
appropriate their remarks and any other relevant information. The mapping record can 
be either private or publicly available to other users of the ontology repository.
5.4 Illustrations and Examples
The section presents two examples that illustrate the proposed structures. The first one 
probes two sample ontologies to highlight semantic relationships of concepts (outer 
mappings), while the second example examines the inner concept mappings of a 
sample ontology.
5.4.1 Example 1: Two ontologies - Outer mappings
The example examines two sample domain ontologies, which are illustrated 
graphically as concept networks in Figure 5.1. Its aim is to highlight mappings 
between the concepts of the compared ontologies for a specific year and also project 
selected mappings for a time horizon of five past years to detect prospective trends.
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The first ontology Oi,t depicts terms from the domain of Chemical Engineering and 
consists of categories such as polymers, oils, gases, pharmaceuticals etc. The second 
ontology 02,t describes the domain of Employment, which contains concepts that 
describe the structure of industrial sectors (manufacturing, services, R&D etc), 
academic degrees, computer skills and more. All concepts and the elements of their 
SES appear in Table 5.3. The ontologies were created in the prototype ontology 
editor. A WCM agent developed in the WebQL environment to collect the synonyms 
from WordNet, which were filtered manually in respect with the domain context.
Two other WCM agents were developed to collect the corpus of domain documents 
D. For the ontology in Chemical Engineering Oi,t an agent mined the web site of 
American Institute of chemical engineering (www.aiche.orgI (listing D.l of Appendix 
D) and collected N^j =20.316 abstracts of conference papers for the period 1999 to 
2004. Similarly, another WCM agent crawled the employment job portal 
(www.iobmonster.com) (listing E.2 of Appendix E) and retrieved N jj  =1.420 job 
announcements for the same time period.
iQ y C o A L ii ig
S p e c i a l t y
o a ip o » ic .e» B
A DLT^RO OT_C ONCEPT i^ S^Solvent
[ K l ï L o ÿ i s i t c s
I n a i i s t r y
Ê ^ g J c o K p u c e r  s k i l l s
Wgy P r o Q r g
C o n s u l t a n c y
l U n i v e t i c i e s
Figure 5.1 The sample ontologies in Chemical Engineering and Employment of
example 1
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Table 5.3 presents the matrix of semantic similarity metrics for the year t = 2003. 
Note that with bold characters appear the semantic similarity measures that exceed the 
user defined threshold u™  ^defined arbitrarily equal to 3%. From the readings of the 
matrix it is easily observed, that the concepts research and production of the ontology 
Employment have the majority of highlighted mappings with the concepts of the 
ontology in Chemical Engineering. Table 5.5 presents the top 5 mappings ranked to 
the semantic similarity metric. The concept research has the top three mappings with 
the concepts material, polymer and gas.
Table 5.3 The concepts and the SES of the ontologies of example 1
Concepts Semantic Extension Set Instances +  Synonyms
Ontology: Employment
Skill Qualification, knowledge, experience
Employer
Industry
Academia Academic
Degree Diploma, certificate
BSc Bachelor degree
MSc Mphil, MRes Master,
PhD Doctorate
Computer Computing
Programming
Java J2EE, Java Applet, JSP, OOP, object oriented
C++ OOP, object oriented
MBA Management, business degree
Consultancy Consult
Manufacturing
University
Research
R&D Research and Development
Services
Production
ERP Enterprise Resource Planning
SAP CRM, PLM, SCM, SRM
Logistics Supply chain
O ntology: Chemical Engineering
Catalyst Accelerator, activator, enzyme
Coating Lamination, paint, finishing
Material Substance
Detergent Soap, disinfectant, laundry
Dye Inkodye, Dharma fiber
Textile PVA, cotton, wool, fabric
Oil Benzene, lubricant, lipid, lipoid
Polymer Urethane, plastic
Solvent Aceton, Chloroform, Ethanol
Pharmaceutical Aspirin, antibiotic, medicine
Ceramic Porcelain, clay, cement
Bulk Salt, volume
Specialty Adhesive, caulk, sealant
Composite Fibreglass, resin, graphite
Fertiliser Sulphur, Phosphate, fertilizer, plant food
Gas Neon, Xeon, Krypton, fuel
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Table 5.4 Matrix of Semantic similarity metric of concepts of Oi,2oo3 and 02,2003
Matrix o f  
metric o f semantic 
similarities
Year 2003 I bJ) ctI i I IQ t I I Ü
S k ill 0.35 0.25 1.40 0.10 0.15 0.23 0.51 0.61 0.25 0.90 0.67 1.05 2.58 0.53 0.02 0.84
E m p lo y e r 0.02 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.11 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03
I n d u s tr y 0.74 0.41 2.35 0.16 0.25 0.41 1.02 1.00 0.79 1.17 0.58 1.76 1.22 0.84 0.08 1.27
A c a d e m ia 0.25 0.07 0.49 0.07 0.10 0.10 0.12 0.26 0.20 0.25 0.21 0.46 0.36 0.26 0.02 0.25
D e g r e e 0.72 0.28 1.58 0.28 0.16 0.41 0.54 1.40 0.92 0.26 0.64 1.73 0.95 1.15 0.10 0.99
B S c 0.00 0.00 0.05 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.05 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.05 0.03 0.02 0.00 0.05
M S c 0.07 0.03 0.21 0.05 0.00 0.10 0.08 0.18 0.08 0.15 0.15 0.25 0.26 0.16 0.05 0.08
P h D 0.02 0.03 0.08 0.03 0.05 0.00 0.07 0.12 0.02 0.08 0.07 0.13 0.05 0.07 0.03 0.13
C o m p u te r 0.36 0.25 1.31 0.05 0.10 0.39 0.44 0.72 0.69 0.41 0.54 1.73 1.07 0.67 0.12 0.99
P r o g r a m m in g 0.13 0.03 0.44 0.02 0.03 0.05 0.16 0.12 0.15 0.21 0.21 0.43 0.44 0.13 0.03 0.18
J a v a 0.36 0.10 0.84 0.16 0.08 0.18 0.54 0.76 0.36 0.23 0.38 0.97 0.67 0.44 0.05 0.72
C-H - 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.05 0.07 0.18 0.02 0.00 0.03
M B A 0.30 0.15 1.27 0.12 0.05 0.23 0.61 0.43 0.26 0.72 0.49 1.08 1.50 0.39 0.05 0.92
C o n s u lta n c y 0.00 0.02 0.13 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.00 0.02 0.25 0.08 0.03 0.76 0.03 0.00 0.07
M a n u f a c t u r in g 0.49 0.31 1.81 0.20 0.12 0.39 0.43 1.08 0.49 0.76 0.53 1.25 0.72 0.74 0.07 0.66
U n iv e r s i t y 1.61 0.30 3.01 0.39 0.41 0.59 1.10 1.68 1.27 0.58 0.79 2.88 0.97 1.27 0.16 2.42
R e s e a r c h 2.04 0.74 4.65 0.76 0.58 1.10 1.91 3.40 1.97 1.51 1.58 4.50 2.25 2.17 0.36 3.53
R & D 0.24 0.07 0.30 0.07 0.19 0.16 0.63 0.88 0.29 0.33 0.40 0.69 0.04 0.47 0.41 0.24
S e r v ic e s 0.02 0.03 0.18 0.02 0.00 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.02 0.05 0.12 0.16 0.48 0.03 0.00 0.08
P r o d u c t io n 2.25 0.38 3.02 0.21 0.43 0.59 1.58 1.81 1.91 1.10 1.05 3.48 1.35 1.74 0.33 3.12
E R P 0.81 0.31 1.99 0.13 0.23 0.51 0.71 1.48 0.79 0.36 0.69 2.20 0.97 0.90 0.16 1.13
S A P 0.10 0.03 0.31 0.03 0.05 0.10 0.13 0.18 0.13 0.13 0.15 0.25 0.48 0.30 0.03 0.21
L o g is t ic s 0.00 0.00 0.07 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.08 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.05 0.10 0.00 0.00 0.05
F in a n c ia l 0.08 0.07 0.51 0.05 0.00 0.13 0.23 0.08 0.18 0.16 0.13 0.33 0.44 0.16 0.03 0.26
C e r t if ic a t io n 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.00 0.02 0.02 0.00 0.03 0.05 0.02 0.00 0.02
Table 5.5 Top 5 mappings of ontologies in Chemical Engineering and Employment
for the time horizon T = 1999 -  2004.
(A)
Mappings
(B) (C)
sem-D
(D)
sem-D
(E)
Trend
Material - Research 6,49 33.47 % 27.52% -
Polymer - Research 5,78 29.84 % 21.16%
Gas - Research 4,90 25.26 % 24.74%
Material - University 4.27 35.84 % 18.11%
Bulk - Research 3,66 18.87% 21.54% -
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Next the mappings of two randomly selected concepts are examined over time. The 
time spreads from year 1999 to year 2004. Figure 5.2 illustrates the time plot of the
metric of the concepts research and material for the time of the analysis. The 
proposed trend discovery method failed to detect the trend of increase, which readers 
may intuitively perceive.
Concepts material and research
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Figure 5.2 Time plot of semantic similarity metric of terms “Material” and 
“Research” for the period 1999 -  2004.
The example examined concept mappings of two given ontologies at a specific time 
and over a time horizon. It demonstrated the outer mappings between two different 
domains through the examination of the metric of semantic similarity of concepts. 
The results presented and quantified mappings and proved that these are changing 
over time as domains evolve.
5.4.2 Example 2: a single ontology -  inner mappings
The example presents the analysis of iimer mappings of concepts of a sample 
ontology in the Software o f Chemical Engineering over a time horizon of six years 
(1999-2004). The example aims to examine the concept mappings of the ontology to 
highlight taxonomical and non-taxonomical relationships.
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The concepts of the ontology were extracted from the relevant to the domain web site 
Chemlndustry.com, as a subset of the software sectors of the industry presented in the 
front-page of the respective site. The web site is a leading comprehensive directory 
and search engine for chemical and related industry professionals which contains 
more than 45,000 chemical industry related entities and contain the full text of 
millions of pages. The instances of the concepts were manually extracted by crawling 
into the web pages of the portal. The synonyms of the concepts were extracted from 
two web-based electronic dictionaries: WordNet and dictionary.com. For illustration 
reasons the visualizer mode of the ontology editor OntoEdit was deployed to represent 
graphically the sample ontology of the example (Figure 5.3). The default root concept 
represents the root of the ontology. Table 5.6 presents the SES of the concepts.
Optimisation
+samD5miDesign
m
Safety
Simulation
Modelling
Risk
Management
U L T l W r  CONCEPT
Environment
Maintenance
Figure 5.3. The Software in Chemical Engineering ontology
Table 5.6 The elements of SES concepts
Concept Synonym(s) Instance(s)
Simulation Imitating, representation PROSIM, HYSYS
Optimisation Optimization, improvement ANSYS
CAD Computer Aided Design ChemCAD
Management Administration Chemfinder, LIMS
Modelling Modeling, model Spartan
ERP Enterprise Resource Planning SAP
Testing Test Chempute
Maintenance Sustenance, Sustainment Datastream
Risk Danger, accident Biorad
Safety Protection, security DNV
Environment Ecological, recycle EPS
Design Plan Celebro
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The example uses the same document collection of the example 1 from the American 
Institute of Chemical Engineers (www.aiche.com). The time horizon T spreads from 
1999 to 2004 and is segmented arbitrary into the following three equal time periods: 
ti=1999-2000, t2=2001-2002 and ts=2003-2004
Table 5.7 depicts the frequencies of SES of concepts of the sample ontology for the 
period 1999-2000. The SES of concepts design and simulation appear to have the 
highest frequencies. The concepts CAD and ERP have the lowest frequencies. It is 
also observed, that the use of the synonym test increases significantly the frequency of 
the SES of the concept testing. The instances selected in the example do not occur 
frequently during the period ti, because they mainly represent recent software 
applications.
Table 5.7 Frequencies of SESs.
Concept Hits of Concept
Hits of 
Synonyms
Hits of 
Instances Hits o f SES
Simulation 2405 1249 18 3672
Optimisation 1247 487 0 1734
Management 184 26 3 213
Modelling 873 177 0 1050
Testing 182 1134 0 1316
Maintenance 118 2 0 120
Risk 159 96 1 256
Safety 220 54 0 274
Environment 1438 279 34 1751
Design 3645 1981 0 5626
CAD 404 6 2 412
ERP 636 0 4 640
Table 5.8 presents the matrix of semantic similarities of concepts. By setting arbitrary 
the threshold u"^^ = 5% a number of mappings are highlighted in the matrix. On the 
one hand, the concepts simulation, design and environment seem to interrelate with 
most of the other concepts. On the other hand, the concepts risk and maintenance are 
not related highly to other concepts.
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Table 5.8 Matrix of Semantic similarities for the period t%
Matrix o f
metric o f §
1
1 1 W) 1semantic u
Î
B
similarities
1999-2000 1
bo O 1 1 1 s 1 1 IQ 0
Simulation - 6.34 0.88 0.25 5.16 6.57 0.92 1.15 6.91 14.18 3.33 2.48
Optimization 6.34 - 0.84 0.33 2.76 3.38 0.45 0.72 4.46 8.84 1.41 1.68
Management 0.88 0.84 - 0.14 0.57 0.61 0.51 0.39 1.15 1.84 0.31 0.35
Maintenance 0.25 0.33 0.14 - 0.10 0.18 0.08 0.20 0.43 0.74 0.04 0.04
Testing 5.16 2.76 0.57 0.10 - 2.25 0.53 0.63 3.09 6.46 1.56 1.04
Modeling 6.57 3.38 0.61 0.18 2.25 - 0.23 0.33 3.09 6.44 1.74 1.13
Risk 0.92 0.45 0.51 0.08 0.53 0.23 - 0.65 0.96 1.43 0.16 0.23
Safety 1.15 0.72 0.39 0.20 0.63 0.33 0.65 - 1.53 2.13 0.22 0.31
Environment 6.91 4.46 1.15 0.43 3.09 3.09 0.96 1.53 - 10.98 1.98 1.74
Design 14.18 8.84 1.84 0.74 6.46 6.44 1.43 2.13 10.98 3.38 3.81
ERP 3.33 1.41 0.31 0.04 1.56 1.74 0.16 0.22 1.98 3.38 - 0.70
CAD 2.48 1.68 0.35 0.04 1.04 1.13 0.23 0.31 1.74 3.81 0.70 -
Table 5.9 depicts the highest mapping, which concerns the concepts simulation and 
design. The metric measurements account for the strong relationship of the two terms, 
which not only have the highest similarity metric, but also high diffusion metrics in 
both directions. That practically indicates that the analysed terms tend to be very 
similar and could potentially merge, representing one single concept -  category.
Table 5.9 Analysis of the mapping of concepts design and simulation at period ti
(A) (B) (C) (D)
Mappings
^ u v ,j,r
sem-D sem-D
Design < > Simulation 14.18 40.28 46.33
Table 5.10 and Table 5.11 illustrate the semantic similarity metrics for the periods t2 
and t]. It is observed that the high measurements tend to decrease over time while the 
lower measurements fluctuate. Although, the highest relationship is constantly 
between the concepts design and simulation, the measure tends to decrease over 
periods. In the contrary direction, the concepts safety and environment tend to have a 
higher mapping.
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Table 5.10 Matrix of Semantic similarities for the period t2
Matrix of 
metric o f 
semantic 
similarities 
2001-2003
■i §
o' I
«
I I S, I I
Simulation - 5.85 0.92 0.26 4.78 6.44 0.89 1.10 6.82 3.31 2.74 13.10
Optimization 5.85 - 0.87 0.26 2.57 3.00 0.47 0.72 4.05 1.33 1.52 7.82
Management 0.92 0.87 - 0.14 0.65 0.66 0.45 0.46 1.23 0.41 0.41 1.90
Maintenance 0.26 0.26 0.14 - 0.21 0.12 0.06 0.17 0.37 0.10 0.06 0.61
Testing 4.78 2.57 0.65 0.21 - 2.11 0.45 0.66 3.20 1.46 1.08 6.41
Modeling 6.44 3.00 0.66 0.12 2.11 - 0.29 0.41 3.16 1.52 1.39 6.29
Risk 0.89 0.47 0.45 0.06 0.45 0.29 - 0.48 0.84 0.15 0.25 1.31
Safety 1.10 0.72 0.46 0.17 0.66 0.41 0.48 - 1.59 0.31 0.37 2.11
Environment 6.82 4.05 1.23 0.37 3.20 3.16 0.84 1.59 - 1.93 1.92 9.68
ERP 3.31 1.33 0.41 0.10 1.46 1.52 0.15 0.31 1.93 - 0.77 3.31
CAD 2.74 1.52 0.41 0.06 1.08 1.39 0.25 0.37 1.92 0.77 - 3.45
Design 13.10 7.82 1.90 0.61 6.41 6.29 1.31 2.11 9.68 3.31 3.45 -
Table 5.11 Matrix of Semantic similarities for the period tg
Matrix of 
metric of 
semantic 
similarities 
2003 - 2004 1 I IIÎ I [4
Simulation - 5.48 1.00 0.27 4.60 6.25 0.84 1.09 6.72 3.26 2.71 12.45
Optimization 5.48 - 0.89 0.24 2.47 2.94 0.49 0.71 3.98 1.27 1.65 7.42
Management 1.00 0.89 - 0.13 0.70 0.65 0.49 0.49 1.31 0.45 0.43 1.99
Maintenance 0.27 0.24 0.13 - 0.23 0.10 0.05 0.15 0.33 0.09 0.08 0.57
Testing 4.60 2.47 0.70 0.23 - 2.10 0.47 0.74 3.41 1.41 1.17 6.29
Modeling 6.25 2.94 0.65 0.10 2.10 - 0.36 0.45 3.02 1.36 1.39 5.89
Risk 0.84 0.49 0.49 0.05 0.47 0.36 - 0.47 0.92 0.19 0.26 1.32
Safety 1.09 0.71 0.49 0.15 0.74 0.45 0.47 - 1.68 0.32 0.41 2.05
Environment 6.72 3.98 1.31 0.33 3.41 3.02 0.92 1.68 - 1.85 1.97 9.65
ERP 3.26 1.27 0.45 0.09 1.41 1.36 0.19 0.32 1.85 - 0.72 3.36
CAD 2.71 1.65 0.43 0.08 1.17 1.39 0.26 0.41 1.97 0.72 - 3.41
Design 12.45 7.42 1.99 0.57 6.29 5.89 1.32 2.05 9.65 3.36 3.41 -
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Table 5.12 Top 5 mappings for the time horizon T = 2003 - 2004.
(A)
Mappings
(C)
sem-D
(D)
sem-D
(E)
Trend
Design - Simulation 12.45 53.09 27.81 Decrease
Design - Environment 9.65 48.71 18.66 Decrease
Design - Optimization 7.42 42.24 14.35 Decrease
Environment - Simulation 6.72 28.65 33.92 Decrease
Design - Modelling 5.89 24.29 11.39 Decrease
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The example 2 presented the case of inner mappings detection and analysis between 
the concepts of a single ontology. The MSS of the second example seem to have 
higher values on average than these of the first example. This is because the concepts 
within the scope of a domain have stronger mappings and relationships than these of 
different domains. But in both cases the MSS are dynamic, changing over time the 
strength of concept mappings.
5.5 Conclusion
The study presents a methodology for ontology mapping that uses well established 
technologies. It contains formal descriptions of ontologies and of the problem of 
ontology mapping with respect to time issues. Emphasis is given to the semantic 
extensions of concepts representing information about concepts found within the 
ontology model and firom other semantically enriched dictionaries. The methodology 
also aims to discover mapping trends. The trend discovery method used is a 
preliminary approach on the problem. Additional algorithm and methods can be 
adapted instead firom the statistics community. The mining of newly appeared domain 
mappings or mappings that tend to become prominent, pave the way for new 
interdisciplinary initiatives and opportunities.
The proposed methodology of ontology mapping is semi-automatic and independent 
of ontology languages. Users need to select the senses of synonyms of concepts that 
match the contexts of the domain of interest.
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The mappings take the form of concept-to-concept mappings. The examination of 
mappings within an ontology facilitates ontology engineering, but also provides the 
means to examine intra-domain mappings and correlations. In case of two different 
domains the mappings facilitate agents communication and highlight inter-domain 
links.
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6 An ontology-driven knowledge engineering approach for the 
management needs of technology intensive industries
Technology-intensive industries assume particularly dynamic profiles whose 
attributes and composition face frequent and dramatic changes. The driving forces are 
new developments in science and engineering that reshape the industries, create 
opportunities for new expertise or displace professions of a lesser demand. Chemical 
Engineering, for example, is a discipline that reformed an original profile out of 
drilling, petrochemicals and dyes to polymers processing, and then to chemicals in 
agriculture (fertilizers, herbicides, and pesticides), biotechnology products, advanced 
materials, environmental design, and, more recently, to systems technologies, 
biomedical and genetic engineering products.
The dynamics of the different professional areas and scientific disciplines feature 
strong interactions with each other. Consequently, the assessment of trends and the 
evaluation of available opportunities represent particularly challenging problems. 
Technology intensive companies are usually global players and highly integrated 
industries. Knowledge management platforms dedicated to particular disciplines and 
expertise apparently neglect the underlying dynamics that constitute the driving forces 
for changes. Dynamics remain untraceable and elusive despite the vast amount of 
information available. Knowledge management is essentially practiced using ‘dumb’ 
technologies such as databases, email tools and word processors, whereas access to 
resources is solely accomplished.
Besides, industry is not fully aligned with standards to represent ontologies for 
knowledge sharing and reuse. The majority of applications employ the extensible 
Markup Language XML (Bergholz 2000) rather than the more powerful Resource 
Description Framework RDF -  RDF(S) (Brickley and Guha 1999), as a medium to 
share documents, transactions and workload with other business applications, even 
though RDF offers mechanisms for describing resources with limited assumptions and 
features a potential to automate resource discovery (explicit or codified knowledge).
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cataloging, and content rating. XML Schema lacks an explicit mechanism for defining 
classes and properties. It can define only elements and subelements, which can be 
given an ad-hoc interpretation as a class/subclass or as a class/property statement. 
However, lack of a standardized way to represent classes and properties in XML 
results in ambiguity when mapping from the XML data model to a semantic model. 
Thus, XML is adequate to represent serialization (nesting) of classes but it has no 
standard way to represent semantics. In other words XML can only define the order in 
which elements appear in a document but it doesn’t provide a metadata framework. 
RDF is a framework for describing and interchanging metadata. RDF(S) also 
introduces semantics, as it provides explicit tags to define classes and properties. 
Classes can be specified with the <rdfs:class>. Subclasses and subproperties can be 
specified using <rdfs:subClassOf> and <rdfs:subPropertyOf>. With more reason, 
significant developments in Ontology Interchange Language (OIL) (Fensel et al, 
2001) and the Simple Ontology Extension (SHOE) (Heflin et al, 1999) are not yet 
exploited despite an attractive potential to accommodate ontology interchange degree 
of complexity they require.
There is already a number of publications that bring forward the significance in 
managing technical knowledge through ontologies. Doherty (Doherty et al, 2005) 
describes how the ontologies have been applied to improve the design, 
implementation, and operation of the Environmental Expertise Knowledge Base 
System (EEKBS). Davies (Davies et al, 2002) supported the use of ontologies to 
improve the quality of knowledge management in large and distributed organizations. 
Staab (Staab et al, 2000) hails ontologies as a semantic backbone for accessing 
knowledge on community web portals, for contributing information, and for 
maintaining portals. Sure (Sure et al, 2002) presented a methodology for introducing 
and maintaining ontology-based knowledge management systems into enterprises. 
Smirnov (Smirnov et al, 2003) described an ontology-based methodology to integrate 
heterogeneous knowledge and decision-making. Research in the area has been 
supported by large and ambitious projects. On-To-Knowledge (Sure et al, 2003b) has 
developed tools and methods to support knowledge management in large and 
distributed organizations based on sharable and reusable ontologies. Major outcomes 
of the project have been a methodology to maintain knowledge efficiently, an 
intelligent search engine, and an environment to acquire information and tools to
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convert it into knowledge. Chimaera (McGuinness et al, 2000) comprises a software 
system and a web-based environment for managing and merging operations over 
multiple ontologies. C0DE4 (Conceptually Oriented Description Environment) 
(Skuce and Lethbridge 1995) is a general-purpose system to analyze, debug, and 
deliver knowledge that relates to particular domains. The system features a frame- 
based representation with a number of inheritance and inference modes, and a flexible 
user interface. EXPECT (Blythe et al, 2001) developed acquisition tools that extend 
and modify knowledge. TRELIS (Chklovski et al, 2003) has extended this work to 
capture semantic relationships. Ikarus (Skuce 2000) is an experimental system that 
combines lexical knowledge (word meanings), frame-based knowledge (as in many 
AI systems) and general information contained in web documents.
Technology intensive industries account for dynamic domains whose relationships 
with other knowledge fields are critical to observe and analyze. Changes might be 
induced by new patents for processes and products, by new services and markets, or 
by new initiatives that take place in the background of mainstream operations. Hence, 
the development of systematic and automated management procedures to sustain 
dynamic ontologies represents a critical solution and a major challenge. Their domain 
can be modelled by ontologies containing semantic descriptions required integrated 
with the context (documents, resources, instances), and enabling continuous updates, 
the development of new relationships, and a systematic procedure to oversee 
dynamics and review new versions.
The study aspires to this challenge and presents a systematic procedure that was tested 
with a variety of industrial examples for relevance and value. The research further 
promotes knowledge management practices with a generic approach that marshals 
state-of-the-art technologies towards a semi-automated approach that addresses 
dynamics of knowledge and takes the shape of a Knowledge Management Platform 
(KM?) that:
enables knowledge seekers to search the Web for information relevant to their 
discipline and extract the intelligence (trends, emerging areas etc.) required to 
make decisions.
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empowers users to personalize and evolve knowledge maps of selected 
industrial/technological fields. Maps are evolved as new information is embedded 
enabling discoveries of implicit and explicit trends, and
serves as an intelligence aid to businesses challenged by dynamic markets, 
technology integration, technology-driven competition and the need to promote 
new products and services.
6.1 Problem description and outline of the methodology
The knowledge management problem can be described as follows. Given is
(i) A knowledge domain described by a set of resources that relate to its context
(ii) An initial knowledge representation in the form of a user ontology (or
ontologies)
The purpose of the research is to develop a systematic methodology to
(i) Validate the ontology with respect to its context,
(ii) Evolve the knowledge representation with respect to the domain
(iii)Develop mechanisms to update the ontology with respect to its structure, 
associations and relationships
The research assumes text as a default resource and the Web as the default repository.
In order to address the problem, a methodology is proposed that incorporates four
stages:
1. Modeling and information retrieval. During this phase domains are modeled 
using ontologies that are stored and processed to make arrangements for the 
subsequent stages of information extraction and classification.
2. Extraction and evaluation. An ontology-based search is launched to retrieve, 
and classify domain information in terms of concepts, relationships and 
associations.
3. Static evaluation. An agent-enabled analysis establishes recommendations 
with respect to classified information for new concepts, adjustments and 
modifications in the ontology structure, as well as new and hidden relations 
that better match the underlying resources.
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4. Dynamic evaluation. The analysis is extended in the dimension of time, 
scooping and discovering trends, emerging patterns, and assessing the life­
cycle stage of the entire domain.
The methodology is schematically illustrated in Figure 6.1. The work has been 
developed and prototyped in a Knowledge Management Platform that features editors, 
text analysis tools, agent-enabled search tools and support links with portal and web 
services.
- Domain - 
Web
4. Dynamic analysis
1. Modeling and information retrieval
Ontology
f S - ,
KMP
Domain
Repository 3. Static analysis
2. Extraction and Evaluation
Figure 6.1. Methodology of the Knowledge Management Platform
6.1.1 Modelling and information retrieval
Knowledge models are developed with the use of ontologies as transient 
representations of the underlying domains. Ontologies are subsequently employed for 
searching and retrieving information out of distributed selected resources. The 
development requires the use of an editor with an open architecture that is able to
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facilitate creation, browsing and modification, capabilities of simple fimctions (add, 
delete, edit, find etc.) and is able to support ontology standards and recommendations 
(RDF-RDF(S), DAML & OIL etc) of W3C.
Ontologies are input streams to search systems and query systems. A generic search 
system, based on (Banares-Alcantara et al, 2003), is employed out of autonomous 
interactive agents that cooperate to parse ontologies and search for unknown but 
relevant information firom the web. The information is gathered and classified as rated 
by the concepts of the ontology. The search agents account for discrete roles:
a. User Agents (UA), designed to perform tasks set by users and communicate 
results through an interface; tasks relate to the search at the internet, 
targeted sites or selected repositories.
b. Coordinator Agents (CA) to coordinate incoming tasks firom UA’s. They 
parse ontologies into entities through concurrent tasks and dispatch the 
results to lA ’s. Their role is to coordinate search and analysis.
c. Internet Agents (lA) to receive messages fi*om CA’s and collect initial sets 
of pages (URLs). They are entitled to exploit publicly available features of 
traditional search engines and portals.
d. Broker or Weight Agents (WA) that use the ontology model to pre-process 
and rate the web pages retrieved
Figure6.2 depicts the generic search system proposed architecture (Banares-Alcantara 
et al, 2003).
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Figure6.2 Generic Search System Architecture
Targeted Web Queries employ agents that mine web content of selected sites. They 
can utilize dialects of standard database query languages such as SQL, structural 
information about Web documents, and natural language processing for 
accommodating the types of queries that are used in World Wide Web searches. They 
filter, clean and structure the semi-structured content of the web pages (html, asp etc), 
fitting the extracted information to the database schema of the domain repository 
described next. They can further be deployed to repeat launches, refreshing the 
content of information stored in the database and mirroring the changes in the content 
of the web sites that they are targeting.
Output streams from the query and search procedures converge to a domain 
repository. Ontological data and information gathered are stored and linked in a 
relational database. The design, operation and control of the database is addressed to a 
Relational Data Base Management System - RDBMS compliant with the state-of-art 
database standards (SQL-99, ADO.NET, JDO, JDBC etc). The RDBMS is 
responsible not only for the storage of data, but also for integrity, consistency, 
security and accessibility issues.
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The components of modelling and information retrieval are illustrated in Figure 6.3.
Modelling and Information Retrieval Components
Targeted Web 
Queries
Ontology Information
-T=C
Generic Search 
System
Domain
Repository
Ontology
q  : I
-ni T=E
Ontology Editor
Figure 6.3 Modelling and information retrieval components
6.1.2 Extraction and Evaluation
The stage is intended to analyze information, prepare data for the analysis stages, 
populate ontologies and produce statistical evidence to substantiate conclusions and 
recommendations. Components of this phase include:
Semantic annotators with a purpose to provide evidence that validates existing parts 
of the ontology. They take the form of NLP modules that function with two inputs: 
the ontology and the resources. Resources include:
a. Individual document(s) defined uniquely by URLs, or
b. streams of documents (corpus) from search or query agent systems stored in 
the domain repository.
The output comprises annotated instances and references to the ontology concepts. 
The references take the form of a statistical stream that is temporarily stored for 
further analysis. The architecture of the module consists of a pipeline of processing 
stages, which cascade tasks of:
□ word tokenisation, where the module splits documents into words (tokens)
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sentence splitting, where a cascade of finite-state transducers which 
segments the text into sentences.
part-of-speech tagging, to identify articles, verbs, nouns, adverbs etc
produced by the annotation.
stemming, where unwanted words are rejected
application of grammar and contextually-based pattern matching rules that 
represent annotations of concepts
gazetteering, main processing and database extraction to populate 
annotations in the domain repository
The information flow to support the stage is illustrated in Figure 6.4.
Ontology
Word Tokeniser
Doc(s)
Sentence Splitter Domain
Repository
POS tagger
Stemmer
[Annotation Stream
Grammar Rules documeni about
mstan«»A>
instance B.
Instance C «
Gazetter
Semantic Annotator DB Extractor
Figure 6.4 Pipeline information flow of Semantic Annotator
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Ontology enrichment components aim at extracting new semantics. The input of the 
module is considered to be the ontology and the targeted set of documents. The output 
consists of modifications to the ontology about concepts, instances, and relationships. 
The analysis contains five cascaded stages (Figure 6.5) that include:
(i) Tokenization, where linguistic analysis step breaks the free text into a 
sequence of separate words and punctuation symbols (tokens).
(ii) POS Tagging that adheres the Part-of-Speech tags to the extracted tokens as 
appropriate.
(iii) Ontology Lookup which provides a list of the terms of the underlying 
ontology to the next module (Structural Filtering).
(iv) Structural Filtering that process the results of previous stage with checks to 
accept, discover or discard terms according to contextual (structural) 
information.
(v) Terms Extraction that apply linguistic phrasal formation rules which occur 
with relatively high frequency. Variants of terms are generated by stemming 
and re-ordering, and frequencies are computed for a canonical form of the 
phrase.
Input text file
rue 
rrei 
token and tag
wl tag! 
w2 tag2 
w3 tag3
Flic 
Lookup result -* /rx x x x x
Domaiit Rules Filewl B-CATI COMPILERW2B-CAT2Repository
wu B-CATn
File UFOF Compiler result 
TOKEN==<tokea nani6> 
<staft>’'<ai<J>^fcaturel>^fe8turc2>
TERMS EXTRACTION
Ontology Enrichment
Rules File
NNJ>VBtagTO@[-l]
VBP -> VB tag MD @ [-1-2-3]
Figure 6.5. Pipeline of ontology enrichment component.
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Semantic evaluation and approval (Figure 6.6) components review the findings of the 
enrichment phase and request authorization by ontology engineers for evaluation and 
approval. The components collect approved suggestions and modify the ontology 
entries directly onto the domain repository.
Extraction and 
Evaluation components
Ontology
Context
This is a test 
document 
about 
instance A, 
instance B, 
/Instance C
Domain
Repository
Ontology
' L_if /
Semantic Annotator
Context
Ontology
Evaluation and 
Approval
TT
Propositions
11 I I
Ontology
Enrichment
Figure 6.6 Extraction and Evaluation components
6.1.3 Static Analysis (SA)
As against the dynamic analysis, SA relates the tasks that do not directly or indirectly 
relate to time. The tasks are to:
• classify the retrieved documents on domain concepts (classes),
• cluster close-meaning annotations and 
assess ontologies presenting statistical information.
In the classification, web mined documents are associated with ontology concepts of 
the thematic domains, via a thesaurus (e.g. WordNet (Fellbaum 1998)). Based on the 
hypothesis that document semantics are extractable from incoming links, a 
characterization is applied out of a set of weighted concepts available from the ontology. 
For a document V pointing to U and using the term X in the neighborhood of the 
hyperlink, strong indications (e.g. that U is characterized by the semantics of X) are 
proportional to the links.
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In the clustering, component groups extract semantics of web-mined documents to 
clusters of a similar meaning. They aim at producing suggestions about new 
superclasses of concepts and instances. The method uses a modified version of the 
density-based algorithm DBSCAN (Ester et al, 1996, Nguyen et al, 2003); the 
similarity measure employed is a generalisation of a measure by Wu & Palmer’s (Wu 
and Palmer 1994).
In the statistical analysis the objective is to determine dynamics of relevant strengths 
of ontological entries. They relate concepts with instances and develop metrics based 
on:
■ frequencies of ontological entities within the contextual content,
■ volumes and deviation of web mined documents associated to ontology 
concepts,
■ frequencies of population of annotations 
Figure 6.7 shows the components of Static Analysis
Static Analysis 
componentsContextual Content Domain
Repository
Ontology
Term A 
TermB 
TermC Metric
_c
Term D 
Term E 
Term F
Term G 
TermH
Classification Clustering Statistical Analysis (static)
Figure 6.7 Static Analysis components
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6.1.4 Dynamic Analysis (DA)
This part concentrates on the time-dependent aspects using time slots to apply metrics 
for trends and changes. Examples of metrics include:
■ Frequency changes (concepts, instances) in time slot
■ Emerging terms
■ Volume changes in annotations (per concept)
In essence, static metric deployed in time to calculate partial derivatives of inputs. 
Time is discretized into interval sets scaled by the characteristic times of the domain. 
These could change from days to years. Figure 5.8 illustrates the functions and the 
integration of the components required.
Domain
Repository
Contextual
content
Ontology
Dynamic Analysis 
components
1 1--! X1 1
-f ^
1 1 1
1 1  ^1 11 1 ^  1 —--1-n1 1
i —1—1—----- U.. 1 —►
Plots
Statistical component for Dynamic Analysis
Figure 5.8 Dynamic Analysis components
6.2 Component integration
The methodology is applied in two separate modes, the generic and the targeted.
The generic mode is responsible to search, retrieve and analyse resources that cannot 
be specified a priori as of their content, location and structure. The integration of the 
generic mode is illustrated in Figure 6.9.
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Figure 6.9 Integration of generic mode 
In relation to Figure 6.9:
The ontology editing environment deployed to create, modify and browse ontologies. 
The ontologies are stored in the domain repository that apart from ontologies stores 
documents fetched by the agents.
■ The search agent system that launch ontology-based search over URLs 
matching concept. The system integrates the classification and the 
clustering modules that classify and cluster respectively the fetched URLs 
and store the results in the domain repository.
■ The statistical component calculates statistical measures and presents 
statistical evidence on the results of the Search Agent System.
The targeted mode aims at retrieving and analysing located and structured distributed 
resources with approved content. The integration of the targeted mode is illustrated in 
Figure 6.10
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Figure 6.10 Integration of components of targeted mode
Components of the module include:
■ domain repository to store, query and modify ontologies and other initial 
or temporary data of mode’s components
■ targeted web query system where the agents are deployed to launch web 
content mining on specific web sites, process and store structured data in 
the domain repository. They interact with the repository to avoid 
duplication of data storage.
■ semantic annotation system that retrieves ontologies from the domain 
repository and annotates them based on the corpus of web mined 
documents populating the domain repository with the extracted results
■ ontology enrichment system that interacts with the domain repository to 
obtain access to ontology data and web mined documents. Propositions for 
ontology changes are approved/rejected and finally updated ontologies are 
stored back in the domain repository
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classification. The component is integrated as an internal part of ontology 
enrichment process that aims to classify-associate extracted terms to 
ontology concepts.
statistical components for static and dynamic analysis. The components 
are granted access to the results of Semantic annotator and the ontology 
Enrichment calculating and presenting statistics and time plots assessing 
the domain with or without time concerns
6.3 Implementation
6.3.1 Editors
The domain repository is a RDBMS instantiation of SQL Server 2000. The design of 
the tables is illustrated in Figure 6.11 illustrating the Entity Relationship Diagram.
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Figure 6.11. ERD model of the domain repository
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The ontology editor is implemented in Java. Sample of supported functionalities 
include:
■ Insert, delete or update of ontology projects.
■ Upload and download of ontologies (in RDF format)
■ Insert, delete or update
o concepts under a rooted tree hierarchy 
o Relations associated to concepts 
o Instances associated to concepts
■ Copy/Paste, copy of single concepts, or a set of them with their respective 
relations and instances and paste of the data into another position within 
the same or to another ontology
■ Find: query of concepts locate the concept in the ontology taxonomy
The Editor provides a versioning mechanism that allows users to keep track of the 
modifications applied to ontologies. Each time a user saves an ontology, a new 
version is created and stored in the database. Therefore, users are able to return to a 
previous ontology version at any time. Each new version holds the same name with its 
predecessor with a suffix “#” and a number indicating its version (e.g. “MyOntology”, 
“MyOntology#l”). Ontologies are validated using the Ontology Validation 
Mechanism which is a service offered by the World Wide Web Consortium. The 
service validates the RDF file, its syntax and declarations, and complies with the 
specifications by the RDF Core Working Group of W3C. It is based on the Another 
RDF Parser (ARP), a Java-based parser compliant with current standards and 
recommendations of W3C (www.w3.org).
6.3.2 Search System
The Search System is implemented as a Multi Agent System — MAS (Banares- 
Alcantara et al, 2003, Aldea et al, 2004). Inputs of the tool include:
1. An ontology in RDF format
2. User preferences represented as Parameters :
— selection of Search Engine (Google, Yahoo or Altavista)
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— thresholds as for the maximimi/ininimum number of URLs to retrieve,
— deadline times for searching,
— selection of web domain,
— language of the URLs,
— country of the pages, and
— number of agents to be deployed.
The output takes the form of sets of URLs associated with ontology concepts 
including ranking ranging from 0 to 100 (0 -  irrelevant, 100 -  very relevant).
Two application interfaces - APIs are implemented to retrieve links from the world 
wide web. The first API (called APIgoogle) uses a Simple Object Access Protocol - 
SOAP (Gudgin et al, 2003) service provided by Google search engine. The second 
(called APImix) allows access to other search engines such as Altavista, Yahoo, etc. 
and it uses alternative technologies to perform the retrieval (text analyser, HTML 
parsers, etc).
Internet Agents are called as appropriate by:
private Vector search(int SEARCH_ENGINE, String keywords, int MAX_LINKS) 
throws Exception {Vector results = new VectorQ; 
switch(SEARCH_ENGINE)
{
case IntemetAgent.GOOGLE: results = searchGoogle(keywords, MAX_LINKS); 
case InternetAgent.ALTA VISTA: results = searchAltavista(keywords, MAX_LINKS); 
caseInternetAgent.YAHOO: results =  searchYahoo(keywords, MAX_LINKS); 
default: error("Search Engine not found”);
}
return results;
}
The ranking process is the most important feature of the Internet Agents. The rank of 
a web page p, referred as Rate is
Rate(p) = f(IcJo,Isp,lRp) (6.1)
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that depends on local information (Ic) from the web page (e.g. frequency of terms, 
position of terms), domain information (lo) from the ontology (e.g relation with other 
terms), parametric information (Isp) from the user (e.g preferences, profile), and 
global information ( I r p )  from results of previously retrieved pages.
6.3.3 Targeted Web Query Agents
Targeted Web Query Agents are implemented in WebQL Enterprise studio 
(www.webql.com). The environment supports engineering and maintenance tasks of 
web content mining agents. The isolation and extraction of text from the mark-up 
(HTML) documents uses Perl-like scripts representing regular expressions (Friedl 
1997), a technology to retrieve patterns from text, including web pages. The regular 
expressions describing these patterns use a combination of literals and meta­
characters. The former are collections of text characters that describe exactly 
(literally) the target information. Meta-characters hold special meaning within a 
regular expression.
The cleaning and wrapping of collected data relies on internal functions of the 
environment that solves also the connectivity of agents with the database through an 
ODBC driver. A number of functions are employed to clean the body of html pieces 
from mark-up tags and unwanted characters. For example the function h tm ljo je x t  
cleans the body of html pieces of text from mark-up tags and the trim function 
removes blank spaces.
The language used to implement WCM agents is a dialect very similar to ANSI SQL. 
The syntax of WCM SQL statements is:
SELECT [Fields] FROM [Patterns] WITHIN [Website URL]
Fields represent parts to be isolated from the target source. Patterns represent 
repetitive structural hypertext that may contain similar content.
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6.3.4 Ontology Scoping
The tool aims to update ontologies and is implemented as a serialization of the:
■ Ontology Enrichment module,
■ Classification module and
■ Approval module
6.3.4.1 Ontology Enrichment module
The module is implemented in Java. The Tokeniser is a standard NLP module. A list 
of the tokens is extracted and forwarded to POS tagger (Brill 1992). A list of tokens 
with their appropriate part of speech tags is forwarded to the ontology lookup phase 
which parses the RDF ontology. Structural filtering is a rule compiler and applies 
linguistic rules (UFOF) to firee natural language text. The input to the compiler is a list 
of edges and its output a list updated out of the text analysis. The term extractor uses 
the approach developed by (Jones et al, 1992).
6.3.4.2 Classification
The task classifies the extracted terms to ontology classes. Given an ontology file 
(RDF) and a document with the extracted terms, the tool maps terms to the most 
relevant concept of the ontology and scores metric points. For a keyword k the closest 
term in the ontology is computed by the Wu & Palmer similarity (Wu and Palmer 
1994) between each sense of k and each one of the ontology concepts. The maximum 
similarity indicates a mapping. For n keywords, all possible sets of senses are 
accordingly created. In this case, applying Wu & Palmer similarity measure on pairs 
of senses, an average similarity is computed for all pairs (Banares-Alcantara et al, 
2003).
6.3.4.3 Approval module
A separate module (Kourakis et al, 2004) is reserved to enable ontology modifications 
on-the-fiy, (without the use of ontology editor), as end-users may approve 
recommendations and changes. Two modules link text mining with ontologies and 
include:
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XML Converter is based on Java Document Object Model -  JDOM (Harold 
2001) and aims at preparing data for user’s final approval. As input is a file of 
proposed terms, the module transforms suggestions to XML 
Ontology Explorer also implemented in Java transforms preferences into 
ontology terms. Modifications are automatically made and stored as revised 
ontology versions. Figure 6.12 describes the task flow of the module
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Figure 6.12 Ontology User’s Approval Module flow
6.3.5 Semantic Annotator
The Semantic Annotator is implemented in GATE (Cunningham et al, 2002, 
Bontcheva et al, 2004), a development environment and middleware framework for 
creating, adapting and deploying Human Language Tools (HLT) components. The 
application discussed in detail in section 3.2.2. performs information extraction on 
texts mined from the web or specified by users, finding instances of concepts relevant 
to the user’s interests. The application uses two main inputs:
a stream of documents represented by a set of URLs and 
a domain ontology in RDF.
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Alternatively, the users can input their own relevant documents to GATE.
6.3.6 Static and dynamic Analysis
The module probes frequencies of concepts and instances within the contextual 
content. Strength metrics are ranked for concepts and/or instances. Sample of 
rankings include:
■ Rank of concepts/instances with highest frequency (hits)
■ Rank of population of annotations per concept (as they are outputted by 
semantic annotator)
■ Rank of population of web mined documents classified per concept (as they 
are classified by the Multi Agent System)
The implementation is based on SQL statements dynamically created for each 
ontology, which query the DBMS for the presentation of the asked information.
For instance a sample query that examines the population of annotations for the 
concept “Theromdynamics” is:
SELECT Count(*) AS [Count_of_Annotaions]
FROM Table_of_Annotaions
HAVING (Table_of_Annotations.Concept = "Theromdynamics ");
Extending the static analysis, dynamic metrics of concepts are calculated by counting 
frequencies of annotations over time slots. We arbitrarily segment time slots into 
equal time intervals of months or years. We introduce in the analysis the dimension of 
time to illustrate the dynamics of knowledge of a particular ontology via:
■ Newly appeared instances of particular concepts (within time slots)
■ Most frequent terms (in time slots)
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■ The lining-up of frequencies (on monthly or yearly basis) of concepts or 
instances (within time slots)
■ The lining-up of populations of annotations (on monthly or yearly basis) of 
concepts (within time slots)
Additionally, we illustrate graphically the progress of concepts through time line plots 
aiming to help users identify the dynamism of concept (increase, decrease or 
fluctuant). Graph plots are also deployed in case of examination of potential new 
terms for the ontology as to probe their progress over time within the context.
The implementation of dynamic analysis is based as well (as of static analysis) in 
SQL statements dynamically created for each ontology, that query the database. 
Dedicated SQL statements identify the spread of time that database’s time stamps 
bound and segment data according to user defined time slots and preferences.
6.4 Platform Integration
The methodology is implemented in a Knowledge Management Platform -  KMP of 
the 1ST European research project h-TechSight (www.h-techsight.org). The platform 
integrates the generic (Figure 6.13) and the targeted mode (Figure 6.14) of section 
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Figure 6.13 The Generic Mode of h-TechSight KMP
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In the generic mode, the MASh (Bocio et al, 2004) uses as input the ontologies created 
with the ontology editor (Kourakis et al, 2003), along with user-defined search 
parameters entered in the registration page. The module makes use of available web 
services provided by Internet Search Engines, in order to perform semantic based 
search, according to a predefined set of searching parameters. The retrieved results are 
stored in the KMP’s database grouped by the date that the searching took place. The 
clustered search (section 6.2) uses the results in the form of URLs (XML) along with 
the Ontology (RDF) that they refer to and proposes new categories (clusters) which 
define a relation between concepts and keywords. The clustering results stored in the 
KMP’s database are presented to users as suggestions for updating ontologies. A 
scheduling mechanism accomplishes periodically (day, week, month) the web search 
of MASh and the clustered search for given ontologies according to user’s preferences 
and stores the results as appropriate in the database of the KMP.
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Figure 6.14 Application mode of h-TechSight KMP
The application mode of KMP (Figure 6.14) integrates GATE, the ontology 
enrichment tool and the web content mining module. The former, integrated as a web
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service, accepts as input a URL and a set of concepts of the underlying ontology, 
performs terms extraction and outputs an html page containing the highlighted results. 
A sub-module of GATE performs statistical analysis (static and dynamic) on the 
results stored in the GATE'S database. The ontology enrichment tool (Banares- 
Alcantara et al, 2003) allows the parameterization of the searching. It consists of two 
web services: the text mining web service and the classification web service. The text 
mining web service gets as an input a selected ontology and a URL or text file. The 
serviee performs a terms extraction and identifies related terms between concepts of 
the given ontology and the URL (or the text file). These terms are sent in XML format 
to the classification serviee, which associates the terms with the actual concepts of the 
ontology and provides a score for each association. The output is used as a 
recommendation for updating the ontology. The web content mining module performs 
web searches and returns structured domain related information populating the 
database of the KMP. The information is used as input by the other modules of the 
application mode. Similarly as in generic mode, a scheduling mechanism may be 
invoked to repeat in periodic time intervals the analysis of the application mode and 
store the results in the database of the KMP.
6.5 Examples
The section presents illustrations and examples run in the h-TechSight Knowledge 
Management Platform. The examples are cases of:
1. Technology watch, a real scenario to demonstrate how a leading chemical 
company can use the methods proposed to collect and analyse information on 
the technologies related to a key product.
2. Competitor watch, an example of a company that uses the proposed tools to 
collect information from the web site of their competitor.
3. Research watch, an example of a company that use the tools of the KMP to 
monitor the trends in research activities for the domain of their interest.
4. Employment watch, an example of a professional institute (IChemE), that use 
the approach to monitor and warn for trends in employment sought by 
potential employers.
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6.5.1 Example 1: Technology watch
The case illustrates the use of the approach to update information related to a product 
technology case study. The selected product is toluene diisocyanate (TDI) and is used 
in the production of polyurethanes for flexible foam applications ranging from 
furniture, bedding, and carpet underlay, to transportation and packaging as well as in 
the manufacture of coatings, sealants, adhesives, and elastomers. TDI is illustrated in 
Figure 6.15.
TDI : CH3C6H3(NC0)2
Figure 6.15 The chemical structure of TDI
Using the generic mode, a sample ontology is developed that ineludes concepts 
related to the produetion process (reactor, distillation) and the product qualities 
(anilin, DNT, TDA, nitrobenzene). The ontology is illustrated in Figure 6.16.
H t d I
^TDI3-TDI (5)
I^ D N T  (5)
t  Development (0) Process (0)I—Reactor (0) 
Nitrobenzene (5) 
Çl-TDA(5)
•—Distillation (5) 
anilin (5)
Figure 6.16 The TDI ontology
The objective is to perform ontology-based information retrieval, analyse the 
collected data and update the ontology model. Given a search restriction to retrieve 
maximum five urls per concept, MASh is first applied to perform a web search 
concluding into concept-based groups for “TDI”, “DNT”, “TDA” and “distillation”.
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The numbers in brackets represent the number of retrieved urls of the respeetive 
concept. The results are classified and presented into Table l.F (Appendix F) while 
the clusters are presented into Table 2.F (Appendix F). The cluster Process -  Reactor 
is charaeterised by terms such as “publication”, “niosh”, “cdc”, “bayer” and “nsf ’ 
while the cluster Development -  DNT is characterised by terms such as “acid”, “mdi” 
and “chemicals”. The analysis included suggestions of new concepts to be added 
under the concepts of the cluster. The concepts “acid”, “mdi” and “chemicals” appear 
as subconcepts of Development while “acid”, “mdi” and products are inherited by the 
concept “distillation” highlighting multiple inheritance feature. The new ontology is 
presented in Figure 6.17.
B-TDI (0)
$FDNT (0)
Ifl-Development (0) 
acid (0) 
chemicals (0) 
mdi (0) 
B-Process (0) 
•—Reactor (0) 
Nitrobenzene (0) 
ÇFTDA (0)
È-Distillation (0) 
acid (0) 
mdi (0) 
products (0) 
anilin (0)
Figure 6.17 The modified TDI ontology
6.5.2 Example 2: Competitor watch
The example illustrates the development of compatible ontologies between competing 
contractors. The case is a masked version of real-case study where an ontology 
eompatible with the aetivities of contractor X is used to monitor the site of competitor 
Y. A masked ontology is shown in Figure 6.18 and relates to a refining flowchart. The 
ontology comprises of products (such as naphtha, paraffin, residues, lube oils, FCC) 
and processes (petrochemical intermediates).
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IP e tr o chemî c al :Inte r me di a t,e s
iProcesae's
iHe avy_Fcacm ons
!Mi tltlie JDi s t± 11 ates
CC
iParaffims;
lïliite Oils
Figure 6.18 Sample Ontology in Chemical Engineering Refining processes
The objective is to retrieve documents from the web site of the competitor and 
classify them ranked into the concepts of the sample ontology. Following the 
approach of the tagreted mode, MASh is deployed to perform the crawling of the 
targeted web site of the competitor Y. A search parameter of five maximum urls per 
concept is inserted. The retrieved documents were classified to the concepts of the 
ontology as shown in Figure 3.F of the Appendix F. The score in the brackets 
represent the relevance score of the fetched URL with the respective concept [100 -  
very relevant, 0 - irrelevant]. The urls were active at the time of the search. General 
documents for instance the “ .. ./refining.html” match more than one concepts.
6.5.3 Example 3: Research watch
The example illustrates the development of dynamic trends out of knowledge and 
technical context in scientific abstracts and publications. The case is based on the 
American Institute of Chemical Engineers -  AIChE (www.aiche.org), a large 
conference site in Chemical Engineering holding twenty two sessions thrice a year. 
The source of the web content mining agent is presented in listing D.l of the
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Appendix D. The objective is to monitor the trends of the domain of the refining 
processes. For the purposes of the example the ontology of the example 2 is testing 
the dynamic analysis (section 6.2) of the targeted mode.
Agents retrieved 20.316 abstracts of the research papers presented in the conference 
of the institute that spread for a period from 1999 to 2004. The temporal analysis 
module (section 6.2) was tested against the documents collected to extract significant 
trends of the underlying domain. Figure 6.19 depicts the frequencies of the ontology 
classes in the collected abstracts for the underlying period. Intuitively readers may 
observe that the class “White Oils” seem to increase over time.
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Refining
Heavy Fractions
Process
Petrochemical Intermediates
Middle distillates
Paraffin
White Oil
Residue
FCC
Naphtha
Isomerization
Hydrotreating
Figure 6.19 Temporal analysis of ontology classes
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6.5.4 Example 4: Employment case
The last case monitors trends in employment markets. For the purposes of the 
example, GATE is deployed to accomplish NLP-based annotation extraction and 
statistical analysis to scan the annotation streams. The sample ontology comprised by 
concepts in expertise, salary, company, location and more. Agents mined 
systematically over a period of eight months from January 2004 to July 2004 the job 
portals of
> www.careerbuilder.com (listing E.l of Appendix E)
> www.tech-engine.com
> jobsearch.monster.com and (listing E.2 of Appendix E)
> www.tcetoday.com/employment
and retrieved job vacancies. During the period of the analysis the agents collected 
over 2.500 job adds. Figure 5.20 depicts the most frequent annotations of the concept 
“organization” for a given time window. The annotations are ranked based on the 
frequency count they have in the retrieved job adds. It is observed that the 
organization Microsoft is the organization with the highest frequency for the period of 
the analysis (30 June -  30 July 2004). The top 5 results include 3 actual companies 
{Microsoft, British Airways and Shell) and two controversial instances {Investment 
Bank and Top Tier Investment Bank).
•Result criteria after the analysis.
Most frequently occuring instances betw een "30/Jun/2004"  and "20/Jul/2004"
for the coft(^pt_  ^Or^ 0iRiza^ tm_Q^ ,^ «   -----------------  ....----------------- ...—  — ........
Count Instances
16 M icrosoft
7 In v e s tm e n t  Bank
6 TOP TIER INVESTMENT BANK
5 British Airways
5 Shell
Figure 6.20 Top 5 most frequent annotations of concept “organization” for a time
window of 2004
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Figure 6.21 illustrates the top five debutante annotations for the month April 2004 of 
instances of the concept organization. The electronic store Amazon, the company 
AMC, the airline company British Airways -  BA and the television channel Al-Jazeera 
appear for the very first time in the data collection of the example during the selected 
time window. The abbreviation BA of the airline British Airways occurred. This 
highlights the necessity to cluster similar-meaning annotations as the results might 
lead to confusions. For example British Airways might have occurred before June 
2004.
-Result criteria after the analysis.
New Instances between "01/Apr/ÿÇ04" and "30/Apr/2004" for the concept "Organization*
New instances Count
1. A fflu e n t  E lite  I n v e s t m e n t  B ank  2
2 .  A l-J a z e e r a  ^  : 1
3 .  AMAZON 1
4. AMC 2
5. BA 2
Figure 6.21 New annotations of concept “organization” for the month of April 2004
6.6 Discussion
The examples promoted the merits of the employment of ontologies in knowledge 
management. Information retrieval is domain-centric and the results are very 
promising. The classification and the clustering of the retrieved documents 
highlighted the potential of ontologies for effective content management in 
management information systems. All the results of the analysis are clustered and 
classified to the taxonomy of the ontology, which provides an easy accessible data 
structure permitting easy navigation and crawling into the results.
The knowledge management portal is easily adjustable to many domains and permits 
the use of simplistic or even incomplete ontologies (ontology models without 
instances or relationships or other ontology parts). In that way the KMP features the
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monitoring of particular parts of domains of interest through the use of customised 
domain representations. The proposed architecture that concluded with the 
presentation of a KMP, introduced a number of prototype ontology-based knowledge 
management tools with respect to users and application needs simplifying the burden 
of ontology engineering.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Future Work
Ontologies as knowledge models can play a significant role in knowledge 
management as they may facilitate the search, capture, retrieval, share, reuse and 
evaluation of domain-related information. They do not replace existing KM 
techniques and methods but rather supplement them.
The greatest advantage of ontology models is that they are a common understanding 
usable both by machines (agents and applications) and humans. Ontologies do not aim 
to provide machines with intelligence. They provide a knowledge representation 
model, which can be used by knowledge management applications to:
>  Proliferate and diffuse knowledge, as existing ontology standards make 
ontologies portable and reusable. The reusability of knowledge can be 
accomplished though digital libraries containing ontology instantiations.
>  Manage the content of information in a more effective way. Ontological 
taxonomies may be used to categorise information providing a means for easy 
navigation.
>  Enhance information retrieval. The semantic wealth of information that 
ontologies incorporate can filter retrieved results and accept only these that 
match the context of the domain of interest.
>  Assess domain knowledge providing a domain-centric information system that 
highlights trends, emerging and declining parts, relationships and mappings.
>  Internationalise and localize. Ontology standards support representation of 
knowledge in different human languages, different symbolisms etc. enhancing 
a multilingual firamework for knowledge management applications
Apart from KM, ontologies are used in many application areas and use cases. The 
Semantic Web relies heavily on the proliferation of ontologies as a building block of 
semantic information integration. Technologies such as Natural Language Processing
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find in ontologies a structure to represent semantically enriched vocabularies and 
dictionaries. Additional uses of ontologies include:
• Web Portals: to categorize the content information, enhancing search 
(semantic) and navigation within published information.
• Corporate Web Site Management: to classify automatically data and 
documents in taxonomies and map between different categories
• Design Documentation: to model explicit complex data with constraints.
• Intelligent Agents: to support structured, comparative, and customized search 
as they can express user preferences and interests as well as to map the content 
of different web sites
• Web Services and Ubiquitous Computing: to discover and compose web 
services as well to control access and manage rights
• Internet Search Engines: to disambiguate information and for more effective 
semantic search
But ontologies are not a panacea as they have limitations. Firstly, ontology 
engineering is a difficult and time-consuming task. Although ontology editors 
facilitate the creation of ontologies, the construction of an ontology model requires 
the knowledge of specific primitives of knowledge modelling and standards. For 
example it requires the knowledge of an axiomatic logic language to define 
constraints and rules. Additionally, ontologies have polymorphism. The variety of 
perceptions of ontology engineers leads to the development of different ontologies for 
the same domain. The existence of overlapped ontologies hurdles interoperability of 
systems and limit the merits of ontologies. In addition, process times of logic 
statements with current technologies are unpredictable and can delay significantly 
applications and agents that use ontologies.
Industry only recently started to exploit ontologies mainly in the field of medical 
applications and geographical information systems. Life sciences are particularly 
suitable for ontology engineering. For example, within drug discovery, many 
databases and information systems used by drug researchers are already in, or are 
ready to be transformed to, machine readable formats. In many cases ontologies
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already exist in the form of a controlled vocabulary and hierarchical data structure. 
Technology intensive industries are typical examples of industry that can benefit from 
the use of ontologies mainly because of their dynamic nature and the representability 
of technical information. Ontologies are very helpful in increasing the efficiency of 
acquiring knowledge and supporting project work in industry, by helping to 
automatically scan, filtering, structuring and storing the wealth of information 
available on the web related to their needs. Potential areas of application spanned 
from research and development, engineering and production, to marketing and 
management.
7.1 The challenges of scaling-up ontologies and their applications
Ontology engineering is in its early stages. Most of the proposed methodologies, tools 
and techniques are tested against shallow examples (ontologies) that do not represent 
efficiently real world’s cases. Toy ontologies may only serve the role of proof of 
concept of ontology-based prototypes. Differences mainly concern the complexity of 
the structures and the volume of information of real world’s domains. Scaling-up 
ontology engineering is a challenge as the advent of the web introduced practically 
unlimited resources of information that current technologies cannot entirely take 
advantage of. Most of the proposed methodologies and tools would possibly crash in 
case they had to deal with 500.000 terms ontologies and context of the size of 1 
million documents. Additionally, the potential deployment of existing developments, 
would possibly unveil from obscurity problems and issues not obvious in simpler 
cases, such as processing time issues as well as portability and validation issues.
This thesis presented a number of methodologies that worked only with micro 
ontologies. They only worked as a proof of concept of the dynamic ontologies that is 
presented in Chapter 4. For example the matrices of semantic similarity of concepts 
presented in Chapter 4, run for over 6 hours on a state of art computer calculating the 
measurements for a 30 concepts ontology over 25K documents. Unfortunately, the 
technologies used in this thesis did not permit to scale-up our experiments. For 
example ASP technology did not permit runs lasting more than 6 hours. Runs of 
experiments that exceeded that time limit, were automatically stopped by the system. 
In database field, the execution of thousands of complex queries needed for the
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creation of matrices was particularly time consuming. For a thirty-concept toy 
ontology tested against 25.000 documents, more than 22 million (22.500.000 
=30*30*25.000) database queries were required to run over complex data types such 
as database LOBs. Processing times increased exponentially to the number of 
concepts being added.
7.2 The potential of this work in Horizon Scanning
This thesis presented among else:
• a systematic methodology to monitor a domain through ontologies (Ch. 3),
• a conceptual structure to maintain dynamic ontologies (Ch. 4),
• a methodology for dynamic domain mapping (Ch. 5) and finally
• a knowledge portal to provide technology intensive industries with insights to 
technical domains (Ch. 6)
All developments above took into consideration the dimension of time and therefore 
can be deployed for domain-driven horizon scanning. More specifically, the domain- 
centric monitoring system of chapter 3 could directly be used to highlight the trends, 
emerges and changes happening over time in a domain. The dynamic reconciliation of 
ontologies through the conceptual structure of chapter 4, could be used indirectly to 
watch the evolution of domains. The dynamic domain mapping can be used in horizon 
scanning to monitor over time the dynamic links of different areas of interest. The 
knowledge portal, presented in chapter 6, integrated a number of tools for domain- 
centric horizon scanning. Additionally, chapter 4 presented a formal description of 
dynamic ontologies providing a theoretical background for the dynamic 
representation of domains (ontology versioning)
7.3 Discussion on proposed developments
7.3.1 Ontology-based Domain monitoring
Chapter 6 presented a systematic methodology for automatic knowledge extraction, 
management and monitoring in the employment domain, integrated in a dynamic 
knowledge management portal. Combined with other tools and applications for
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knowledge engineering, it forms the basis of a system for information retrieval, 
terminology acquisition and technology watch. The semantic annotator makes use of 
terminological processing and domain-specific IE to evolve existing ontologies 
automatically and to enable the monitoring of domain-specific information relevant to 
the user. The application has been tested with excellent results, and has been 
successfully ported to other genres of text such as news items and company reports.
Alongside new cases, future efforts will be focused on:
>  improvement of the performance of the application in terms of recall and 
precision;
>  development of a framework for the easier reconciliation of the methodology 
to other domains;
>  deeper exploitation of statistical results of annotation streams (e.g. forecasting 
of the progress of concepts or annotations).
7.3.2 Systematic ontology refinement
Ontology learning is still in its early stages. Current technologies and techniques used 
to make machines automatically understand and adopt the changes of their 
environment are not yet efficient. Human intervention is still necessary. Chapter 5 
presented a methodology that paves the way for ontology-based applications to 
maintain systematically the knowledge maps they reserve, aligning also with the 
dictates of modem knowledge management and the Semantic web. The presented 
feedback control stmcture incorporates inner and outer iterations to map web-mined 
resources to ontology entities and assess through mles and metrics the content and the 
stmcture of ontologies. The proposed methodology aims to maintain semi- 
automatically ontologies with minimum human intervention. The application of the 
stmcture to examples fi*om the engineering field proved the necessity of inner and 
outer iterations.
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7.3.3 Domain mapping
Chapter 5 presented a methodology to highlight domain mappings in the form of 
concept links. The identification of links between ontology entities facilitates 
ontology engineering, as these are potential concept relationships. Furthermore, it 
linking ontology models is considered a necessary step of ontology merging and 
integration. The proposed methodology builds on the idea of Semantic Extension 
Sets, which represent vectors of close meaning semantics in the scope of concepts. 
The presented structures (grid of semantic associations and the table of hits of SES) 
themselves can be used as a domain-specific information system to monitor related 
domain fields. Integrating ontologies is not as simple as just mapping classes in one 
ontology to corresponding classes in another ontology. Because it turns out that it is 
not merely the names and properties of classes that are significant to defining their 
meanings and mappings, but also their inheritance paths in their respective ontologies. 
Future research efforts will be focused on matching between types other than single 
concepts, such as instances, relations or other more complex types (i.e 1-1 mapping of 
groups of concepts).
7.3.4 Ontology based knowledge management portal for technological 
environments
The proposed knowledge management methodology relies on the use of dynamic 
ontologies as a means for domain monitoring and assessment. The study presents the 
idea of dynamic ontologies systematically refi*eshed fi*om heterogeneous information 
sources and highlights the yields fi*om the deployment of ontologies in knowledge 
management applications such as ontology-based search, domain assessment and 
analysis etc.
The methodology promotes the deployment of dynamic ontologies within knowledge 
management systems and practices. The KMP as a pioneer aims to pave the way for 
effective KM in highly intensive technology industries to monitor their environment, 
face the challenges of change and adopt a sustainable strategy. The platform follows 
the approach of building on existing achievements in the field of Knowledge 
Management in order to advance technology and contribute to the new generation of
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the World Wide Web by employing technologies related to the “Semantic Web” and 
to vertical information portals.
The KMP as an integrated KM solution for domain monitoring has contributed new 
capabilities (tangible assets) in the form of:
♦ An ontology editor for the development of ontology schemas that can be 
used to describe concepts and trends in any industry/ technology domain
♦ An ontology based search tool for the deployment of search agents that can 
use the above ontologies to search for business intelligence in diverse Web 
based information sources
♦ A tool that consolidates, analyzes, and publishes information for a domain of 
interest from heterogeneous diverse web sources
♦ An ontology update mechanism that refines and refreshes the ontology 
content
7.4 Future work
Considering the developments proposed in this study, the following areas of future 
research are identified.
7.4.1 Ontologies for business information systems
The merits of ontologies can be viewed in the future in the area of business 
information systems. Ontologies can be used to provide a common vocabulary for the 
entities and their relations in business operations, as well as to facilitate the 
interchange and integration of information streams between the modules of Enterprise 
Resource Planning systems. To name a few modules that ontologies could be used: 
Procurement, Finance and Services, Data Warehousing, Electronic Commerce, 
Supply Chain Management, Workflow systems. Customer Relationship Management.
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7.4.2 Ontologies for e-learning
E-leaming is a field which requires a substantial modelling effort. Ontologies in this 
direction provide a sound solution since they can be used as holistic tools for the 
representation of the knowledge in a specific domain. The fact that ontologies are 
portable models (can be shared and re-used) and can encapsulate both conceptual and 
operational information, makes them appropriate for e-leaming solutions. The 
challenge of the next generation web-based educational systems is to support user- 
friendly, stmctured and automated authoring, balancing between exploiting explicit 
semantic information for agreement and exchange of educational information, and on 
the other hand, collecting and maintaining the information semantics.
7.4.3 Ontologies for mnltimedia
In the future ontologies may serve the role to facilitate content-based searches for 
non-text media as they can potentially provide semantic annotations for collections of 
images, audio, or other non-textual objects. Multimedia ontologies could both contain 
and describe multimedia resources. For example they can contain video files, sound 
files, images describing also properties like author, date, producer, duration etc.
7.4.4 Self-assessed and integrated knowledge models
Ontology refinement and integration are currently semi-automated tasks since human 
intervention is required. Research effort should be directed to fully-automate the 
process of ontology evolution. Ontologies could also be integrated together providing 
a grid of semantics for every domain of human interest. Higher-level ontologies 
(upper ontologies) could facilitate the ontology integration task.
7.4.5 Ontologies in Internet search engines
Current search engine technologies face a lot of criticism due to their failure to 
disambiguate the sense of words. The reason is that current internet presentation 
standards of the world wide web (html), neglect standards to represent formal 
semantics. The employment of ontologies in search engines can provide them with a
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semantic framework to improve the precision of web queries. Intelligent information 
agents may communicate using ontologies and exploit more extensively the web and 
other information resources. This aligns with the vision of the next generation internet 
infrastructure, the Semantic Web, where the published information will also describe 
it self in a standardized way (metadata).
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Appendix A
Table A.1 List of ontologies
Ontology Description URL
AKT The AKT Reference Ontology (Glaser et al, http://www.akt 
2004) has been developed by the AKT partners to ors.org/publicat 
represent the knowledge used in the CS AKTive ions/ontology/ 
Portal testbed, and consists of:
o A top level ontology, providing basic 
definitions used by the portal ontology, 
including a simple representation of 
temporal objects, 
o The main ontology, describing people, 
projects, publications, geographical data, 
etc.
o An ontology of definitions which are in 
use, but which have not been reviewed by 
the AKT partners and agreed for inclusion 
in the portal ontology, 
o An ontology of definitions intended to 
improve compatibility between the AKT 
Reference Ontology and RDF(S). 
o An ontology which joins the <I-N-C-A> 
model with the AKT Reference Ontology.
Business The Business Management Ontology (BMO) http://www.bpi
Process represents an integrated information model, research.com/R
Management which helps to better align IT with business. It esources/RE_0
Ontology brings together business process design, project SSOnt/re osso
(BPMO) management, requirements management, and nt.htm
business performance management (in the form
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of balanced scorecards). As such, it forms the 
basis for an integrated, vendor-neutral. Business 
Management Knowledge Base, from which 
various artifacts can be generated. While business 
analysts will be the primary users of the BMO, IT 
experts will also use it to establish mappings to 
software-related definitions, such as business 
objects and Web service descriptions.
Common CIM provides a common definition of http://www.dmt
Information management information for systems, networks, f.org/standards/
Model (CIM) applications and services, and allows for vendor cim/
extensions. CIM’s common definitions enable 
vendors to exchange semantically rich 
management information between systems 
throughout the network. It is composed of a 
Specification and a Schema. The Schema 
provides the actual model descriptions, while the 
Specification defines the details for integration 
with other management models.
CoreLex An ontology and semantic database of 126 
semantic types, covering around 40,000 nouns 
and defining a large number of systematic 
polysemous classes that are derived by a careful 
analysis of sense distributions in WordNet. The 
semantic types are underspecified representations 
based on generative lexicon theory.
http://www.cs.b
randeis.edu/~pa
ulb/CoreLex/co
relex.html
Cultural A knowledge-based system for thematic and http://eprints.ec
heritage spatial access to information about archaeological s.soton.ac.uk/6
artefacts. 147/
Cyc The Cyc knowledge base (Reed and Lenat 2002) http://www.cyc
is a formalized representation of a vast quantity .com/cyc/techn
of fundamental human knowledge: facts, rules of ology/whatiscy
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DUDEN
thumb, and heuristics for reasoning about the c dir/whatsincy 
objects and events of everyday life. The KB c 
consists of terms which constitute the vocabulary 
of CycL and assertions which relate those terms.
These assertions include both simple ground 
assertions and rules. Cyc is not a frame-based 
system: the Cyc team thinks of the KB instead as 
a sea of assertions, with each assertion being no 
more "about" one of the terms involved than 
another.
The ontology is the result of a cooperation http://www.ipsi 
between a publishing house and a software .fraunhofer.de/ 
company. The general aim is to create an asset ~rostek/alexa- 
pool in which all the information present in the etal- 
dictionaries is integrated in order to support lrec2002.pdf 
reusability for different print and electronic 
products, provide solutions for language 
technology applications as well as support the 
efficient maintenance of the Duden dictionary
EMELD The E-MELD group at Arizona has proposed 
constructing an environment for comparing data 
sets using possibly different markup schemes. 
The central feature of the proposed environment 
is the EMELD ontology of morphosyntactic 
terms with multiple inheritance and a variety of 
relations holding among the terms.
http://emeld.or
g/tools/ontolog
y.cfrn
Enterprise The Enteprise ontology is a collection of terms 
and definitions relevant to business enterprises.
http://www.aiai
.ed.ac.uk/projec
t/enterprise/ent
erprise/ontolog
y.html
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Epistle Core The EPISTLE Core Model (ECM) is an ontology
Model that covers the information requirements of the
full process plant life cycle and enables 
integration of process plant information with 
other enterprise information.
http://www.btin
temet.com/~Ch
ris.Angus/epistl
e/specifications
/ecm.html
Euro WordNet A multilingual ontology containing semantic 
relations between words for several European 
languages (Dutch, Italian and Spanish).
http://www.dcs.
shef.ac.uk/resea
rch/groups/nlp/
funded/eurowor
dnet.html
FrameNet An on-line lexical resource for English, based on
(grapher) frame semantics and supported by corpus
evidence. The aim is to document the range of 
semantic and syntactic combinatory possibilities 
(valences) of each word in each of its senses, 
through computer-assisted annotation of example 
sentences and automatic tabulation and display of 
the annotation results.
GALEN
http://framenet.
icsi.berkeley.ed
u/
Computer-based clinical terminology for 
representing medical concepts
http://www.ope
ngalen.org/
GeoWorlds GeoWorlds is a component-based information 
management system aimed at helping 
organizations to marshal, analyze, discuss, and 
act on all of the available information about a 
situation playing out over space and time. The 
system integrates digital library, geographic 
information systems (GIS), and remote sensor 
data management technologies, together with 
other information analysis, retrieval and 
collaboration tools. It shows how users can 
rapidly assemble a custom repository of 
geographic information about a region, bi- 
directionally link it to collections of document-
http://www.isi.
edu/geoworlds/
index.html
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based information from the World-Wide Web, 
and monitor real-time sensor data for information 
that might change conclusions or decisions 
formed on the basis of this rich information set.
GermaNet GermaNet is a lexical-semantic net that relates
German nouns, verbs, and adjectives semantically 
by grouping words belonging to the same concept 
and by defining semantic relations between 
concepts. It has much in common with the 
English WordNet_and might be viewed as an on­
line thesaurus defining an explicit ontology 
GOLD GOLD is an ontology for descriptive linguistics.
(General It gives a formalized account of the most basic
Ontology for scientific categories and relations used in the
Linguistic scientific description of human language. First
Description) and foremost, GOLD is intended to capture the
knowledge of a well-trained linguist. It is an 
attempt to codify the general knowledge of the 
field. GOLD is aimed at facilitating automated 
reasoning over linguistic data and at establishing 
the basic concepts through which intelligent 
search can be carried out
GUM
http://www.sfs.
nphil.uni-
tuebingen.de/ls
d/
http://www.ling
uistics-
ontology.org/g
old.html
The Generalized Upper Model (Bateman et al, 
1995) is a general task and domain independent 
'linguistically motivated ontology' intended for 
organizing information for expression in natural 
language
http://www.fbl
O.uni-
bremen.de/angl
istik/langpro/w
ebspace/jb/gum
/index.htm
IFF The IFF Ontology (meta) Ontology represents a 
general form of first order logic, namely a form 
of order-sorted first order logic where the sort 
order has been generalized to a sort IF theory and
http://suo.ieee.o
rg/IFF/work-in-
progress.html
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the model-theoretic structures allow the 
contextual notion of relational classification
MikroKosmos An ontology for NLP purposes; a language 
independent conceptual structure to achieve a 
truly concept-based terminology database
http://crl.nmsu.
edu/users/sb/pa
pers/thesis/SEC
TION00052000
000000000000
MuchMore A cross-lingual ontology which integrates very 
rich concept hierarchies in the medical domain 
(International Classification of Diseases: ICD, 
Medical Subject Headings: MESH and the 
Unified Medical Language System: UMLS), as 
well as large, correspondingly classified 
document collections of the domain
http://muchmor
e.dfki.de/about.
html
Onto Web A special ontology is applied to structure 
semantically domain-specific knowledge among 
ontoweb project partners
http://ontoweb.
org/Ontology/
Penman Upper The Pennman Upper Model (Bateman et al, 1995) http://www.fbl
Model is a linguistically motivated ontology developed 
in the late 1980s for mediating between domain
O.uni-
bremen.de/angl
knowledge and a natural language generation 
system.
istik/langpro/kp
ml/um89/um89
-root.htm
Sensus SENSUS is a 70,000-node terminology taxonomy 
into which additional knowledge can be placed. It 
is an extension and reorganization of WordNet
http://www.isi. 
edu/natural- 
language/projec 
ts/ONTOLOGI 
ES.html
Sowa's top The ontology presents a variety of resources in http://www.jfso
ontology logic, linguistics, philosophy, and artificial 
intelligence and is based on the book Knowledge 
Representation (Sowa 2000)
wa.com/ontolo
gy/toplevel.htm
Sumo The Suggested Upper Merged Ontology (SUMO)
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(ontologies) which expands semantically WordNet. It contains 
a family of ontologies in Communications, 
Countries and Regions, distributed computing. 
Economy, Finance, engineering components. 
Geography, Government, Military, North 
American Industrial Classification System, 
People, physical elements. Transnational Issues 
Transportation, Viruses, World Airports and more
TAMBIS Ontology in bioinformatics http://www.ont
ologos.org/GM
L/..%5COntolo
gy%5CTAMBI
S.htm
TOVE: A set of integrated ontologies for the modelling http://www.eil.
Toronto of both commercial and public enterprises. utoronto.ca/ent
integrated erprise-
ontologies for modelling/tove/
Enterprise index.html
ThoughtTreasu A comprehensive platform for natural language http://www.sig
re processing and commonsense reasoning, which niform.com/tt/h
contains on the order of 100,000 pieces of tm/overview.ht
common sense associated with 55,000 English m
and French words and phrases.
Unified The Metathesaurus of (UMLS)is a very large. http://www.nlm
Medical multi-purpose, and multi-lingual vocabulary .nih.gov/researc
Language database that contains information about h/umls/about_u
System biomedical and health related concepts, their mls.html#Sema
(UMLS) various names, and the relationships among them. 
It is built from the electronic versions of many 
different thesauri, classifications, code sets, and 
lists of controlled terms used in patient care, 
health services billing, public health statistics, 
indexing and cataloging biomedical literature.
ntic
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Appendix B
Listing B.l. Pseudo source that calculates the occurrences of an entity of the 
ontology 0; t in a set of documents Dt
function metric(Set_of_documents, entity) 
int count_of_occurrences 
count_of_occurrences = 0 
For each document d in Set_of_documents 
i f  entity occurred in d then
count_of_occurrences = count ofjoccurrences +1
end i f
endfor
return count_of_occurrences
Listing B.2. Pseudo source to calculate the metric
function metric!(Set_of_documents, entityA, entityB )
int count_of_occurrences
count_of_occurrences = 0
For each document d in Set_of_documents
i f  entity A and entity B co-occurred in d then
count_of_occurrences = count_of_occurrences +7
end i f
endfor
return count_of_occurrences
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Appendix C
Listing C.l. The pseudo programming source of suggestions (time control)
Control Section 
For each entity in On 
Case entity
Concept:
if  AND'RLpspiit(status) =  “activated” then
propose the split o f c^j 
else if  pff j< lo w ^  AND RLp i^eieteistatus) = “activated” then 
propose the deletion o f Cnj
end if
if  P?,tj -  ^ P P ^ ^ ^ p f f  j  > low^ AND'Klfreiocateistatus) =  “activated”
AND Pi^ tj^ father{Cj, j) I~fr.ax_hier^(Cj jj, On, D ) then
fin d cn j-o f O n w h e r e j  =max_hierJi(cnj, On, D ) 
if  max_hier_p(cnj. On, D ) > low^ AND
(”^^ pf,t,j {concept candidate to be relocated) > critical^
then
suggest the relocation o f Cnj under the concept Cnp
endfor
end if  
Relation:
i f  P f,tj,k  >  upper^  and R L\iit(status) =  “activated” then 
propose the split o f
else if  pf t^,j,k ^ and RL^deiete(status) =  “activated” then 
propose the deletion o f  y^ y y^
end if  
Instance:
i f  Fi,t,j,k ^ upper^  and RL^spiit(statns) =  “activated” then 
propose the split o f  fyy y^
else if  plt,j,k ^  and RLViete(status) = “activated” then 
propose the deletion o f  A'^ y y
end if
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Metadata:
if  p ^  j  > upper^ and RL%iit(status) =  “activated” then 
propose the split o f  
else if  p ^  j  < low^  and RL’^ deiete(status) =  “activated” then 
propose the deletion o f  w,y
end if
End case
End for  
End o f Control
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Appendix D
Listing D.l Agent programming source to web mine the web site www.aiche.com 
for technical publications
SELECT AS Sectors
HTML_TO_TEXT(Sector Group, iteml) AS Sector Group,
http://www.aiche.org/conferences/techprogram/groupdetailasp 11 
HTML_TO_TEXT(Url.iteml) AS URL,
HTML_TO_TEXT(Sectors.iteml) AS Sectors,
'2001 Annual' AS conf_date
FROM
PATTERN '<td align= "center"X sm allxfont 
face="Arial">. *?\s*(. *?)</font></smallx/td>' AS SectorGroup,
PATTERN '<td><a href="groupdetail.asp. *?\s*(. '^ Ÿ^)" X s m a l lx f ont 
face="Arial">'AS Url,
PATTERN '<td><a href=. *?\s*><smallxfont 
face="Arial">. *?\s*(. *?)</font></small></a>' AS Sectors
WITHIN
http://www. aiche. org/conferences/techprogram/group. asp ?DSN=annual01 
JOIN
SELECT AS Sessions 
‘2 ’As sector_id,
SectorGroup,
URL,
Sectors,
conf_date,
HTML_TO_TEXT(CODE.iteml) AS Code,
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http://www. aiche. org/conferences/techprogram/sessiondetail. asp 11 
HTML_TO_TEXT(SessionURL.iteml) AS SessionUrl,
HTML_TO_TEXT(Session.iteml) AS Session
FROM
PATTERN '<td vAlign="top" width="10%"><small><font 
face="Arial">. *?\s*(. *?)</font></small></td>'AS CODE,
PATTERN '<td width="90%"><a
href= "sessiondetail. asp. *? W *(. *?) "> <small> <font face="Arial"> ' AS Session URL,
PATTERN '<td width="90%"><a href=. *?\s*><small><font 
face= "Arial">. *?\s*(. *?)</font></small></a>' AS Session
WITHIN
http://www.aiche.org/conferences/techprogram/groupdetail.asp?GroupCode=01&DS
N=annual01
urljdecodefURL)
JOIN
SELECT AS SubSessions 
SectorGroup,
URL,
Sectors,
Code,
SessionUrl,
Session,
HTML_TO_TEXT(Subsessions.iteml) AS Subsessions,
http://www. aiche. org/conferences/techprogram/paperdetail. asp 
HTMLJTO_TEXT(AbstractUrl.iteml) ASabstractUrl
FROM
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PATTERN '&amp;DSN=annual01 ">. *?\s*(. *?)</a></font></small></td>' AS  
Subsessions,
PA TTERN '<a(.+?)href= "paperdetail. asp ? \s % *?)\s* "> ' AS AbstractUrl
WITHIN
http://www.aiche.org/conferences/techprogram/sessiondetail.asp?SessCode=01A01& 
DSN=annual 01
url_decode(Session Url)
JOIN
SELECTAS
Abstract
SectorGroup,
URL,
Sectors,
Code,
SessionUrl,
Session,
abstractUrl,
Subsessions,
HTML_TO_TEXT(Title.iteml) AS Title,
HTML_TO_TEXT(Groupid.iteml) AS Groupid,
HTML_TO_TEXT(AuthorsJteml) as Authors 
HTML_TO_TEXT(Abstract.iteml) AS Abstract 
FROM
PATTERN '<h3>\[\w\w\w\w\]\s-\s. *?\s*(. *?)</h3>' as Title,
PATTERN '<h3>\[?\s% *?)\J\s-' as Groupid,
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PATTERN '<dt><small><fontface="Arial"><strong>. *?\s*(. *?)</table>' as 
Authors
PATTERN 'Abstract. *?<p><small><font 
face="Arial">. *?\s*(. *?)</font></small></p>' AS Abstract
WITHIN
urljdecode (abstractUrl)
UNION JOIN TO Abstract 
SELECT*
INTO
'ct_sector_author_group'@'odbc:Driver={Microsoft Access Driver 
(*. mdb)} ;DBQ=C :\Proj ects\ChemT ech.mdb;'
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Appendix E
Listing E .l Agent source to mine the web site www,careerbuilder,com for 
engineering job vacancies
SELECT AS Jobs 
Url.iteml AS URL,
HTML_TO_TEXT(Title.iteml) AS TITLE,
HTML_TO_TEXT(Company.iteml) AS Company, 
HTML_TO_TEXT(Date.iteml) AS DATE 
FROM
PATTERN '<a
href="/JobSeeker/Jobs/JobDetails.asp\?did=. *?\s*(. *?)\&ix. *?">. *?</a></b></td> 
• AS URL,
PA TTER N '< tdxfont size=2
face="arial,helvetica"xb>. *?\s*(. *?)</a></b></td>\s*?<td><font size=2 
face= "arial, helvetica "> ' AS TITLE,
PATTERN '< /a X /b x /td > . *?\s*< tdxfont size=2 
face="arial,helvetica">. *?\s*(. *?)</td>' AS COMPANY,
PATTERN '.nbsp.</td>. *?\s*<td rowspan= 2xfont size=2 
face="arial,helvetica">(\d{2}. \d{2})</td>. *?\s*</tr> ' AS DATE
WITHIN
[
'http://www.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/jobresults.asp?runss=&jrdid=&snam
e=&strCrit=QID%3DA6649283557779%3Bst%3Dq%3Buse%3DAll%3BrawWords
%3Dchemical+engineer%3BCID%3DUS%3BSID%3D%3F%3BTID%3D0%3BENR
%3DNO%3BDTP%3DALL%3BYDI%3DYES%3BIND%3DAll%3BPDQ%3DAll%3B
JN%3',
'http://www.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/Jobresults.asp?runss=&Jrdid=&snam
e=&strCrit=QID%3DA6649283557779%3Bst%3Dq%3Buse%3DAll%3BrawWords
%o3Dchemical+engineer%3BCID%3DUS%3BSID%3D%3F%3BTJD%3D0%3BENR
%3DNO%3BDTP%3DALL%3BYDI%3DYES%3BIND%3DAll%3BPDQ%3DAll%3B
JN3%3BOB%3Ddf&CiBookMark=2',
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'http://www.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/jobresults.asp?runss=&jrdid=&snam 
e=&strCrit=QID%3DA6649283557779%3Bst%3Dq%3Buse%3DAll%3BrawWords 
%3Dchemical+engineer%3BCID%3DUS%3BSID%3D%3F%3BTID%3D0%3BENR 
%3DNO%3BDTP%3DALL%3BYDl%3DYES%3BIND%3DAll%3BPDQ%3DAll%3B 
JN3%3BOB%3Ddf&CiBookMark=3 '
'http://www.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/jobresults.asp?runss=&Jrdid=&snam
e=&strCrit=QID%3DA6649283557779%3Bst%3Dq%3Buse%3DAll%3BrawWords
%3Dchemical+engineer%3BCID%3DUS%3BSID%3D%3F%3BTID%3D0%3BENR
%3DNO%3BDTP%3DALL%3BYDI%3DYES%3BIND%3DAll%3BPDQ%3DAll%3B
JN3%3BOB%3Ddf&CiBookMark=4',
'http:/Avww.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/jobresults.asp?runss=&Jrdid=&snam
e=&strCrit=QID%3DA6649283557779%3Bst%3Dq%3Buse%3DAll%3BrawWords
%3Dchemical+engineer%3BCID%3DUS%3BSID%3D%3F%3BTID%3D0%3BENR
%3DNO%3BDTP%3DALL%3BYDI%3DYES%3BIND%3DAll%3BPDQ%3DAll%3B
JN3%3BOB%3Ddf&CiBookMark=5',
'http://www.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/jobresults.asp?runss=&jrdid=&snam
e=&strCrit=QID%3DA6649283557779%3Bst%3Dq%3Buse%3DAll%3BrawWords
%3Dchemical+engineer%3BCID%3DUS%3BSID%3D%3F%3BTID%3D0%3BENR
%3DNO%3BDTP%3DALL%3BYDI%3DYES%3BIND%3DAll%3BPDQ%3DAll%3B
JN3%3BOB%3Ddf&CiBookMark=6',
'http://www.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/Jobresults.asp?rmss=&jrdid=&snam
e=&strCrit=QID%3DA6649283557779%3Bst%3Dq%3Buse%3DAll%3BrawWords
%3Dchemical+engineer%3BCID%3DUS%3BSID%3D%3F%3BTID%3D0%3BENR
%3DNO%3BDTP%3DALL%3BYDI%3DYES%3BlND%3DAll%3BPDQ%3DAll%3B
JN3%3BOB%3Ddf&CiBookMark=7',
’http://www.careerbuilder.com7JobSeeker/Jobs/jobresults.asp?ninss=&jrdid=&snam
e=&strCrit=QID%3DA6649283557779%3Bst%3Dq%3Buse%3DAll%3BrawWords
%3Dchemical+engineer%3BCID%3DUS%3BSID%3D%3F%3BTID%3D0%3BENR
%3DNO%3BDTP%3DALL%3BYDI%3DYES%3BIND%3DAll%3BPDQ%3DAll%3B
JN3%3BOB%3Ddf&CiBookMark=8',
'http://www.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/Jobresults.asp?mnss=&jrdid=&snam
e=&strCrit=QID%3DA6649283557779%3Bst%3Dq%3Buse%3DAll%3BrawWords
%3Dchernical+engineer%3BCID%3DUS%3BSID%3D%3F%3BTID%3D0%3BEm
%3DNO%3BDTP%3DALL%3BYDI%3DYES%3BIND%3DAll%3BPDQ%3DAll%3B
JN3%3BOB%3Ddf&CiBookMark=9'.
'http://www.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/jobresults.asp?runss=&jrdid=&snam
e=&strCrit=QID%3DA6649283557779%3Bst%3Dq%3Buse%3DAll%3BrawWords
%3Dchemical+engineer%3BCID%3DUS%3BSID%3D%3F%3BTID%3D0%3BENR
%3DNO%3BDTP%3DALL%3BYDI%3DYES%3BIND%3DAll%3BPDQ%3DAll%3B
JN3%3BOB%3Ddf&CiBookMark=10',
'http://www.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobsjjobresults.asp?runss=&jrdid=&snam
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e=&strCrit=QID%3DA6649283557779%3Bst%3Dq%3Buse%3DAll%3BrawWords 
%3Dchemical+engineer%3BCID%3DUS%3BSID%3D%3F%3BTID%3D0%3BENR 
%3DNO%3BDTP%3DALL%3BYDl%3DYES%3BlND%3DAlt%3BPDQ%3DAll%3B 
JN3%3BOB%3Ddf&CiBookMark=n '
'http://www.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/jobresults.asp?runss=&jrdid=&snam
e=&strCrit=QID%3DA6649283557779%3Bst%3Dq%3Buse%3DAll%3BrawWords
%3Dchemical+engineer%3BCID%3DUS%3BSID%3D%3F%3BTID%3D0%3BENR
%3DNO%3BDTP%3DALL%3BYDI%3DYES%3BIND%3DAll%3BPDQ%3DAll%3B
JN3%3BOB%3Ddf&CiBookMark=12'.
'htlp://www.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/jobresults.asp?runss=&jrdid=&snam
e=&strCnt=QID%3DA6649283557779%3Bst%3Dq%3Buse%3DAll%3BrawWords
%3Dchemical+engineer%3BCID%3DUS%3BSID%3D%3F%3BTID%3D0%3BENR
%3DNO%3BDTP%3DALL%3BYDI%3DYES%3BIND%3DAll%3BPDQ%3DAll%3B
JN3%3BOB%3Ddf&CiBookMark=13'/**.
'http://www.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/jobresults.asp?runss=&jrdid=&snam
e=&strCriî=QID%3DA6649283557779%3Bst%3Dq%3Buse%3DAÎl%3BrawWords
%3Dchemical+engineer%3BCID%3DUS%3BSID%3D%3F%3BTID%3D0%3BENR
%3DNO%3BDTP%3DALL%3BYDl%3DYES%3BIND%3DAll%3BPDQ%3DA!l%3B
M3%3BOB%3Ddf&CiBookMark=14',
'http://www.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/jobresults.asp?runss=&jrdid=&snam
e=&strCrit=QID%3DA6649283557779%3Bst%3Dq%3Buse%3DAll%3BrawWords
%3Dchemical+engineer%3BCID%3DUS%3BSID%3D%3F%3BTID%3D0%3BENR
%3DNO%3BDTP%3DALL%3BYDI%3DYES%3BIND%3DAll%3BPDQ%3DAll%3B
JN3%3BOB%3Ddf&CiBookMark=15'.
'http://www.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/jobresults.asp?ninss=&jrdid=&snam
e=&strCrit=QID%3DA6649283557779%3Bst%3Dq%3Buse%3DAll%3BrawWords
%3Dchemical+engineer%3BCID%3DUS%3BSID%3D%3F%3BTID%3D0%3BENR
%3DNO%3BDTP%3DALL%3BYDI%3DYES%3BIND%3DAll%3BPDQ%3DAll%3B
JN3%3BOB%3Ddf&CiBookMark=I6',
'http://www.careerbuiîder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/jobresuîts.asp?runss=&jrdid~&snam 
e=&strCrit=QID%3DA6649283557779%3Bst%3Dq%3Buse%3DAll%3BrawWords 
%3Dchemical+engineer%3BCID%3DUS%3BSID%3D%3F%3BTID%3D0%3BENR 
%3DNO%3BDTP%3DALL%3BYDI%3DYES%3BIND%3DAll%3BPDQ%3DAll%3B 
JN3%3BOB%3Ddf&CiBookMark=l 7\
’http://www.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs7jobresults.asp?runss—&jrdid=&snam
e=&strCrit=QID%3DA6649283557779%3Bst%3Dq%3Buse%3DAll%3BrawWords
%3Dchemical+engineer%3BCID%3DUS%3BSID%3D%3F%3BTID%3D0%3BENR
%3DNO%3BDTP%3DALL%3BYDl%3DYES%3BlND%3DAll%3BPDQ%3DAll%3B
JN3%3BOB%3Ddf&CiBookMark=18',
'http:/7mvw.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/jobresults.asp?mnss=&jrdid=&snam
e=&strCrit=QID%3DA6649283557779%3Bst%3Dq%3Buse%3DAll%3BrawWords
%3Dchemical+engineer%3BCID%3DUS%3BSID%3D%3F%3BTID%3D0%3BENR
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%3DNO%3BDTP%3DALL%3BYDI%3DYES%3BlND%3DAll%3BPDQ%3DAll%3B
M3%3BOB%3Ddf&CiBookMark=19',
'http://www.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs//obresults.asp?runss=&jrdid=&snam
e=&strCrit=QID%3DA6649283557779%3Bst%3Dq%3Buse%3DAll%3BrawWords
%3Dchemlcal+engineer%3BCID%3DUS%3BSID%3D%3F%3BTID%3D0%3BENR
%3DNO%3BDTP%3DALL%3BYDF/o3DYES%3BIND%3DAll%3BPDQ%3DAU%3B
M3%3BOB%3Ddf&CiBookMark=20',
'http://wmv.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/jobresults.asp?runss=&jrdid=&snam 
e=&strCrit=QID%3DA6649283557779%3Bst%3Dq%3Buse%3DAll%3BrawWords 
%3Dchemical+engineer%3BCID%3DUS%3BSID%3D%3F%3BTID%3D0%3BENR 
%3DNO%3BDTP%3DALL%3BYDI%3DYES%3BIND%3DAll%3BPDQ%3DAll%3B 
JN3%3BOB%3Ddf&CiBookMark=21 '
'http://www.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/Jobresults.asp?runss=&jrdid=&snam
e=&strCrit=QID%3DA6649283557779%3Bst%3Dq%3Buse%3DAll%3BrawWords
%3Dchemical+engineer%3BCID%3DUS%3BSID%3D%3F%3BTID%3D0%3BENR
%3DNO%3BDTP%3DALL%3BYDI%3DYES%3BIND%3DAll%3BPDQ%3DAll%3B
JN3%3BOB%3Ddf&CiBookMark=22',
'http://WWW. careerbuilder. com/JobSeeker/Jobs/jobresults. asp ?runss=&jrdid=&snam
e=&strCrit=QID%3DA6649283557779%3Bst%3Dq%3Buse%3DAll%3BrawWords
%3Dchemical+engineer%3BCID%3DUS%3BSID%3D%3F%3BTID%3D0%3BENR
%3DNO%3BDTP%3DALL%3BYDI%3DYES%3BIND%3DAll%3BPDQ%3DAll%3B
JN3%3BOB%3Ddf&CiBookMark=23',
'http://www.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/jobresults.asp?runss=&jrdid=&snam
e=&strCrit=QID%3DA6649283557779%3Bst%3Dq%3Buse%3DAll%3BrawWords
%3Dchemical+engineer%3BCID%3DUS%3BSID%3D%3F%3BTID%3D0%3BENR
%3DNO%3BDTP%3DALL%3BYDI%3DYES%3BIND%3DAll%3BPDQ%3DAll%3B
JN3%3BOB%3Ddf&CiBookMark=24’,
'http://www.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/jobresults.asp?runss=&jrdid=&snam
e=&strCrit=QID%3DA6649283557779%3Bst%3Dq%3Buse%3DAll%3BrawWords
%3Dchemical+engineer%3BCID%3DUS%3BSID%3D%3F%3BnD%3D0%3BENR
%3DNO%3BDTP%3DALL%3BYDP/o3DYES%3BIND%3DAll%3BPDQ%3DAll%3B
JN3%3BOB%3Ddf&CiBookMark=25',
'http://www.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/jobresults.asp?runss=&jrdid=&snatn
e=&strCnt=QID%3DA6649283557779%3Bst%3Dq%3Buse%3DAll%3BrawWords
%3Dchetnical+engineer%3BCID%3DUS%3BSID%3D%3F%3BTID%3D0%3BENR
%3DNO%3BDTP%3DALL%3BYDP%3DYES%3BlND%3DAll%3BPDQ%3DAll%3B
JN3%3BOB%3Ddf&CiBookMark=26',
'http://www.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/jobresults.asp?runss=&Jrdid=&snam
e=&strCrit=QID%3DA6649283557779%3Bst%3Dq%3Buse%3DAll%3BrawWords
%3Dchemical+engineer%3BCID%3DUS%3BSID%3D%3F%3BTID%3D0%3BENR
%3DNO%3BDTP%3DALL%3BYDP/o3DYES%3BIND%3DAll%3BPDQ%3DAlP/o3B
JN3%3BOB%3Ddf&CiBookMark=27',
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'http://www.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/jobresults.asp?runss=<Scjrdid=&snam
e=&strCrit=QID%3DA6649283557779%3Bst%2Dq%3Buse%3DAll%3BrawWords
%3Dchemical+engineer%3BCID%3DUS%3BSID%3D%3F%3BTID%3D0%3BENR
JN3%3BOB%3Ddf&CiBookMark=28',
'http://www.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/jobresults.asp?runss=&jrdid=&snam
%3Dchemical+engineer%3BCID%3DUS%3BSID%3D%3F%3BTID%3D0%3BENR
JN3%3BOB%3Ddf&CiBookMark=29\
'http://www.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/Jobresults.asp?runss=&Jrdid=&snam
%3Dchemical+engineer%3BCID%3DUS%3BSID%3D%3F%3BTID%3D0%3BENR
JN3%3BOB%3Ddf&CiBookMark=30[
'http://www.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/Jobresults.asp?runss=&Jrdid=&snam
e=&strCrit=QID%3DA6649283557779%3Bst%3Dq%3Buse%3DAll%3BrawWords
%3Dchemical+engineer%3BCID%3DUS%3BSID%3D%3F%3BTID%3D0%3BENR
JN3%3BOB%3Ddf&CiBookMark=31 \
'http://www.careerbuilder.com/JobSeeker/Jobs/jobresults.asp?runss=&jrdid=&snam
%3Dchemical+engineer%3BCID%3DUS%3BSID%3D%3F%3BTID%3D0%3BENR
JN3%3BOB%3Ddf&CiBookMark=32'
**/ y
JOIN
SELECT AS Descriptions
HTML_TO_TEXT(http://www. careerbuilder. com/JobSeeker/Jobs/JobDetails. asp ?did 
=\\URL) as URL2,
DATE,
Company,
TITLE,
'USA'AS LOCATION,
'CHEMICAL ENGINEERING'AS SECTOR,
HTML_TO_TEXT(Description. iteml) AS Description
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FROM
PATTERN '<b>Description</td>. *?\s*(['^\s*][^\tj. *?)<!—.—>. *?\s*<!—
. Contact.Information.Header. Table —>' AS Description
WITHIN
url_decode(http://www. careerbuilder. com/JobSeeker/Jobs/JobDetails. asp ?did= 11 URL
UNION JOIN TO Descriptions 
SELECT *
INTO
JOBS'@'odbc:Driver={Microsoft Access Driver (*.mdb)};DBQ=C:Documents and 
Settings\ceplak\Desktop \hTechSight\DB\TEXTSOURCE. mdb; '
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Listing E.2 Agent source to mine the web site jobsearch.monster.com for 
engineering job vacancies
SELECT AS Jobs
'http://jobsearch.monster.com/getjob.asp?JobID=’ || HTML_TO_TEXT(Url.iteml) || 
'(èA VSDM=2003%2D06 %2D12+14%3A2 0%3A OO&CCD =my%2Emonster%2Ecom 
&JSD =jobsearch %2Emonster%2Ecom &HD=company%2Emonster%2Ecom &AD=h 
ttp%3A%2F%2Fjobsearch%2Emonster%2Ecom%2Fjobsearch%2Easp%3Fcy%3DU
%2BEngineer%26sort%3Drv%26vw%3Db&Logo=1 &col=dltci&cy=US&brd=l %2 
C1862%2Cl863&lid=&fn=&.q=Chemical+Engineer ' AS URL,
HTML_TO_TEXT(Date.iteml) || '2003' AS DATE,
HTML_TO_TEXT(Company.iteml) AS COMPANY,
HTML_TO_TEXT(Title.iteml) AS TITLE,
'USA'AS LOCATION
FROM
PATTERN '/getjob.asp\?JobID=. *?\s% *?)\&AVSDM'AS URL,
PATTERN '<td valign-'top" width="50%" style="word-wrap:break-word;" 
class=". *?">. *?\s*(. *?)</a><br/x/td><td valign="top" class='AS TITLE,
PATTERN '</tdx/tr><tr>. *?\s*>(\w\w\w\s\d. *?)</td'AS DATE,
PATTERN '< /a X b r /x / td x td  valign="top". *?>(. *?<)/td>'AS COMPANY,
PATTERN '=Chemical\+Engineer">. *?(. *?)</a><br /></td>' AS TITLE
WITHIN
[
'http://jobsearch.monster.com/jobsearch.asp?cy=US&re=14&brd=l%2C1862%2Cl
863<Sdid=&fn=&q=Chemical+Engineer&sort=rv&vw=b',
'http://jobsearch.monster.com/jobsearch.asp?re=4&pg=2&cy=US&brd=l%2C1862 
%2 C l863&lid=&fn=&q=Chemical+Engineer&sort=ry&vw=b ',
'http ://jobsearch. monster, com/jobsearch. asp ?re=4&pg=3&cy=US&brd=l%2Cl 862 
%o2 C l863<Sdid=&fn=&q=ChemicalFEngineer&sort=rv&vw=b ',
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'http://jobsearch.monster.com/jobsearch.asp?re=4&pg=4&cy=US&brd=l%2C1862 
%2C1863&lid=&fn=&q=Chemical+Engineer <Scsort=rv&vw=b
'http://jobsearch.monster.com/jobsearch.asp?re=4&pg=5&cy=US&brd=l%2C1862
%o2C1863&lid=&.fn=&q=Chemical+Engineer&sort=rv&vw=b\
'http ://jobsearch. monster, com/j obsearch. asp ?re=4&pg=6&cy=US&brd=l %2C1862 
%2C1863&lid=&fn=&q=Chemical+Engineer&sort=rv&vw=b ',
'http ://jobsearch. monster, com/j obsearch. asp?re=4&pg= 7&cy=US&brd=l %2C1862 
%o2 C l863&.lid=&fn=&q=Chemical+Engineer&sort=rv&vw=b ',
'http ://jobsearch. monster. com/jobsearch.asp?re=4&pg=8&cy=-US&brd=l %2C1862 
%2 C l863&lid=&fn=&q=Chemical+Engineer &sort=rv&vw=b ',
'http://jobsearch.monster.com/jobsearch.asp?re=4&pg=9&cy=US&brd=l%2C1862
%2C1863&lid=&fn=&q=Chemical+Engineer&sort=rv&vw=b',
'http ://jobsearch. monster, com/j obsearch. asp?re=4&pg=l 0&cy=US&brd=l %2C186 
2%o2C1863&lid=&.fn=&q=ChemicalA-Engineer&.sort—rv&vw=b',
'http ://jobsearch. monster, com/j obsearch. asp ?re=4&pg=l 1 &cy=US&.brd=l %2C186 
2%2C1863&lid=&fn=&q=Chemical+Engineer&sort=rv&vw=b ',
http://jobsearch.monster.com/jobsearch.asp?re=4&pg=12&cy=US&brd=l%2C186 
2%2C1863&lid=&fn —&q=Chemical+Engineer<Scsort=rv&vw=b ',
'http ://jobsearch. monster, com/j obsearch. asp ?re=4&pg=13&cy=US&brd=l %2C186 
2%2C1863&lid=&fn=&.q=Chemical+Engineer&sort=rv&vw=b',
’http://jobsearch.monster.com/jobsearch.asp?re=4&pg=14&cy=US&brd=l%2C186 
2%2C1863&lid=&fn=&q=Chemical+Engineer&sort=rv&vw=b ',
'http://jobsearch.monster.com/jobsearch.asp?re=4&pg=15&cy=US&brd=l%2C186 
2%2 Cl863&lid=&fn—&q=Chemical+Engineer&sort=rv&vw=b ',
'http.V/jobsearch.monster. com/jobsearch.asp?re=4&pg=l 6&cy=US&brd=l %2C186 
2%2 C l863&lid=&fn =<S:q=Chemical+Engineer<S:sort=rv&vw=b ',
'http://jobsearch.monster.com/jobsearch.asp?re=4&pg=17&cy=US&brd=l%2C186 
2%2 C l863&lid=&fn=&.q=Chemical+Engineer&sort=rv&.vw=b ',
'http ://jobsearch. monster, com/j obsearch. asp ?re=4&pg=l 8&cy=US&brd=l %2C186 
2%2C1863&lid=&fn =&q=Chemical+Engineer&sort=rv&vw=b ',
'http ://jobsearch. monster, com/j obsearch. asp ?re=4&pg=l 9&.cy=US&brd=l %2C186 
2%2C1863&lid=&fn=&q=Chemical+Engineer&sort=rv&vw=b'
]
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JOIN
SELECTAS DESCRIPTION 
URL,
DATE,
COMPANY,
TITLE,
'USA'AS LOCATION,
'Chemical Engineering' AS Sector,
HTML_TO_TEXT(Description. iteml) AS DESCRIPTION 
FROM
PATTERN '</TITLE>. *?\s*>(. *?) Contact Information'AS DESCRIPTION
WITHIN
URL
UNION JOIN TO DESCRIPTION 
SELECT *
INTO
'JOBS'@'odbc:Driver—{Microsoft Access Driver (*.mdb)};DBQ=C:Documents and 
Settings\ceplak\Desktop\hTechSightDB 1TEXTSO UR CE. mdb; '
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Appendix F 
Table l.F  Classified URLs from MASh
TDI
R ating:100% , URL 
R ating:100% , URL 
R ating:100% , URL 
RatingilOO%, URL 
R ating:100% , URL
http://www.tdi. s ta te . tx. u s /g enera l/a sp urch .  html
http ://w w w .td iclub .com /old-m sgs
http : / / www.td ico .com /
http://www.tdi.com.tr/
http : / / www.tdisdi. co m /td i / td ih o m e .  html
DNT
Rating: 100% , URL: h ttp : / /w w w .c ire c .n e t / su m m a r y -o f - la te s t - i s su e -1 2 -1 9 9 9 .sh tm l  
Rating: 100% , URL: http:/ /w w w .asiaprofi le .com /exporto ffers /chem ica ls8 .h tm l
Rating: 100% , URL: h t tp : / /p e p .sr ic . sr i .eo m /P u b l ic /R e p o r ts /P h a se _ 2 0 0 4 /R W 2 0 0 4 -1 4 /R W 2 0 0 4 -1 4 .h tm l  
Rating: 100% , URL: h t tp : / /w w w .ep a .g o v /ep a o sw er /h a zw a ste /s ta te /rev is io n /c l i s t s /c l0 1 8 .r t f  
R ating:100% , URL: http ://ww w.cm ri.co .kr /eng/08 .htm
TDA
Rating: 100% , URL: h ttp : / / ic tchem .tr ip od .com /tda .h tm  
R ating:100% , URL: h t tp : / /w w w .cd c .gov /n iosh /90101_53 .h tm l  
R ating:100% , URL:
http ://www, press,  bayer, c o m /n e w s /  n e w s .n sf / id /0C 3D 6A A D C 383470E C 1256D F 100333231
R ating :  1 0 0 % ,  URL: h t t p : / / p e p . s r i c . s r i . e o m / P u b l i c / R e p o r t s /P h a s e _ 2 0 0 4 / R W 2 0 0 4 - 1 4 / R W 2 0 0 4 - 1 4 .h t m l
Rating: 100% , URL: http://www.nctda.org/tt/infrastructure.html
D istilla tion
Rating : 100% , URL: http : / /oem .b m jjourna ls .  c o rn /cg i /co n ten t / fu l l /5 7 /1 /4 3  
Rating: 100% , URL: http://www.linnhoffm arch.com /clients /specia lity .htm l  
Rating: 100% , URL: http ://w w w .po l iu re ta no s .co m .b r /In g le s /C h a pter l /1 3 2 co m erc ia l .h tm  
R ating:100% , URL:
http://WWW. press,  bayer, c o m /n e w s /  n ew s.n sf / id /0 C 3 D 6 A A .D C 3 8 3 4 7 0 E C 1 2 5 6 D F 1 0 0 3 3 3 2 3 1
Table 2.F Clusters of results of MASh
CLUSTER: 8
URL: http://www.cdc.gov/n iosh /90101_53 .htm l  
CATEGORIES: Process, Reactor 
KEYWORDS: sum mary, niosh, publication, cdc
URL: h t tp : / /w w w .p r e s s .b a y e r . e o m /n e w s /n e w s .n s f / i d /0 C 3 D 6 A A D C 3 8 3 4 7 0 E C 1 2 5 6 D F 1 0 0 3 3 3 2 3 1
CATEGORIES: Process, Reactor
KEYWORDS: news, new, gif, im a ge ,  bayer, nsf
CLUSTER: 7
URL: http : / / www.tdi.state.tx. us/general/aspurch.html  
CATEGORIES: D evelopm ent, Process, TDI 
KEYWORDS: opportunities, bid, insurance, hub, t e x a s
URL: http :/ /oem.bmjjournals. com /cg i/conten t/fu ll /57 /1 /43  
CATEGORIES: Process, TDI, D evelopm ent  
KEYWORDS: tex t ,  full, exposure ,  asthm a, fev
CLUSTER: 6
URL: http://ww w.cirec.net/sum m ary-of-latest-issue-12-1999.shtm l  
CATEGORIES: Process
KEYWORDS: p osted ,  id, plant, july, tons ,  summary
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Table 3.F The collected and classified documents out of a competitor’s web site 
through web targeted mining.
[0 - P ro œ s s e s ]  h a s  finished.
http://w w w .uop.com /refining/processes_and_products/penex_plus_intro.htm [100] 
h ttp://w w w .uop.com /petrochem icals/processesjD roducts/su lfo laneJntro .h tm [100] 
http://w w w .uop.com /adsorbents/alum inas_m arket_segm ents/ethylene_processing.htm l[100] 
http://w w w .uop.com /petrochem icals/processes_products/m to_intro.htm ilO O ] 
h ttp://w w w .uop.com /adsorbents/m olecu!ar_sieve_m arket/refrigeranLdrying.htm l[100]
[1 - Refining] h a s  finished.
http://w w w .uop.com /petrochem icals/processes_products.htm lpO ]
http://w w w .uop.com /solutions_and_innovation/research_and_developm ent/prom inenLresearchers.htm lpO ]
http://w w w .uop.com /refining/processes_and_products/fcc_intro.htm pO ]
http://w w w .uop.com /refining/processes_and_products.htm l[100]
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